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Stroup announces administrative changes at MSU

Ilogancamp, Kelly named interim vice ioresidents
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp and
Don C. Kelly have been named interim vice presidents at Murray
State University to fill positions
left vacant by the death of James
0. Hall on Saturday.
Dr. Kala M. Stroup, university
president, circulated a letter to
the campus community on
Wednesday in which she announced the appointments and outlined
several administrative changes.
Hogancamp, executive director
of the MSU Foundation since 1977,
will serve as interim vice president for administrative services.
He held the post of vice president
for administration and finance
from 1968 to 1977.
Kelly, director of the Rural
Development Institute since 1980,
will assume responsibilities as the
interim vice president for university relations and development, a
new name for the unit formerly
known as university services.
Hall had served more than two
years as vice president for administrative services and was
also functioning as interim vice
president for university services.
He died in Marion of a massive
heart attack while playing tennis.
Prior to his death, he had appointed Joe Ward, director of
university support services, to be
his assistant. Stroup said Ward
will continue in that role to Hogancamp to assure continuity and to
provide support as Hogancamp
continues as director of the Foundation.
She described Hogancamp, who
has been a member of the campus
community since 1948, as "a loyal,
capable administrator with a
longstanding and outstanding
record of service" in his years at
Murray State.
"We are fortunate that a
dedicated and unselfish individual
such as Tom Hogancamp, at a
time when we need him, is
available and willing to step back
into the mainstream to give us the
benefit of his valuable ex-

Dr. Thomas Hogancamp

Don Kelly

perience," she said. "I am
grateful to him."
Stroup explained that Kelly,
who also serves as legislative
liaison coordinator, has worked
extensively with the university's
external publics. She noted that
developing external initiatives is
the primary function of the vice
presidential unit that was formerly held by Dr. Marshall Gordon
before he left in July to become
president of Southwest Missouri
State University.
"A top priority of mine in my
first few weeks as president has
been to broaden my outreach by
getting to know as many people as
possible as quickly as possible,"
she continued. "Don Kelly has
been invaluable as he has used his
knowledge of people across the
area and in state government to
help me."
In her letter to the university
community, Stroup said the
unusual circumstances of the
situation make it "important that
we break the routine of our normal decision-making processes in

order for the' university to continue to function."
Explaining that the way she
made the decisions "is not my
usual style, nor the decisionmaking process that I feel is
healthy for a university," she said
she nonetheless feels that "the
magnitude of the situation requires a departure from usual
university practices and had to be
weighed against the risk of confusion and loss of momentum."
She indicated that she is also
changing the practice which has
existed in the past prohibiting a
person serving in an interim appointment from being considered
as a candidate for the position.
"We will continue a strong commitment to open, national searches in order to find the most
qualified individuals, whether
they be individuals on our own
campus or from outside," she
said.
Mrs. Stroup explained that
several administrative changes
have been made in order "to continue in the direction of clearer

role and position descriptions"
and "to reduce the administrative
responsibilties of our interim appointrnents." They are:
• Changing the name of university services to university relations and development and assigning the Rural Development Institute and the legislative liaison
function to that area.
• Transfer of the Office of
Giants Development and the
Committee for Institutional
Studies and Research from
university relations and development to academic programs.
• Transfer of the Cooperative
Education and Placement Office
from university relations and
development to student developmelt.
• Reassignment of the university attorney from administrative
services to a staff relationship in
the Office of the President.
Hogancamp,61, earned the B.S.
degree at Murray State and the

M.S. and Ed.D. degrees at Indiana
University. He was awarded a Ford Foundation Fellowship for
postdoctoral study at Indiana
University.
A native of Bardwell, Hogancamp began his long association
with Murray State in 1948 as an instructor of business. He became
head of the Department of
Business in 1952 and served from
1965 to 1968 as dean of the School of
Business.
He served four years in the
Navy and was discharged a lieutenant senior grade.
Kelly, 41, prior to joining the
staff at Murray State, worked for
13 years in the Kentucky Department of Transportation.
He served a year as state
transportation planning engineer,
four years as assistant state
transportation planning engineer,
a year as assistant director, two
years as manager of the project
planning section and five years as

a project engineer, all in the Division of Planning. He also worked a
year as a project engineer for a
Lexington firm of consulting
engineers.
Kelly earned the B.S. in civil
engineering degree and the M.S.
in civil engineering degree at the
University of Kentucky. He also
earned a certificate at the University of Mississippi transportation
Management Institute in 1976.
His hometown is Madisonville.
Ward joined the staff at Murray
State in 1976 as internal auditor
and was named director of operations analysis in 1978. He assumed
his present title July 1.
A native of Murray, he earned
both the B.S. and M.B.A. degrees
at Murray State.
Ward's major work in the past
year has been the purchase and installation of the univesity's
privately owned telephone
system. He will continue with his
director's responsibilities.

MERIT SEMirmAusT- Charles H. Cella (middle), 17, a senior at Murray High School, has been
named a semifinalist in the National Merit Scholarship Corporation Merit Program.He learned of the
newsfrom PrincipalI3M Wells and Counselor Wanda Gough.

Murray High senior chosen
semifinalist
Merit
National
Sheriff continues loader fire probe;
fiscal courtlooks for replacement
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court took no action Tuesday after
receiving bids for a new front-end
loader to replace one destroyed by
vandalism.
Judge-Executive George Weaks
said diesel gasoline was syphoned

out of the county's 1967 three-yard
model late last week and set afire.
It was destroyed.
The loader was left on a county
road which is common practice by
the county road department
because "it would take too much

Need Line Council to meet;
case load to be reported
The Council meeting of the
Murray-Calloway County Need
Line Association, Inc., will be
Monday at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library, 710 Main
St.
Sid Easley, president, said this
meeting is open to all interested
persons. He especially urges each
church and organization contributing to the work of the church
and community ministry in Murray and Calloway County to have
delegates at the meeting on Monday.
Euple Ward,executive director,
and Patsy S. Carruth, assistant
director, will be present to report
on the heavy caseload experienced by the Need Line office during
the summer months.
Mrs. Ward said in the past that
the summer months have been
slow, but this year 879 cases have
been reported with 609 clients be-

ing helped in some way by food,
rent, medicine,etc.
The Need Line office is located
at 203 South Fifth St. and is open
five days a week with the
telephone answering service taking calls at 753-6333 at all hours
each day and night.
Easley said the primary purpose of Need Line is to prnvide
emergency assistance in paying
rental bills, heating bills, medical
and drug bills and, in cases,
related expenses.
He said all cash payments are
made directly to the landlord or
vendor. In addition food is made
available to people in need, but
Need Line does not provide furniture or clothing as this collies
from other local churches.
Easley added, when possible,
Need Line seeks assistance for
persons who have long-term ongoing needs.

Three contractors remain
for gaseous diffusion plant
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — There
are now only three prospective
contractors for the U.S. Department of Energy's gaseous diffusion plant in western McCracken
County, and three related plants
In Oak Ridge,Tenn.
Department of Energy
spokesman Wayne Range Tuesday identified the finalists as Martin Marietta 'Corp. of Orlando,
Fla., Rockwell International
Corp. of Canoga Park, Calif., and
Westinghouse Electric Corp. of

Pittsburgh,Pa.
The selection of the firm which
will get the operating contract is
expected to be made on Dec. 9.
The company selected will then
enter into a transition period, and
take over the plant on April 1,
1984.
Union Carbide Corp., which has
operated the Paducali, plant for
the U.S. government since it opened more than 30 years ago, announced last year that it would not
seek to have its operating contract
renewed.

time taking it out and bringing it
in. Besides, we've never had this
trouble before," Weaks said.
The judge added negotiations
with the insurance company are
not yet complete.
Calloway County Sheriff's Office is investigating the incident.
Officials would not comment further about the incident.
The court also:
• Voted to seek lower bids for a
smoke alarm system for the
Calloway County Jail.
• Agreed to purchase, after an
inspection, a new Ford pickup
truck to be used by the county
road engineer. Bid on the truck,
from Parker Ford and lowest of
four received, was $6,789.92 for the
six-cylinder half-ton model.

clear'n'cool
Clear and cool tonight with
lows in the mid 50s. Light northeast winds. Partly sunny
Thursday and a little warmer.
Highs near 80 with southeast
winds 5 to 10 miles an hour
LAKE LEVELS
355.9
Lake Barkley
355.9
Kentucky Lake

today's index
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Charles H. Cella, 17, a senior at
Murray High. School, has been
named by National Merit Scholarship Corporation (NMSC) as a
semifinalists in the current Merit
Program.
The son of Dr. and Mrs. Ronald
Cella, Cella was the only student
in Calloway County named.
Cella is president of Hi-Y, vice
president of the French Club and
has participated in soccer, Speech
Club, Math Team and Latin Club.
This summer, Cella attended the
Kentucky Governor's Scholarship
Program at Centre College.
Today about 15,000 young men
and women across the country are
being honored by NMSC as

semifinalists in the Merit Program. These high school seniors
will have an opportunity to advance in the competition for about
5,300 Merit Scholarships, worth
more than $18 million, to be
awarded in the spring of 1984.
Over one million students from
some 18,000 secondary schools
entered the competition last fall
by taking the PSAT/NMSQT in
their junior year. Those who
qualified as semifinalists include
the highest scorers in every state
and represent the top half of one
percent of this year's senior class.
The tentative career plans of
semifinalists consistently reveal a
variety of goals, but usually about

half of these able students choose
to concentrate their
undergraduate studies in science,
mathematics,and engineering.
As semifinalists, these students
have completed only the first step
in the Merit Scholarship competition. To become one of approximately 13,500 finalists who will be
considered for awards,
semifinalists must meet additional rigorous standards. They
must document high academic
performance throughout high
school, receive the recommendation and endorsement of their
principals, confirm their earlier
qualifying test scores on a second
(Continued on Page 2)

Air Supply singer without voice;
group forced to postpone concert
Because of a singer with
laryngitis, the sold-out Air Supply
concert scheduled tonight at
Racer Arena has been postponed.
Jim Carter, director of student
activities, said this morning that
members of the group are flying
back to Los Angeles and will be
unable to meet any of their

scheduled appearances until next
Tuesday.
Carter said negotiations are
underway to reschedule the concert sometime after Oct. 10, when
Air Supply's tour of this area is
over. Ticket holders are urged to
keep their tickets and information
about a rescheduled date or ticket

refunds will be announced as soon
as possible, Carter added.
A total of 4,357 tickets — capacity for this concert when considering the elaborate equipment and
setting Air Supply uses in concert
— were sold at $9 for students and
$10 general admission.
(Continued on Page 2)

Hubbard again avoids airtragedy;
runway incident under investigation
DALLAS (AP) — A congressman says two
Jetliners that nearly collided on a runway in
Nashville were separated by the length of one
airplane when they finally stopped.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky., was a passenger on
an American Airlines flight bound from Washington
to Dallas-Fort Worth Monday night.
Hubbard said the American aircraft braked
sharply during a takeoff approach from Nashville
Metropolitan Airport to avoid hitting a Republic
Airlines jet which was crossing its path.
Monday's incident was the second time in the last
two weeks that Hubbard had avoided an aviation
disaster. He had been scheduled to fly to South
Korea Sept. 1 on the Korean Air Lines jumbo jet
that was shot down by the Soviet Union, killing all
289 people aboard.
"I cannot decide if I'm lucky or unlucky," Hubbard told The Dallas Morning News.
"However,I'll understand if my friends decline to
fly with me in the near future," he said."The nearMines of Sept. 1 and Sept. 12 are causing this Baptist to think more like a Presbyterian."

Roger Myers, a Federal Aviation Administration
spokesman in Washington, said the incident was "a
systems error" and no blame has been placed on
either carrier. He said a preliminary investigation
showed both planes had been cleared to be on the
same runway at the same time.
-The (American)plane was racing down the runway when the pilot braked," Hubbard said. A`The
stewardesses said later our speed was 120 miles per
hour. It seemed we were just getting ready to lift
off.
There was only the distance of one airplane between the two jets when both stopped, Hubbard said.
"They (flight attendants) said the pilots told
them tharsitie'basest they hope they ever come to
a fatal accident. It was that close," Hubbard said.
9/

The American pilots "were visibly ashen" as
passengers were unloaded from the plane, Hubbard
said. *
Hubbard flew to Dallas to speak today before the
Government Affairs Committee of the International
Association of Drilling Contractors.
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FIRST MCMA CONCERT — The first concert of the Murray Civic
Music Association season will be Peter Donohoe, pianist, in concert
at 3 p.m. Sunday in the Lovett Auditorium on the MSU campus
Donohoe leapt to international recognition following his brilliant success as joint-winner of the 1982 Tchaikovsky International Piano
Competition in Moscow — perhaps the most prestigious competition
of its type anywhere in the world. Accorded a tumultuous reception
by the Moscow audience, he is now in demand by orchestras,
festivals and concert promoters throughout the world. Having
already been a major prize-winner at the Liszt-Bartok Competition
In Budapest and the Leeds International Competition, Donohoe had
already been touring in many parts of Europe. Since his Moscow success, however, interest has been truly worldwide with engagements
coming from the USA, West Germany, Japan, Canada, Holland,
Yugoslavia, Austria, Sweden, Denmark, Norway and the USSR. In
addition Peter Donohoe has also begun recording for EMI, with two
discs becoming available intemtionally in late 1982. Admission is by
season membership ticket or on presentation of a current MSU student ID card. Also, members of the Paducah Civic Music Association
are admitted. This concert is funded in part by the Kentucky Arts
Council with funds in part from the National Endowment for the
Arts. MCMA is also assisted in funding by MSU.
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(Continued from Page 1)
examination, and provide considerable information about their
interests, accomplishments, and
goals.
Although all semifinalists who
attain finalist standing can be expected to continue the pursuit of
academic excellence, a limitation
of funds will permit NMSC to offer
Merit Scholarships to only about
forty percent of the Finalists.
Three distinctly different types of
awards will be provided, of which
at least 1,800 will be National
Merit $1000 Scholarships that are
allocated to winners on a state
representation basis. Every
finalist will have a chance to win
one of these one-time "National"
awards which are supported by
business and industrial sponsors
that also will finance over 1,500
renewable Merit Scholarships.
However, because corporatesponsored four-year awards
usually are specified for finalists

who are children of company
employees, residents of an area
served by the sponsor, or students
with particular career goals, not
all finalists will compete for them.
The remaining 2,000 or more fouryear Merit Scholarships to be offered next spring will be sponsored by colleges and universities
that reserve the awards they
finance for finalists who will attend their institutions.
Between 1956 and 1983, over
79,000 young Americans received
Merit Scholarships worth $228
million. The 5,300 Merit Scholars
of 1984 to be publicly acclaimed
next April and May will join over
15,000 other academic champions
as undergraduates in about 700 of
the nation's higher education institutions.

Two firefighters of the Murray
Fire Department were treated for
smoke inhalation Monday night
after a home-made smoke bomb
went off Monday night in Hart
Hall on the Murray State University campus.
Frank English and Harold Hill
both were treated and released at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. However, Hill still is
"under doctor's care," Fire Chief
James Hornbuckle said today.
The bomb, described as homemade was found in a waste basket
in a fifth floor kitchenette after
filling the fifth, sixth and seventh
floors of the seven-story structure
with "light white smoke that was
irritating to the throat," Hornbuckle said. "It didn't even leave
signs of smoke damage 2ns„the
walls."
The bomb is being analyzed for
its contents and Murray State's
Office of Public Safety is continuing an investigation, Director Joe
Green said. The housing office has
begun talking to residents of the
men's dormitory.
Ten members of the fire department, with four trucks, responded
at 10:54 p.m. and were at the
scene 2;'2 hours. The building was
evacuated, however, firefighters
had to wake up some of the
residents before the search for the
smoke bomb could begin. Most of
the time was used to remove the
smoke from the top three floors.
No students were reported injured. There was no structural
damage.

Concert...
(Continued from Page 1)
Tonight's concert was sponsored by MSU's University Center
Board, WKOA K-1 00 of
Hopkinsville and Jordache.
Air Supply, an Australian pop
group, last performed Friday
night at Radio City Music Hall in
New York City. The group cancelled Saturday at James Madison
University and Sunday at Busch
Gardens when the singer
developed throat problems. After
on off-day Sunday, the members
set up for a concert at Morehead
State University Monday and
went through a sound check but
the singer "just couldn't hit the
high notes." The 8 p.m. concert
was cancelled 55 minutes before it
was to have started.
The group also had appearances
in St. Louis and Kansas City
scheduled liter this week. All concerts were either sell-outs or near
sell-outs.
One of the most successful pop
groups of the 1980's, Air Supply
has had several songs hit the nation's Top Five, including "All Out
Of Love," "Every Woman In The
World," "The One That You
Love," "Here I Am," "Sweet
Dreams," and "Even The Nights
Are Better."
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CANDIDATE SPEAKS — Alice McDonald, Democratic candidate
for superintendent of public instruction, spoke Tuesday to a full room
of teachers and administrators at the West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. McDonald pledged, if elected, she will not forget
the teacher's role in education. She plans to appoint an advisory
board of teachers, administrators,counselors and parents to help her
keep in touch with the needs of local school systems. McDonald also
said she plans to give teachers more time to accomplish their instructional duties. After her speech, the Murray Education Association and Calloway County Education Association presented her with
a joint contribution of $2,115.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Many Other Kroehler
Pieces At Factory
Authorized Savings
Of Up To 30%

•

Once a leader in state popcorn
production, Calloway County's
yields this year will be up to 60
percent less than expected
because of the hot, dry summer.
Grover Parker, co-owner of
Parker Popcorn, estimated yields
at 40 percent.
Herman K. Ellis, president of
Ellis Popcorn, agreed, saying
yields probably will be the lowest
in the 36 years he has been in the
popcorn business.
In 1981, state figures showed
that 11,500 acres of popcorn were
harvested in Calloway County.
Figures for 1982 were unavailable.

Stock market
Prices furnished
Michigan.
Industrial Average
Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Emerson Electric
Ford
G.A.F.
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich

by First of
+.51
/
4
49 -1
30% +44
661
/
4 unc.
28% -/
1
2
513
/
4 unc.
57% -%
60 +14
15% +14
51% +1
/
4
71% -/
3
4
3144 +%
36 +%

Goodyear
Gulf Oil
I.B.M
J.C. Penney
Jerico
Johnson & Johnson
K Mart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US.Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy's
WetteraU
C.E.F. Yield

291
/
4 -%
4044 -%
172 unc.
551
/
4 +/
3
4
20% unc.
42% unc.
35% +/
1
4
25/
3
4 unc.
4024 +3
/
4
47% +14
3744 -%
32% -%
377,4 +%
15/
3
4 unc.
19% -14
9 12
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Livestock
market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)(USDA) —
Estimeted receipts cattle and calves
NO; slaughter steers and heifers
untested; slaughter cows and tells
steady, slaughter calves and embers
poorly tested; Lmited feeder offerbmp
near steady.
Slaughter cows utility and calumet.)
cis) 1-4, 34.00-311.75; high dressing 311.54
40.50. cutter 1-1, 31.041.75; slaughter
bulls yield grade 1-1, 17304536 &a, indicating 75-77 corms banhig percent
42.0-42.75; yield grade 2, WM
,10
indicating 70-75 percent 311.5142.0;
slaughter calves and realer* few choice
170-04 lb.; makes 54.040.10; choice
370401h.; calves 45.754110
Peados steers medium home 1, NSW Ma. 11.3047.76; 20-70 lbs. NW
141.01; 740401 Lbs. 04.044.75; smell
frame 1 end medium frame 2, 11440
41.11110.511; 5011-710 Its 50.111144.75;
medium frame 1-2 bull calves, 10404
611. 411.11141.0. 1416-70 lba 4I.011402111:
hailers medium frame 1. MINS lbs.
40.041.0; medium frame 1-2, weal
Ass.$7147.1110. 04710 Lb& 42.111141ii
Rep 1,4111; barrows and gilts WM
higher; 14row lbw 411.01-410.111; 2215vs as 16.11140.*; 2-3210-101 lbs. MN* ; aewe/41.71 lower; 1-2111-111 lbs
It1540.0, 11011-1111 lba. 3010-411.111; MN/ 12a
511-44.10; 11111-7511 lbs. 445041.00; 1 111.441 lba. 1114041110; beers
yew* lb* 34.21141.11
Sheep untested early
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perspective

Wierray Ledger & Times

washington today

by donold m.rothberg

McGovern eyes at White House again
Hackers infiltrate
computer systems
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In the film, "War Games," a teenage boy nearly
starts World War III by using his elecronic skills to
invade the computer of the North American Air
Defense Command. Department of Defense officials insist that NORAD's security precautions
make such a scenario impossible. Nevertheless,
"War Games"is an example of art imitating life.
Numerous computer enthusiasts, known as
"hackers," spend hours in patient attempts to gain
access to computer systems throughut the nation.
By trial and error, they often succeed. Now, the
widely publicized electronic esclipades of a group of
teenage hackers in Milwaukee have focused long
overdue public attention on the growing problem of
computer crime.
The Milwaukee youths appear to have been
motivated by nothing more than computer curiosity. But the case in which they gained access to more
than 60 computer systems, including those of the
Los Alamos National Laboratory and Security
Pacific National Bank, provides a dramatic illustration of most systems' vulnerability.
Experts say that anyone with a basic knowledge
of computers can duplicate the Milwaukee group's
feats. The only devices needed are a home computer and a modem, a relatively inexpensive piece
of equipment used to link computers via telephone
Criininal "hackers" already have infiltrated
business computer systems. Money and valuable
information have been stolen by electronic theft.
And theft is not the only problem. A company's
operations may be disrupted by implanting harmful
instructions in its computer or deleting stored information.
The extent of such crime is unknown. Law enforcement authorities say many firms fail to report
computer crime for fear of adverse publicity. But
the vast amount of money at stake is shown by one
case in which a computer criminal moved $10.2
million from a bank in Los Angeles to a Swiss bank
account.
Private computers' lack of security is an invitation to crime. And many government systems share
their vulnerability. National security computer
systems are said to be secure. We hope so. But other
government systems have proved easy to enter. In
Madison, Wis., two newspaper reporters provided a
graphic demonstration. Using a home computer
and a telephone, they gained access to confidential
income tax information stored in the state government data bank.
As computer use expands, electronic crime undoubtedly will increase. Within two years, nearly 9
million desk-top computers are expected to be able
to access the nation's information systems. Swift
action, therefore, is needed to deter computer
crime.
Some government agencies and private firms
already have made unauthorized computer use
more difficult. The experts, however,say too many
companies and agencies remain lax. Considering
the simple steps that can be taken to increase
security, there is no excuse for ignoring the problem.
Computers, for example, can be programmed to
reject access attempts after two erroneous
passwords are entered. More sophisticated and expensive measures include scrambling data that
would have to be decoded to be understood.
New legislation also is required. Less than half
the states now have laws dealing with computer
crime.
In California, it is a felony to intentionally enter a
system to commit fraud, or alter and destroy information.
On the federal level, laws are needed to punish interstate computer crimes. Congress should pass the
Computer Security Act introduced by Rep. Bill
Nelson of Florida and Sen. Paul S. Trible Jr. of
Virginia. It would outlaw robbery and abuse of
federal government computers and private computers used in interstate commerce.
The technological marvels of the computer have
opened new vistas for storing, retrieving, and exchanging vast amounts of information. But the
computer age also has afforded new opportunities
for white-collar criminals. Effective technological
security and modern legislation are urgently needed to combat electronic crime.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Looking
back on his 1972 campaign disaster,
George McGovern likes to recall that
"they said I was 10 years ahead of
my time." Now, he's making another
try for the White House with an echo
of his earlier themes and a hope that
this time his timing will be better.
It was 11 in the morning on Jan. 19,
1971, when McGovern stood in the
Senate Caucus Room and declared he
was a candidate for the 1972
Democratic presidential nomination.
"Thoughtful Americans understand that the highest patriotism is not
a blind acceptance of official policy,
but a love of one's country deep
enough to call her to a higher standard," said the South Dakota
senator. To millions of Americans

the "official policy" they could not
accept was continued involvement in
Vietnam.
Eighteen months later, McGovern
had beaten the odds and accepted the
Democratic nomination with a
speech in which he condemned "a
terrible war ... charted behind closed
doors. I want those doors opened and
I want that war closed."
More than 12 years after his entry
into the 1972 campaign, at 11 in the
morning in an auditorium at George
Washington University, McGovern
renewed his bid for the White House.
Once again, he wanted to take on a
Republican president. No longer a
senator, McGovern made his announcement across town from
Capitol Hill. And the U.S. military involvement that concerned him this

time was half a world away from
Vietnam.
"I would cease forthwith the socalled 'covert war' against
Nicaragua and end all United States
military involvement in Central
America," he said. Like his rivals for
the nomination, McGovern also attacked the Reagan economic program and budget deficits.
"If I had said in 1972 that $200
billion annual deficit was acceptable,
I wouldn't even have carried
Massachusetts," he said.
The response to McGovern's announcement was skeptical, about as
skeptical as it had been 12 years
earlier.
Back then he was asked how he
could hope to overcome Sen. Edmund
S. Muskie's lead in the race for the
1983 Copiev Yews Service
183 Wong eettn amoey News-jyurnai

nomination and whether he would
suffer from being tagged as a oneissue candidate, the issue being his
opposition to U.S. involvement in
Vietnam.
But the country at large wasn't
receptive to the McGovern message.
President Richard M. Nixon was
opening contact with the communist
regime in China and pursuing
detente with the Soviet Union and
talking about winding down direct
U.S. involvement in Vietnam.
America went with Nixon by a
landslide. The Republican president
carried 49 states. Only
Massachusetts and the District of
Columbia voted for McGovern.
Then came Watergate and bumper
stickers that read: "Don't Blame
Me,I'm from Massachusetts."
And McGovern is back on the
stump for another longshot candidacy, while Nixon spends his days
a political exile shunned by his own
Party.

looking back

"Make sure the search party finds enough wreckage from that
Korean airliner for me to have a wall trophy made."

business mirror

by john cunniff

Profits up. Wages next?
NEW YORK (AP) — With corporate profits rising, perhaps it's only a matter of time before labor
reconsiders its recent docile posture.
Some suggestions of that already
have occurred, with Chrysler
workers demanding and getting a
raise, one their employer found hard
to deny after its return to profitability.
But the rumblings are still isolated,
and they aren't likely to merge so
long as joblessness remains high.
The demand for jobs always improves slower than the economy
itself, one reason being that
employers remain conservative,
distrustful of the better times and
therefore seeking to keep costs down.
The consensus forecast for
unemployment, now about 9.5 percent, seems no lower than about 8.5
percent by the end of next year.
Even the Reagan administration,
which would profit politically from a
quick decline in unemployment,
doesn't foresee a 6 percent rate until
1968, and that would require a sustained economic recovery.

Morgan Bank economists conclude
that a 6 percent rate — which apparently is the new "full employment" figure — would require a drop
in the jobless figure to 6.75 million
from about 11 million now.
"In short," they say,"more than 4
million new jobs need to be created —
in addition, of course, to job creation
to take care of normal growth in the
labor force."
Thus some pressure remains on
labor and may limit its demands.
But labor can also look back to
argue its case. The recovery without
inflation, it has been noted, has been
aided by the decline in unit labor
costs at one point and the small rate
of increases since then.
As Wright Investors Service points
out, output per worker in the private
sector had stagnated for five years,
but then jumped at an annual rate of
5.7 percent in the second quarter of
this year.
Viewed in another light, worker
compensation increased at only a 3.5
percent annual rate in the second
quarter of 1983, less than one-half the

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply but you must
send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most woeful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My parents left me
some money, which my second husband and I used to buy a home for our
retirement. I would like this property
to someday belong to the children of
my first marriage since it is part of
their inheritance from their grandparents. Can I arrange it so that, if I
die first, my husband can enjoy the
property during his lifetime and my
children can inherit it after his
death? K.B.
ANSWER: If the property is in
your name, you can make whatever
provisions you wish regarding who is
to inherit it after you die. However, if
you and your husband own the house
jointly and you die first, he will
automatically own the entire property and can leave it to anyone he
pleases. If this is the case, ask your
husband to sign the deed over to you.
(Some estate taxes may be saved by

rate that persisted through 1982.
While economists argue that both
workers and employers benefit from
the situation described, the experience of the past suggests that
labor might view it as an opportunity
for higher compensation.
But again, the jobless figures
might discourage such thinking.
Janet Norwood, commissioner of
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, has
told Congress "the current recovery
has been very strong in comparison
to previous ones," and described the
impact on jobs.
Overall employment growth eight
months after the pit of recession, she
said, "has been sharper, both on a
numerical and percentage basis,
than in any of the prior six
recoveries."
And, she sal, "the reduction in
unemployment has been larger by a
wide margin than in the same time
period of the four most recent
recoveries."
And still there are almost 11
million people without jobs, a figure
that might dull labor's enthusiasm
for aggressive negotiating.

letter to tbe editor
doing this.) You can then write a will
giving him a "life estate" in the property and leaving it, at this death, to
your children.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I have
bought a home in a southern state
where we will soon be retiring. We
will have a small savings and our
social security. Our new retirement
town recently reassessed all residential property and substantially raised
our property taxes — more than we
think is fair. Is there anything we can
do? M.T.
ANSWER: Yes. Taxpayers always
have the right to appeal. But it's important to be able to prove your case:
Make sure that your houses's size
and condition were accurately
recorded — that a half bath was not
recorded as a full bath, for example,
or inadequate wiring overlooked. Use
pictures to document such defects as
a cracking foundation or old plumbing fixtures. You should also find out
whether comparable houses have
been similarly assessed and check
recent local sales prices to see if the
actual market value of your house is
close to the new assessed value. Then
seek an adjustment from the
assessor and, if this fails, go the appeals board in your new town.

Appreciates support
To The Editor:
I would like to publicly express my
appreciation of the Murray Woman's
Club for their support of area high
school students.
This summer the Murray Women's
Club sponsored Vonnie Hays, from
Murray High,and myself at the Hugh
O'Brian Youth Leadership Seminar
in Lexington, June 3-5. Thanks to
their generosity, we were able to
learn how to develop leadership
skills, help our community, and be
actively involved in our government.
At the seminar we were able to meet
outstanding students from across the
state, compare ideas, and make
many new friends.
The seminar has had a great impact on my life and will influence who
I become. For the gift of knowledge,I
thank the Murray Woman's Club and
encourage them to continue their
support of the Hugh O'Brian Youth
Leadership Seminar!
Thankfully yours,
Tracey Brown
Rt.7 Box 556
Murray,Kentucky 42071
Calloway County High School

Ten years ago
The Murray City Council on an
unanimous vote passed on the first
reading of an ordinance of intent to
annex a large area on the north side
of the city.
Donald R. Tucker, Murray
Realtor, was re-elected vice president of the Kentucky Association of
Realtors.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wade on Sept. 10.
Officers of the Calloway County
Association for Retarded Citizens are
Fred T. Phillips,Susan Hargrove and
Clarice Norsworthy.
Betty Sheppard was medalist for
ladies day golf play at Oaks Country
Club.
Dr. Howard Keller, professor of
languages at Murray State University, talked about "Russia Revisited"
at a meeting of Kiwanis Club at Murray Woman's Club House. Dr. Raymond Carter is club president.
Twenty years ago
More city streets will be paved in
the near future and bids will be asked
for the paving as soon as possible, according to action taken by Murray City Council. Councilman Prentice
Lassiter presented a list of streets to
be paved as long as city funds are
available.
Officers of Calloway County High
School Unit of Parent-Teacher
Association are Mrs. Ralph Reavis,
Mrs. Lowell Key, Mrs. Lubie
McDaniel, Mrs. Jack Dodd, Mrs.
Cassel Garrison and Mrs. Adolphus
Myers.
Modene Grogan and Charlie
Lassiter, retiring worthy matron and
worthy patron respectively of Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star, was honored at a surprise dinner at Golden Pond
Restaurant.
Mrs. Ed Kingery presented a
lesson about "Teaching Your Child
the Use of Money" at the meeting of
the Town and Country Homemakers
Club at the home of Mrs. Joe Sims.
Mr. and Mrs. David B. Henry have
been the guests of their daughter,
Shirley Henry of Virginia Beach, Va.
Thirty years ago
A test demonstration tour was
taken of the farm of Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Chambers, according to C.O.
Bondurant,associate county agent.
Frances Bradley is teacher for the
Tiny Tot Kindergarten at her home,
1101 West Main St.
Recent births reported include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Simons on
Sept. 11, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Wallace Hanson on Sept. 12 and a boy
to the Rev. and Mrs. Law M. Mobley.
Elected as officers of Lynn Grove
High School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America were
Shirley Geurin, Jeanette Miller, Barbara Taylor, Mary K. Paschall,
Janice Miller, Betty Armstrong,
Levada Mitchuson, Peggy Butterworth, Marzee Jackson, Roy Mae
Hartsfield and Marie Rogers.
Chapter advisor is Martha Smith.
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White-Seegers wedding vows said at church
Miss Tonya Evette
White and Tony L.
Seegers were married
Saturday, Aug. 20, at the
First Assembly of God
Church, Amarillo, Texas.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard H. White, 2536
Charles, Pampa, Texas,
formerly of Murray. The
groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald Seegers,
Oelwein, Iowa.
The Rev. Jimmy Evans
officiated at the
ceremony read at 7 p.m.
Music was presented by
Debbie Simpson and Jim
Simpson.
Bride's dress
The bride wore a full
length white satin wedding gown with a full
length detailed organza
veil and a Princess Ann
neckline and puffed
sleeves. She wore one
strand of pearls.
She carried a white Bible with white streamers
and white stephanotis.
Mrs. Rhonda Billups of
Andrews, Texas, was
matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Judy
Herron of Kerrville,
Texas, and Kathy Aston
and Catherine Smith of
Amarillo, Texas.
The attendants wore
full length lavender
gowns with bustles and
wore lavender flowers in
their hair.
They carried nosegays
of fresh flowers, carnations and baby's breath
tied with deep purple
streamers.
Amy Priour of Kerrville, Texas, was flower
girl. She wore a long

STROUP FAMILY HONORED — The Murray Woman's Club hosted a reception for Dr. Kala Stroup, new president of Murray State University, and family
on Sunday, Sept. 11, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the club house. About 200 persons were
present. Decorations were of various ferns, fresh arrangements of roses and
irises, and silk arrangements of peach tipped roses. Oneida Boyd, club president, said the club is supportive of the university as various faculty and wives of
faculty are members. The club is a civic club and supports the various civic,
charitable, youth and social events of the community. Pictured in the receiving
1ine, from left, Mrs. Boyd, Dr. Stroup, her husband, Joe Stroup, their daughter,
Megan,their son, Chandler, and Ann Brooks,club first vice president.
RECEPTION TABLE
— The Kappa and Garden
Departments of the Murray Woman's Club were
in charge of refreshments
and decorations for the
club's reception for Dr.
Kala Stroup and family.
Pictured, from left, are
Rosanna Miller, Garden
chairman, Freda Steely
and Martha Andrus, Kappa co-chairmen, and
Doris Cella, Garden
_member.
Staff photos
by Alice Rouse

4„-0/0900 GM:V.1
Our Grand Rivers store'hasclosed for the summer
and you get the savings!
New and nearly new furniture, decorator items,
brass and much more...all marked down drastically
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
While you're here come in and see our spa!

lavender dress with a
white organza pinafore.
She carried a white lace
basket.
The groom
The groom wore a
black charcoal black tuxedo.
Jim McDonough of
Amarillo was best man.
Groomsmen were Rob
Bailey of Aznerillo, Todd
Cook of Albuquerque,
N.M., and Steve
Kirkpatrick of Amerillo.
They wore lavender tuxedoes.
Ushers were Jack Purdy of Midland, Texas, and
Kevin Cole of Amarillo,
who wore black tuxedoes.
The candlelighter was
Don Priour, Jr., who
wore a lavende tuxedo.
Mrs. White, mother of
the bride, wore a full
length deep purple gown
with off the shoulder puffed sleeves. The groom's
mother was attired in a
long lavender gown with
sheer jacket.
Both the fathers of the
bridal couple and the
minister wore black tuxedoes.
Reception
A reception followed
the ceremony in the
fellowship hall of the
church.
Assisting with the
entertaining and serving
were Debbie Kirkland
and LaDaina Rogers,
Amarillo, Ken Williams,
Ann King, Shirley
Williams, and Jane
Priour, Kerrville, Texas.
The couple left for a
wedding trip to Oelwein,
Iowa, but now are

Mrs. Tony L. Seegers
residing in Amarillo.
The new Mrs. Seegers
attended West Texas
State University and now
is employed with Federal
Express Corp.
Mr. Seegers is a

graduate of Iowa State
University. He is
employed as an engineer
by Southwestern Public
Service.
Bridal event
The couple also was

honored with a reception
while on their honeymoon
in Oelwein,Iowa.
Many out-of-town
guests, including several
from Murray, attended
the wedding.

Quintuplets will require special care and money
Dixieland Ctr.

753-0317

INDIANAPOLIS (AP
— Indiana's first quintuplets may demand
more time and money to
care for them than their

Mon.-Sat. 10-5
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parents, Sidney and
Suzanne Gaither, can
supply, Indiana University Hospitals officials say.
"They're basically
very proud people and
hate to ask" for
assistance, said Debbie J.
Clark, a social worker the
hospital assigned to help
the Gaithers temporarily.
"It's not an impossible
situation, but they need
help."
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So far, about $1,000 has
been donated to Gaither
Quintuplet funds at
American Fletcher National Bank and Midwest
National Bank. And local
merchants have provided
for some of the babies'
immediate needs:
Peoples Drugstores is
donating a year's worth
of disposable diapers;
Tiny Tot Diaper Service
is giving six months of

e

ELECTROLYSIS
Permanent
Hair Removal
For Appointment
Call Patricia
Mullins, R.E.
,•
753-8856
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SINGER REBATES
FOR SURE!
$5,000 IF YOU'RE
WCKY.
Announcing the Singer Fall Rebate Sale Come in for a free
game card,and match the symbol with our display. $5,000
In cash. $2.500 in cash, or a $1,000 rebate may be yours.
Plus you're guaranteed up to $50 in rebates with purchase
of select Singersmachines
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There's just so much to like, you're going to love it! Mushrooms in a rich,
1
4-pound
tasty sauce...2 slices of delicious Swiss cheese...a thicker, juicier /
patty of 100% pure beef..all in between a big, fresh, toasted sesame seed
bun. It's gotta be the Best Thing That Ever Happened to a Burger.'Taste it!
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diapers free; and Kohl's
department stores, which
opened in Indianapolis
the day the quints were
born, donated diapers
and curative products.
But caring for the three
girls and two boys born
Aug. 3 will cost at least
$40,000 a year during the
first year or two, Ms.
Clark said.
The family will need a
live-in worker and probably a second person to
help with chores once the
babies are released from
the hospital, Ms. Clark
said. The Gaithers will
have to pay for those services — which cost at
least $35 a day per person
— because medical insurance doesn't include
such non-skilled care, she
added.
Assistance is especially
needed because Mrs.
Gaither, 22, remains
weak after more than
three months in the
hospital, including a bout
with pneumonia.
"What worries me
about it is who's going to
take care of the children
during the times they
(the parents) are going to
be resting," said
Gaither's father, Walter
Teasley.

Teasley and his wife
have driven from their
Louisville, Ky., home
most every weekend over
the last several months to
help the Gaithers. And
Mrs. Gaither's parents,
who live in Indianapolis,
often volunteer to babysit the Gaithers' 2-yearold son, Ryan.
Gaither, who has
started collecting articles
on other quints around
the nation, said he's concerned but not worried
about the demands his
fivesome will make.
"Mothers generally
want the best of
everything for their
children. (Suzanne) asks
me,`How are we going to
do this, that or the other
thing?" said Gaither.
"We'll just have to do the
best we can with what we
have."
Making the best of it
now means fitting the
first Indiana-born quints,
who are among only 10
sets of quintuplets living
in the United States, in
the guest room of their
three-bedroom, ranchstyle house.
But Ashlee, Joshua,
Renee, Rhealyn and
Brandon eventually will
need more space, and the
family probably will have
to move to a larger home
in a year or two, said
Gaither, 33, a service
representative for Amco
Elevators Inc.
"Bedroom space is
really going to be in demand here," he said.
Ms. Clark said she is
sending letters to foundaChat.. lakes hi, fah
ohs on a Mho hip
tions and philanthropists,
NIATIONAI
LASIP11141%
asking for financial help
on behalf of the Gaithers,
whose quintuplets were
central cantor 793-3314 conceived without the
help of fertility drugs.
"By trying to increase
their family by one, they
got five. That was not
really a choice they
made, it just happened,"
she said. "It's not a problem that can't be solved,
but it's a problem."
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Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday,
Sept. 7, was 102 adults and five in nursery. Nal
newborns were listed.
Dismissals were as
Continued on page 5A
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Community events scheduled
Wednesday,Sept. 14
Thursday,Sept. 15
Circles of First United meet at 10 a.m. at the
Methodist Church guild.
Women will meet as
follows: Hannah with
Yard sale for Mentally
Becky Robertson at 7 Handicapped Adults will
p.m.; Ruth Wilson with be at Center at 702 Main
Sue Costello and St.
Wesleyan with Helen
Beal, both at 7:30 p.m.
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 8:30 a.m. at
Annual Alpha Chi Lec- Good Shepherd United
ture will be at 7:30 p.m. in Methodist Church.
Barkley Room, CUITiS
Center, Murray State
Mothers Morning Out
University.
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Murray Bass Club will Baptist Church.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Men's Stag Night is
Sirloin Stockade.
Blankenship Circle of scheduled at Murray
South Pleasant Grove Country Club with Mike
United Methodist Church Baker, Rick Miller, Gary
Women will meet at 7:30 Marquardt and Ronnie
Foster in charge.
p.m. at church.

Anniversary open house on Sunday
Couple married
for 60 years

•

Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Coy
will celebrate their 60th
wedding anniversary on
Sunday,Sept. 18.
An open house will be at
their home, 416 South
Ninth St., Murray,from 2
to4 p.m.
All friends and
relatives are invited. The
couple requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy were
married Sept. 15, 1923 in
Stewart County, Tenn.,
with Justice of the Peace
J.M. Mullins officiating.
Their daughter is Mrs.
Glen (Edna) Cunningham of Murray and
their two sons are
Howard Coy of Alino and
Kenneth (Sonny) Coy of
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy have
nine grandchildren, three
great-grandchildren and
six step greatgrandchildren.

Friday,Sept. 16
Twin Lakers RV Camping Club will have a campout at Piney Campground, Land Between
Wadesboro the Lakes. A potluck supHomemakers Club will per will be served Saturmeet at 1 p.m. with Betty day night at campsite of
Jimmy and Sharon
Palmer.
Graham, wagonmasters.
Home Life Department
Hazel and Douglas
of Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 2 p.m. at club
house.
Thursday,Sept. 15
Front Porch Swing will
meet at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church.
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The Twin Lakers RV Camping Club will have its
monthly campout at Piney Campground in Land
Between the Lakes on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 16-18. A potluck supper will be served
Saturday at the campsite of Jimmy and Sharon
Graham, wagonmasters. Members will be attending activities of the annual Campers'Fair over the
weekend.
'At the August campout at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park, ice cream, cakes, sandwiches and
beverages were served at the campsite of T.G. and
Estelle Shelton, wagonmasters.

A Youth Rally will be at Bethel Chapel
Pentecostal Church, Highway 94 East, on Friday,
Sept. 16, at 7 p.m. Five churches will be involved
and the public is invited to attend. For information
call 753-9673.
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Teachers plan meeting
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First District Retired Teachers Association of
Kentucky will have a workshop-business meeting
on Monday, Sept. 19, at 9 a.m. at Kenlake Hotel.
Representatives from Medicare and Aetna Insurance will be present to give instructions and
answer questions regarding filing /of claims. All
members are invited and urg0 to attend, a
spokesman said.
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Guild will meet Thursday

The 14th annual "Mr. and Miss Lakeland
Pageant" will be Saturday, Sept. 17, at Caldwell
County Middle School, Princeton. Three categories
will be beauty, photogenic and talent. Competition
will have six age divisions for girls, 0 to 21, and
three divisions for boys, 0 to 10. A special beginner
"Princess" division will be for contestants that
have won three or less titles.
Large trophies will be awarded in all events and
large tiaras for the beauty, talent and princess divisions. The over-all "Lakeland" winner will receive
a diamond pendant. Registration will be at 1:30
p.m. with pageant competition to start at 2 p.m. For
information contact Debbrah Hooks, Rt. 2, Eddyville, Ky.42038 or phone 1-545-3263.

WMS of West Fork Baptist Church will haye a
breakfast at 8:30 a.m.
Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Ellis Center.

The 36th annual convention of the Kentucky
Hairdresers and
Cosmetologists Association will be Sunday and
Monday, Sept. 18 and 19,
at Galt House, Louisville.
The latest fashion trend
releases for fall and
winter will be shown.
Highlights will include a
fashion show, "After
Five," on Sept. 18 with
members of all state affiliates invited to furnish
models from their local
unit.
Aleta Beane, president,
and Patti Knott,
secretary, of the Murray
Affiliate, will attend the
pre-convention delegate
session on Sept. 16 and 17.
Other Murray hairdressers planning to attend include Leta Taylor,
Vicki Nance and Mary
Bogard.
"The KHCA promotes
and supports the hair-

Artcraft Photography

SAVE

Murray

753-4566
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WANTED
25 HOMES
IN NEED
OF LOWER
UTILITY
BILLS

Hwy.641 N.

t

Exercise Classes
•Beginning

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing
118 South 12th St.

SAVE

SAVE

dressers and
Thursday,Sept. 15
cosmetologists and keeps
Reservations for anthe industry professional
to insure the public of nual meeting of Calloway
quality and Homemakers on Sept. 22
knowledgeable services should be made by today.
available to them," said
Murray Art Guild will
Mrs. Beane.

•Intermediate
*Ail% cinced
*also beginning YOGA

,1111101
'
,
11
110),11

Dt”, .ini1 Es eninci
56 00 per week

753-2784

153-0035

(ocRon 8,
Joyce's

FALL PREACHING
MISSION
Dr. Walter Lee Underwood
of Houston, Texas

Visiting Preacher
First United Methodist Church
5th and Maple Sts.
September 25,7:00 P.M.
September 26 Through 28
12:00 Noon and 7:00 P.M.
Hwy 641

WIGGINS
FURNITURE

Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. at
lodge hall.
Women of St. John's
Episcopal Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at church.

SMI
Every
Wednesday Special 6 oz. Sirloin Tips $129
with Soup & Salad Bar, choice of potato or roll IJ
Every Soup & Salad Bar Only 5 1"

Thursday Special
8 oz.Chopped Steak And Mushrooms$129
j
with Soup & Salad Bar, choice of potato or ran
Soup & Salad Bar Only 5 1 99

25-Home Owners in the MidSouth area who own all wood
homes will be given an opportunity to have their homes
Restyled, Beautified and mode
many many times more energy
efficient with -Duranyl" the
space age technological break
thru of the twentieth century.
This revolutionized miracle
product was installed on over
29,000 homes after it was
patented by the second largest
manufacturer of their kind
"Duronyl" has been notionally advertised and has been
proven to have over 1,000
times the insulating quality of
its horse and buggy competitors.
"Duranyl" will also be of
particular interest to homeowners who ore fed up with the
his cost of constant repainting
and maintenance. As advertised
in the 'Qualified Remodler• it is
guaranteed to keep you harm
beautiful and maintenance fret
for 50 years.
No longer need you be can
with paint crocking
peeling, blistering, or chipping
"Duronyl" is o product that is
virtually indestructible. It will
not stain, is unaffected by
gasoline chemicals and industrial smog or acid rains.
This miracle product can be
applied to any type of house
new or old with amazing restyli n g and beautifying
possibilities
Home-owners who act now
will be offered on attractive opportunity for helping us introduce this miracle product of
• Duranyl•• in their oreo.

For informotion write:
Deronyl Advertising
Dept., Box 303, Greenfield, Tn. 31230

UNCLE JEFF'S DISCOUNT PHARMACY
'Low,Low Prices

1, Benton; Dolphus L.
Lawrence, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Mrs. Winnie M. O'Leary,
Rt. 7; Mrs. Cozie I.
Lawrence, 415 North
Sixth St.;
Max G. Carman, 505
South llth St.; Mrs. Jennie M. Prince, 933 South
Eighth St., Mayfield; Otto S. Parks, Rt. 7; Mrs.
Maggie C. Sills, Hazel;
Mrs. Attie B. Russell, 320
Center St., Mayfield;
Mrs. Cloteil N. Hall ( expired 517 South 13th St.

All At A Good Price
Shoe

Southwest FTC will
have a potluck supper at
6:30 p.m. in school
cafeteria. Open house
will follow the meal.

Hoirdresssers plan convention

follows:
Mrs. Annette T. Winfield, 402 South Ninth St.;
Barbara Aline Robertson
and baby boy, Rt. 2; Billy
Joe Hopkins, Rt. 1, Hardin; Miss Emmalene
Rush, No. 133 Shady Oaks;
Aaron D. Perry, E-16 Fox
Meadows; Mrs. Ruby
Mae Futrell, Rt.6;
Mrs. Betty I. Schindler,
1304 Sycamore St.; Mrs.
Darla K. Hughes, 316
Aden St., Paris, Tenn.;
James William Stom, Rt.

Good Strong Bunk Beds
$189.95
Maple Table & 6 Chairs
$299.95
Chrome Table & Chairs
$179.95
Wonderest Full Size
Set Bedding
$124.95
and
Just Arrived This Week:
New Shipment Of
Living Room Suites Recliners - End Tables

Make Today Count is
scheduled to meet at 10
a.m. at First Christian
Church.

Camping club will meet

Youth Rally Friday
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Mr. and Mrs. Wilton Rehna Owen, Rt. 2, Hazel,
are the parents of a son, Tyler James, weighing
eight pounds four ounces, measuring 21 inches,
born Monday, Aug. 15, at 5:48 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. They have a daughter,
Erin,6.
The mother, the former Brenda Miller, is on leave
from Murray State University where the father also
is employed. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
V. Owen, Rt. 2, Hazel, and Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Miller, Rt.6.

Murray Art Guild will have its monthly business
meeting on Thursday, Sept. 15, at 10 a.m. Members
are asked to stay after the meeting to do some
general cleaning in preparation for those who exlima an interest in attending Ralph Bagley's
workshop.
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Miss Elaine Eversmeyer, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer, has a management position with Wal-Mart at Manchester, Tenn. A
graduate of Murray High School, she received her
Bachelor of Science in home economics at Murray
State University. In May 1983 she received her
Masters in business at MSU.
Her younger sister, Miss Denise Eversmeyer,
was a member of the 1983 graduating class of Murray High School. She now is a student at the University of Kentucky studying interior design for architecture. She resides in Boyd Hall, Lexington,and
plays French horn with the UK Marching Band.

Continued from page 4A

Hwy.641 North

Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Restaurant.

Tyler James Owen born

Hospital...

Specials This Week at
Wiggins Furniture

Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant, Draffenville.

Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Coy

Friday,Sept. 16
Friday,Sept. 16
Centers will be open from a.m. to 5 p.m. at center,
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- 702 Main St.
tivities by senior citizens.
Events in Land BetMothers Morning Out ween the Lakes will inwill be at 9 a.m. at First cude
l
Moonlight
Christian Church.
Discovery Walk at 8:30
p.m. at Woodlands
Youth Rally for five Nature Center; Tenth Anchurches will be at 7 p.m. nual Campers Fair at
at Bethel Chapel Piney Campground.
Pentecostal Church. For
information call 753-9673.
Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will be
Second day of yard sale games at 8 p.m. and
for Mentally Handicap- Johnny Glenn in Lounge
ped Adults will be from 9 from 8 p.m. to midnight.

*Very Helpful, Friendly Service

Walter Mehr

753-7688
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observations

by lochie hart

Mr. and Mrs.John C. Winter celebrate 40th anniversary
The Kentucky Lake
area draws people from
their vocations to retirement and the scene of
beautiful homes along its
coast. The column today
is about three families
who live in the Hamlin
community.
The first one is about
Mr. and Mrs. John C.
Winter who retired from
Music Department at
Murray State University
where he served since
their arrival in 1948. Mrs.
Winter, Norene, taught
piano. Their home on the
lake was designed to fit
the sloping lot and a
special make to make

room for his organ, piano
and other musical items.
"Jack" and Norine are
special friends of mine as
evidenced when my husband died. John
volunteered to play the
organ at the funeral held
in the First Christian
Church as his tribute to
George's memory.
Norine is special too.
Besides sharing her
musical talents with Murrayans, she works with
local clubs as leader and
contributor.
The wedding party
a surprise
They were treated to a
surprise celebration of

their 40th wedding anniversary by their three
children, Mary, Nore,
and John C. Winter, Jr.,
during the Labor Day
weekend.
Norinne and Jack exchanged their vows Sept.
2, 1943, in Lake Charles,
La., then moved to Murray in 1948, where they
resided until retirement
in 1979.
The recent celebration
was certainly marked as
a red-letter day, for in
keeping with the traditional recognition of the
40th anniversary as the
"ruby" anniversary, the
theme was "ruby red."

The young Winters
decorated the Winter
home at Kentucky Lake
with red and white paper
streamers, balloons, and
40 red "surprise lilies"
from the home of John C.
Winter, Jr. in Huntsville,
Ala. Nore and Mary
Winter fashioned an
eight-foot "Happy 40th
Anniversary" banner,
bearing a time line of
family events over the 40
years.
During the height of the
festivities, Jack and
Norinne unwrapped 40
red packages, revealing
40 ruby red gifts, including a large ceramic

pasta bowl, afire with a
ruby glaze.
However, the greatest
joy for the Winters was
the gathering of all three
of their children. John C.
Winter, Jr., a physicist at
the U.S. Army Missile
Command at Redstone
Arsenal in Huntsville,
Ala., arrived with his
wife Melanie (nee
Woody), and two children
Jennifer Lynn and
Honorine Kelly.
Mary Eyrl Winter,
photo-archivist at the
Kentucky Historical
Society in Frankfort,
drove from her home in
Versailles.

The geatest surprise
was the arrival of Nore
Vincent Winter, urban
designer and vice president of the DowningLeach firm in Boulder,
Colo.
After the usual fine
meals that characterize a
Winter gathering, the
family settled into an
evening of vintage home
movies that raised
memories as well as
spirits.
The Frank Wainscotts
retired on the lake
Frank and Hazel
Wainscott built a cottage
just big enough for them
and visits from the

Fall Fashion Sale

Sav
e
$3
to
$7
Young men's shirts and slacks.

Sav
$3
e
to
$7
Men's shirts and slacks.

Sale 11.99 and 19.99

Sale 13.99 and 19.99

Sale 11.99 Reg $15 and $16 Choose the cotton,. poly plaid shirt with
spread or button-down collar Or, the fitted solid color oxford
button-down of cotton. poly Sizes S.M.L.XL
Sale 19.99 Reg $25 and 527 Opt for flannel slacks of poly/rayon,'
acrylic with crescent pockets and leather-tabbed belt Or, slacks of
air-textured woven poly with the worsted look

Sale 13.99 Reg $17 and $18 Classic cotton, poly patterned shirts
with spread or button-down collar Nice too, the knit shirt of poly/
cotton with two pleated pockets Sizes S,M,L.XL
Sale 19.99 Reg $23 and $27 Comfortable texturized polyester
slacks with stretch waistband Or flannel dress slacks of poly/
acrylic/rayon Both with leather-tabbed coordinated belt

Our Fall fashion outlook is spectacular. And so are the savings!
•
.•••••,>

25%
of
f
All men's outerwear.

20% off

Leather dress shoes.

The finely crafted shoes you want to finish
off a great look In sizes for men
Reg
Sale
Grained slip-on
$40 32.00
Smooth slip n
$32 25.60
Wing-tip oxfo
$45 36.00

Shop
Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
Sunday 12:30-6:00 p.m.
*1616.3 J C Per,nev Coe
,
penr

Salo 145. Reg. $80 Zip off sleeve
ski jacket. Men's sizes.
Sale 33.75. Reg

$45 Contour •
chintz jacket warm lined. Men's sizes

Sale 13.99

Stafford dress shirt.

Reg. $18. Essential to the well-dressed man
The Stafford' button-down oxford shirt of
cotton/polyester for lasting crispness More
comfortable details in the back box pleat
pla,cket sleeves Solid colors in sizes 142 to 17 2
Sale micas etfactly• through Saturday.

JCPenney

children and grandchildren in the Hamlin
area when he retired
from Tappan a few years
ago. There is little to do
toward upkeep of the
place. This leaves them
time to travel here and
yon, visit, and attend
their church and clubs in
town.
This week a note from
Hazel told about their
vacation which ends this
week. "...I have sent so
many copies of both your
"Observations" and Garrott's column to friends
and relatives in many
states — Indiana, Illinois,
Ohio, Wisconsin, Florida,
Pennsylvania and
Washington and California. I chose the topics I
think they would enjoy.
Have received many
'thank yous' that really
should have been sent to
you or Mr. Garrott.
"We are spending some
time with family and
friends at our daughter's
summer home on Tippcanoe River. Frank is
fishing and catching bass
and catfish. I float five
miles down the river in an
inner tube. Regular river
rat. Not 'white water'
though. Very slow and
shallow. Indians named
the river many years ago.
When the water is high, it
could 'Tippy' your canoe.
"Tomorrow four
generations will float the
river, in tubes and
canoes. Included will be
brothers, sisters, aunts
and uncles. I am the
great grandmother; my
daughter, Rowena Miller
is the grandmother. Her
daughter, Pam Newhart,
is the mother. Pam's
children, Matt and Jenny,
are Frank's and my
great- grandchildren.
It is a beautiful trip.
Lovely homes to see and
stretches where high
cliffs and wild life can be
seen."
Why Billie Sanders
moved to Hamlin
A few of my last columns have been about
my lovely new acquaintance, Mrs. Billie
Sanders, who is living in
retirement from a life of
show business, travels,
lecturing and writing in
the Hamlin community. I
quote from her explanation of why she came to
this area:
"Since moving to
Hamlin in 1978, many
have asked why I chose
this little town, tucked
away in the hills of Kentucky. To these folks it is
inconceivable that a person who has traveled all
over the world would settle in such a quiet, remote
place, especially after
living in many major
cities.
"There comes a time in
most entertainers' lives
that they long for complete privacy. I came to
this picturesque spot
because a former resident of the place told me
that this was the perfect
retreat from the din and
noises of the city — where
I could write articles,
short stories, compile a
book started years ago
and finish some
autobiographies and
biographies of those passed on.
"This friend and a
cousin, who because of ill
health was ordered to get
out in the fresh air, showed me the place. The
friend was to do typing
for me and the cousin was
to regain his health here.
But that did not work out.
She returned to Illinois to
visit relatives and he was
hospitalized.
"So I was straded here
with piles of brush, dirt
and etc. all around my
mobile home, because of
the installation of water

STUMP
REMOVAL

4111

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

pipes, septic tank and
placing the house in a
cluster of dogwood trees.
The so called 'Haven of
rest' was the wrong
phrase. I worked 10 years
daily clearing brush, carrying dirt and banking up
the house. I also picked
up millions of rocks; raked leaves and bagged
them and placed them
around the foundation —
This took months of work.
Being a descendant of the
early pioneers of the Old
West, many of quaker
religion, I woad not ask
for help. I am certain the
folks here would have
lent me a helping hand
had I asked.
"Neighbors wondered
why I was banking my
house and said the
winters here were less
severe than Colorado —
But I continued banking,
thus saving on electric
bills. Many have asked
how I keep a youthful
figure, rozy complexion,
red lips and an alert mind
and no gray hairs.
"I reply that show people learn to eat light, consume only foods that are
beneficial to good health,
tiny meals and to push
away from the table as
soon as one seems to be
almost full.
"I do some exercises,
stretching, bending over
and touching my toes and
a bit of tap dancing.
"After sleeping late, I
have a light
breakfast,...then say a
prayer of thanks to God
for keeping me safe and
in fairly good health.
Then I read the Bible
usually from Matthew.
Being a Quaker, I do not
pray out loud. Each day I
ask forgiveness for the
grief and humiliation I
caused father and grandmother by running away
to be an entertainer. Yet I
cannot see where that circus folks show people and
riverboat entertainers
were evil. They were all
good people striving to
bring happiness into lives
of people. Actually there
is so little in this world to
be happy about...
"I read good books occasionally and each day
try to reach into my
storehouse of memories
for an article that folks
might like. There are
literally thousands in the
layarinth of my mind. I
seldom get lonely. I never
have brooding spells or
self pity.
"I seldom go anywhere
since reaching my golden
years, but try to keep in
touch with folks here by
writing of my experiences. As for the folks
in Hamlin, I feel they
understand my needs and
quirks.
"Not being gifted with
flowery phrases as my
favorite poet John
Greenlief Whittier,
another ancestor and a
Quaker, I can only express my sentiments in
articles or short stories.
He would say 'it is a
tribute to these lovely
folks in Hamlin that out of
the whole world, I chose
this tiny town, nestled so
peacefully in God's creation.'
"Years ago, a teacher
asked me what was the
most significant verse or
line in Whittier's poems.
In 'School days' was my
reply and I quoted the
first line — 'Still sits the
school house by the road.'
In answer to her question
'Why did you choose that
one?' It is proof folks loved the teachers and all
who attended. They
refused to tear down the
building. Respect and
love go hand in hand
through life."

If it is asolutely
necessary to leave an
animal in a car on a sunny day, open the windows
enough to 'allow air circulatiixi and also provide
water for the animal.

Concrete, Pee Grovel,
etc.
•••

FEDERAL
MATERIALS

753-3355
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Keaton and Garr save 'Mr. Mom'

bV

kerit *nester

If you've seen the T.V.
promos for "Mr. Mom," I
know what worries you:
its utter predictability.
When you saw that the
movie had to do with a
role reversal — the
jobless husband at home
with the kids, the wife at
work — you knew you
could have written the
script yourself.
Let's see, the househusband will be a klutz, and
the working wife will prove to be a whiz in the
boardroom, right?
Naturally, the husband,
grocery shopping with
the kids for the first time,
will knock chaotic scenes
in which the househusband will try to wash the
clothes, diaper the baby,
and vacuum the living
room. (Naturally, the
househusband will be a
whiz of an automotive
engineer, but he won't be
able to follow the instructions on a soap box.)

•

However, despite its
predictability, "Mr.
Mom" is really quite a
funny movie. How can
this be, you mischievously ask? Simple. The producer,stuck with a rather
stale script, was wise
enough to hire a pair of
funny and likable comic
actors, Michael Keaton
and Teri Garr.
Keaton in particular
breathes life into a
lifeless script. He is even
able to successfully pull
off the stock husband-inthe-kitchen scene, where
the inept househusband
makes a greasy, smoky
mess of the dinner. I
suspect Keaton would be
a funny guy reading a
telephone directory.
Within its overall
predictabilty, "Mr.
Mom" does contain a few
fresh sequences. There's
an amusing episode, for
instance, in which Keaton
undergoes a househus-

band's version of moral
regeneration. Accompanied by the theme
from "Rocky," Keaton
transforms himself from
a sloppy, bear-guzzling,
soap opera-watching

househusband into an efficient supermom. (More
and more, movies are
feeding off one another,
art imitating art. "Mr.
Mom" also uses, for comic effect, the themes from

"Chariots of Fire" and
"Jaws.")
There's also a wellwritten episode that takes
place in a supermarket
checkout line, where
Keaton, attempts to pur-

chase, quietly and is on sale.
well.
anonymously, a box of
The conclusion to "Mr.
Rated PG. No nudity,
Kotex. Unfortunately, a Mom" is particularly no violence, no swear
loud, insensitive checker satisfying, partly words. Brief and rather
asks over the because it's the couple's innocuous male strip
loudspeaker, while integrity that allows tease act. I give the
Keaton cringes, if Kotex everything to turn out so movie a B.

Fall Fashion Sale

Programs reorganized to
help students' opportunities
Academic programs in
economics and finance at
Murray State University
have undergone
reorganization to
broaden job opportunities
for students.
Dr. Frank Edwards,
chairman of the Department of Economics and
Finance, said the
modifications were made
in response to changes in
the financial world. He
said such developments
as deregulation in banking are opening jobs for
specialists in both
government and the
private sectors.
"The entire financial
community is topsy turvy
right now. Jobs in the
field are becoming more
dynamic and new jobs,
unheard of a few years
ago, are being created,"
said Edwards.
• The modifications, effective with the current
fall semester, do not include adding new
courses. Rather, subject
areas have been rearranged to give students a
wider range of degree options.
Finance courses
formerly were included
in the Department of Accounting and Finance.
Those classes now have a
home in the new Department of Economics and
Finance.
Under the new arrangement, students who earn
the B.S. degree in finance
may have an emphasis in
investments, banking or
corporate finance. Edwards said each of the
specialities is in demand.
"We now have
brokerage firms offering
cash management funds,
checking accounts and all
of the services formerly
handled almost exclusively by banks. The
banks, meanwhile, are
devising a variety of options for their customers.
All of this means
specialized sobs for
graduates," Edwards
said.
Edwards said changes
in the ecohomics profession have not been as
great. Still, there is a new
emphasis on "wise policy
making," he added.
Economics majors at
Murray State may have

an emphasis in either
government or business.
Government economists
are increasingly sum
:
,
moned for help from
politicians who want to
know how the nation can
meet a lengthy list of
responsibilities from
defense to education.
Business economists
have also found their expertise more in demand
since the recession. Edwards said business
managers need
economists to help implement wise, long-range
planning for the future
health of business firms.
Beginning this
semester, students at
Murray State may also
develop their *ills in the
new Economics and
Finance Club. Members
compete in investment
teams to see which group
can realize the largest
return on fictional investments.
The club also provides
a forum for members to
receive information on
job opportunities and to
discuss current economic
and financial topics.
Membership is open to
all interested students,
graduate or
undergraduate. Information may be obtained
from Alan Barfield, 7622487, or by visiting the
department office on the
third floor of the Business
Building, North.
Edwards said employment opportunities for
economists and finance
specialists are excellent.
He noted that the U.S.
Labor Department
estimates there were
more than 130,000 working economist in the U.S.
in government and
private business jobs in
1978. That is quadruple
the number of lawyers
and double the number of
CPAs.
Follow-up studies of
Murray State graduates
in economics have also
found job success. Of a
group surveyed, 26 percent had taken positions
in the private sector, 18
percent had gone directly
into teaching, 21 percent
had continued study for
doctorate degrees, and 14
percent were not
available to respond.

Drugs may cause birth defects
CHICAGO (AP) —
Health workers who handie powerful intravenous
anti-cancer drugs should
take care to avoid contact
with the drugs because
some of them may cause
cancer or birth defects,
researchers say.
In the current issue of
Ca, a journal of the
American Cancer Socie-

ty, the researchers
recommended that
nurses and pharmacists
who dispense or administer the drugs wear
long-sleeved gowns and
disposable gloves, masks
and safety glasses.
Pregnant women in
those jobs should be
transferred to other
duties,said the authors.

Natural spring water rules set
HOT SPRINGS, Ark.
(AP) — Government
regulations stipulate that
only water derived from
underground sources
without processing can be
labeled "natural" spring
water.

Researchers at Mountain Valley Water Co. say
these waters may also be
called "natural mineral
water," since the mineral
content of the water is not
modified by any al:tificfal
Process.

Save 20%-30%
Women's Blouses
Reg.
Satin Stripe
$18
Tulip Neckline
$22
Damask Wrap Tie
$28
Notch Collar
$16
And yoceA find more beautiful
blouses choices in store, at 20% to 300/a
savings. Juniors' sizes, too.

Sale
14.40
14.99
19.99
12.80

25% off
All women's outerwear.
Sale 51.75 Reg. $69. Wear this jaunty jacket
five ways. Quilted poly/cotton chintz reverses
to acrylic knit. Poly fill. Junior sizes S,M,L.
And this is just the beginning of what's in store
for women, misses and juniors. all 25% off.

Save s4 to s5
Motion Pant" & partner.

Sale 13.99
Misses' or petites' shirt
Misses' or petites' pants
Women's blazer

Reg.
$19
$18
$20

Sale
13.99
15.99
15.99

25% off
All leather handbags.

Sale prices effective through Saturday.

Sale 18.40. Reg. $23. This baseball glove
leather organizer keeps things in executive
order. Choose double handles or shoulder
strap style, both fully fabric lined. Looking
for a different kind of leather bag? They're
here too, and every one is 20% off.

JCPenney

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)7594080
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PA,

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

E 9-A THE 9

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED
WEEKLY

WEEKLY SPECIAL

OKE,
TAB, MEL
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CCMS wins opener, MMS loses in 20T;
both teams travel for games next week
S

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Murray Middle
School's winning ways
came to an end Tuesday
night but Calloway Middle School opened a new
season with a victory.
Both local football
teams played at home
last night with the Tigers
losing, 6-0, in double overtime to South Marshall
and the Lakers rolling up
a 19-12 victory over North
Marshall.

According to MMS
coach Rick Fisher, his
team doesn't know how to
win yet, but he says time
will tell the story this
year.
"Our problem is we
don't know how to win.
We have 52 kids on the
team this year, but only
one played any at all for
us last season (when
MMS went undefeated),"
Fisher said. "We're going
to be a good football team
eventually, but right now

every day, every game is
a learning experience for
us."
CCMS coach Bill Miller
was more optimistic
following his Lakers'
opening win.
"We lucked up
tonight," he said. "We
got the breaks and took
advantage of them."
Last year the only
Laker loss came at the
hands of MMS. This year,
if the first game is any indication of the season

Pr

Eve
of J
the
tion
has

ahead, the Lakers may
improve on last year's
mark.
CCMS scored the first
touchdown of the game on
a short pass from
quarterback Cary Alexander to Troy Turner.
The play was set up when
tackle Cory Wells picked
up teammate David Lee's
fumble on the North Marshall 6-yard line and carried it to the Jet's one.
The extra-point effort
(Continued on Pg.11A)
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Lakers inaugurate home course with win
In each of the two
previous meets, the
Calloway County boys
cross country team came
close, but earned no cigar
as the saying goes.
Tuesday in the inaugural meet on their
home course, the Lakers
finally got the kinks
worked out and notched
their first victory of the
year.
The tri-meet featuring
Calloway, Trigg County
and Hopkinsville finished
in just that order with the
Lakers carding 30 points,

Trigg 33 and Hoptovni 69.
Laker Barry Knight
took first place overall
with his 17:42 time over
the three-mile course
behind the high school.
Timmy Manning was second on the Laker squad,
finishing seventh overall,
with an 18:47 time.
Three other scorers for
Calloway included Mark
Charlton, Scott Nix and
Darrell Harris.
The five Calloway
scorers have been the
same in each of the two
prior meets — a quad

meet at Marshall County ran in Tuesday's meet at
and the Marshall County CCHS, losing to
Invitational which had 12 Hopkinsville, 34-41, while
Trigg County competed
schools represented.
In the quad meet with an incomplete team.
For CCHS,Pam Knight
Calloway finished second
behind the Marshals (41 finished third overall,
to 49) and in the Invita- followed by Mandi Miller,
tional the Lakers placed Sherri Lamb, Kris Miller
third behind Covington and Terri Lamb.
Thursday Calloway
Catholic and Owensboro
hosts another boys-girls
Catholic.
Knight finished first in meet with the Lady
all three meets for CCHS, Lakers taking on Chrisplacing first overall in the tian County, St. Mary's
quad meet and ninth in and Fulton City and the
Lakers run against Christhe Invitational.
The Lady Lakers also tian and St. Mary's.

CROSS COUNTRY — Members of the Calloway County High School cross country teams are comprised of:
(above) Laker runners Kevin Garland,Timmy Manning,Scott Nix, Rick Henninger,(second row)Dan Armstrong, Mark Charlton, Mark Thorn, Randy Sons,(third row) Maxie Puckett, Tim Torsak, Herne Chadwick,
Mike Harlan,(back row) Barry Knight, Tim Campbell, Darrell Harris, coach Donnie Dortch;(below) Lady
Lakers Kim Hopkins,Pam Knight, Melissa Miller,Kris Miller,(second row)coach Sue Outland, Lisa Henry,
Terri Lamb,Sherri Lamb,Jeanette Geurin,(third row)Jeanne Rule,Bonnie Hutchens, Mandl Miller,Caulk
Ross, Wende Osmus,and Angela Boyle.

Honeycutt role model aids hurler Reuss
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Jerry Reuss wasn't cutting it — until he saw
Rick Honeycutt cut it.
"When I saw him pitch,
I saw him hitting the corners and getting the
ground balls and I
thought that's what! used
to do when I was winning,'' said the Los
Angeles Dodger lefthander. "So I just went
out and did it. All I needed was a mental picture
and he provided it."
Mimicking the new

Dodger acquisition,
Reuss turned his season
around, and is currently
riding a five-game winning streak. His latest
triumph was a 5-1 decision over the Houston
Astros Tuesday night.
Before his current streak,
he had lost seven in a
row.
"I haven't seen Reuss
throw as consistently
hard as he did tonight in a
while," said Dodger
Manager Tom Lasorda
after watching his
southpaw spin a six-

641 North I
Please Call
753-4000

Personal Insurance
Designed For Your Personal Needs

Auto-Home
Life
Complete Commercial
Service

Mike Scott, 8-5, was the
loser, going five innings
and giving up-four runs,
three of which were
unearned.
"We remember what
happened last year, but!
feel our club is in a good
position now. We just
have to look at one game
at a time and not let up,"
Sax said. "Now our attitude is just to hold on to
the lead that we have. We
want to put our heads
down and really open up a
big lead."

CC

(C011
VMS

Quisenberry hurls
record 38th save

The
Village

Morgan,Trevathan
& Gunn Inc.

hitter. "That fastball
down explodes. It was
unbelievable."
The victory gave the
Dodgers a four-game
lead in the National
League West over the
Atlanta Braves, who
were beaten 6-0 by the
Cincinnati Reds.
Reuss, 11-10, struck out
nine and walked three
while second baseman
Steve Sax was the offensive star for the
‘
Dodgers,
belting a double and a
single and driving in two
runs.

By The Associated Press
Dan Quisenberry saved
his 38th game to set a new
league record for Kansas
City.
Quisenberry was hastily summoned Tuesday
night when Royals
starter Bud Black ran into sudden trouble in the
ninth inning against the
Angels, and the submanning reliever got the
final two outs of Kansas
City's 4-3 victory.
The right-hander's
total surpassed the 38
recorded by Detroit's
John Hiller in 1973.
"With Blackie doing so
well, I didn't think I was

going to get in tonight,"
Quisenberry said. "I
didn't want to blow it. I
wanted to make sure
Black got the win."
Quisenberry got pinch
hitter Rod Carew on a
grounder and then struck
out pinch hitter Daryl
Sconiers on a 3-2 pitch.
Ironically, the strikeout
was just his 42nd in 121 1-3
innings this season. The
outing, his 61st of the
season, lowered his earned run average to 1.93. He
has a 5-3 record.
Quisenberry, who has
163 saves in his 41
/
2-year
career, said his next goal
is merely to keep producing.

UK cagers cancel Soviet exhibition game
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The University of
Kentucky has joined three other colleges in
canceling an exhibition basketball game with the
Soviet national team.
Kentucky Athletics Director Cliff Hagan
issued a statement saying the cancellation was
"due to current circumstances and the uncertainty of future events."
He did not mention the international furor that
followed the deaths of 269 people when the Soviet
Union shot down a Korean civilian jet.
Hagan could not be reached for comment

Tuesday and his statement was read by assistant
sports information director Randy Stacy.
The Netherlands' national team will replace
the Soviets for the Nov. 22 game in Rupp Arena.
Vanderbilt and Maryland were the first to
cancel games with the Soviets and the University
of Oklahoma followed suit on Monday.
Officials at the University of Kansas said they
would proceed with their game Nov. 16 because
-cancellation would not be "an appropriate
response" in light of U.S. government sanctions.
The Soviets also are scheduled to play
Alabama and Houston.
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Pros tougher than Stanford days

Elway receives rough NFL welcome
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Even for a college player
of John Elway's caliber,
the transition to the National Football League
has been tough.
"A lot tougher than I
thought it would be," the
Denver Broncos' rookie
quarterback says.
Although Denver is 2-0,
Elway has struggled in
his initiation, needing
help in both games this

season from veteran who passed Denver to a
The people in
Steve DeBerg to bail the 14-10 win.
Baltimore took it perBroncos out of trouble.
Elway said he expected sonal," Elway said TuesAgainst Pittsburgh, the boos from fans in day at a news conferen
ce
Elway was blitzed and Baltimore. The Colts had
"But it was nothing
bewildered, sitting out drafted Elway as their
personal," he insisted.
the second half with a savior, but the Stanford
Elway said the boos
bruised right elbow while All-American said he that
resulted from the
DeBerg led the Broncos .,would not play for
misunderstanding unto a 14-10 victory. Last Baltimore and would nerved
him and made it
Sunday at Baltimore, the rather play baseball in difficult
for him to call
team that originally the Yankees' organiza- plays
in the huddle. Add
drafted Elway, he was tion, forcing the Colts to to
that the fact that he
beset by the boo-birds, trade his NFL rights to already
was gun-shy
finally yielding in the Denver, with whom he from
the shellacking he
fourth quarter to DeBerg, promptly signed.
took in Pittsburgh, and
Elway said he knew he
had some adjustments to
make.
"I'm still learning the
offense," he said.
mean I know it, but right
now I'm at the thinking
stage. I'm not at the reaction stage."
Besides earning the
respect of his teammates
and learning a new
system, Elway said there
were other major problems in making the
switch from Stanford,
where he set five NCAA
records with a 62 percent
completion rate and 77
touchdown passes, to the
Broncos.
"The defenses do a lot
more things," he said.
"And the athletes are better and faster."

ROUGH INITIATION
— Denver Bronco rookie
quarterback John Elway
found a rude awakening
to the National Football
League despite his
team's 2-0 record this
year. Elway injured an
elbow in the opening
game and had to be
replaced and he had trouble in the second game
last week when the
Baltimore crowd rattled
the new signal caller.
AP Laaerphoto
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cancer hopeline

•

nes mieetien-endenswer calms is
provided an a peak service by the
McDowell Calmer Network Quorum
are answered by appropriate
apeciallas associated with the network
and repreeent some a the inquiries
made by callers who me our Remain,
The Cancer Hapeluie ia a toll free consultative telephone service available to
any Kentuckian who has a cancerrelated problem Qualified counsekes
take calla Monday-Friday from 14 and
return recorded manages the next
working day They do not diagnose
cancer, recommend treatment for individual cases, our dispense money
Counselors do provide consuitations
with specialists as well as support and
undentandbig Because of its designsum by the National Cancer Institute as
Kentucky's Cancer Information Service, the Hopeline has rapid acmes to
the latest cancer information. All matters are treated confidentially Call the
Cancer Hopeline toll tree at I-1014CANCER, or write us at MS S.
Laneetone St . Lexington, Ky , 41631.

Q. lam scheduled for a
breast cancer biopsy
soon. The surgeon wants
me to sign a form that
says he can proceed with
a mastectomy if tests indicate I have cancer. I
want the two procedures
done separately so I can
be aware of what is happening to my body. What
should I do?
A. You should resolve
the matter with your
surgeon before you have
the biopsy. Ultimately it
is your decision. It is your
right as a patient to

modify the surgical consent form in your own
handwriting to say that
you are giving permission only for the biopsy.
Many women feel as
you do. For itiem it is
psychologically a very
sound idea. This approach may help the patient adjust to the
possibility of having major surgery and allows
her to make decisions
based on the options
presented by her
surgeon. If, for example,
the biopsy reveals that

the cancer is very small,
with no apparent lymph
node involvement, she
might elect surgery that
is less extensive; i.e., a
lumpectomy that only
removes the tumor and
some surrounding tissue,
not the whole breast, with
post -operative
radiotherapy.
There are also good
medical reasons for a
two-step procedure.
First, breast cancer normally is not an emergency condition, so waiting a
few days or a week or two

between the biopsy and
subsequent surgery is not
considered harmful by
most specialists.
Moreover, proper staging
of the cancer will require
a liver function test and a
chest X-ray at a
minimum, to establish
whether the cancer has
spread elsewhere. If the
tumor is large, or if
lymph nodes under the
arm are thought to contain a tumor, a bone scan
should be done. Bone or
brain scans should also
be done if the patient has

bone pain, motor or sen- his skills and you trust
sory problems, or a men- him to provide guidance
tal change.
for you in choosing
among the available
An estrogen receptor treatment options.
assay should be perform- However, as a patient,
ed at the time of biopsy to you have the right
to ask
access whether the tumor questions and built upon
is "estrogen dependent" answers in terms tat
you
or not. Estrogen dependent breast tumors
are treated differently
from others. It is important that this test be perThe Murray State
formed on breast cancer University Small
tissue samples.
Business Development
Of course, you have Center (SBDC), in
chosen your surgeon for cooperation with area
Chambers of Commerce
and the U.S. Small
Business Administration,
will be presenting a fall
We Reserve The Right
series of seminars
To Limit Quantities
Blue Bonnet
designed to address the
problems and challenges
—S
ieN
encountered in the small
tiLui.,
NE
business world.
Yellow Quarters
Topics such as finanMargarirTA
cial planning, time
management, shoplifting
and other crime prevention, advertising
strategies, computers,
taxes, and insurance are
lb.
"Low Overhead Means Low Prices"
among those being plannWe Gladly Accept
ed, according to Otis H.
With $10.00 Additional Purchase
Erwin,
director of the
Excluding Tobacco 8 Dairy Products
5 ,
Food Stamps
center.
or Drinks on Special
11! "Our primary function
is to serve the small
II IC
4I
Lynn Grove
business community,
whether it be in the form
/
Grade'A'
Charles of counseling or from an
Large
educational standpoint.
We are making a con-

Hours: 7 AM-8 PM
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Eggs
Save 11'

With Bowies
or DIPP.
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Unsalted
7oz.
Save 30'

Al ParticienKrig Storm

Welch Grape

Juice.. .... 46 oz. Save 30'

$769

Instant Maxwell House

Coffee

$
io oz. Save 61` 298

Ronco 7oz. Save 29'

Spaghetti
ONLY

Nabisco Country Style

Solo Plastic

Hyde Park Grape

Jelly

New Keebler 10.5 oz. Save 30'

J

Kraft 32oz.

Mayonnaise . Save 20'

$749 Swirly Q's
•

Baby Food

$1 39

Alka Seltzer

Bags..
$109
99C
Buttermilk
99c Sauce'°".s"e'92for59`
Milk ....
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Corn
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Meal
Peaches
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Dr. Philip Niffenegger,
associate professor in the
Department of Marketing
and Management, made
a presentation at the recent 1983 Educators' Conference of the American
Marketing Association in
Dearborn, Mich.
Niffenegger, who joined the Murray State
faculty in 1975, presented
a paper titled "The
Marketing Video Case:
An Investigation of Its
Performance in Comparison to the Written
Case Form."
He presented the
results of a study on the
reactions of business
school students to a new
classroom teaching
technique, the video case.
He examined student

reaction to the 45-minute
video case as it compares
to a traditional 12-page
written case.
Niffenegger reported
that the two versions
were found to communicate the desired
facts equally well and
that about two-thirds of
the students felt that the
video method is a good
means of case presentation because of its greater
involvement and realism.
The video case was
funded and produced in
cooperation with the
Teaching and Media
Resources Center at Murray State.
Niffenegger earned the
Ph.D. degree in
marketing at the University of South Carolina.
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36 ct. Foil Pack Reg. 3.19Save 80'
Johnson dr Johnson Baby

Glad 10 Count Trash

Flav-O-Rich 5.4 Gal.

16 oz. Save 30'

Gerbers 4.5 oz. Jar

Cremes.... 12oz. Save 20'

$
6
"

99C
69C

Plates.... 15countSave 20'

3tors)
79C

certed effort through our
training program to
reach as many small
business people as possible in order to help them
meet the challenges of
the complex and everchanging business environment," Erwin said.
Additional details will
be announced as the
series schedule is
developed.
The SBDC, with offices
in Murray and
Owensboro, provides
free, personalized and
confidential consulting
services, as well as
related training programs, to small
businesses and individual
entrepeneurs located in
the Purchase, Pennyrile
and Green River areas.
Anyone interested in
additional information
about the seminars or
available consulting services may call (502) 7622856 in Murray or (502)
926-8085 in Owensboro.
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understand. Should you
not be satisfied with one
surgeon's proposed approach, you can always
seek a second opinion.
Once you make a choice,
allow the physician to use
his/her skills to your best
possible advantage.

$389

Shampoo

Hyde Park Hot Dog

16 oz. Bottle Reg. 4.89Save 1.00

2% Ji Gal. Save 36'
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Towel
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)
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FROZEN FOODS
MEAT DEPT.
49
Beans
Ground Beef
Cool Whip
79C
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Peach Pie
Si
Si49
79c
Pies
2
PRODUCE
Pork Chops
$129
Apples
Picnics
Franks I Chops
39C
$
49
1 91$189
$72
.
Potatoes
Carrots
Bacon
Pepper.
Frosty Acres Lima

$1

20 oz. Bag
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Big Rolls
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Self-Rising
5Lb.
Save 30'

Large
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NOW CAIPTUILEnuT
PRICELESSSMILE AT
A SUPER LOW PRICE

Family Pock
3Lbs. or More

Fresh Leon

Our Professional Portrait Collection
2-8x10s, 3-5x7s, 15 wallets

Birdseye

8oz.

Pet Ritz

2601.

$1

Field's Old Foshion
Pork

,..ez Field's Cheese

!

lb.

4 oz. pieces

REG. $12.95$
ALL FOR ONLY

Field's Sliced

Edwards Pecan or Lemon

for

1/4 Pork Loin Sliced In

Center Cut
Chops $1.69 lb.

3Lb.log

Roolfoot Old
Fashion Dilutor

I

These Days Only —
September 14 Wed.,
15 Thurs., 16 Fri.
and 17 Sat.
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
U.S. Highway 641
North, Murray

Cantor Cut
Smokod Pork

New Crop Sweet

lb.

1 Lb. Pkg.

Fresh Crisp

lb.

bog4 for $1

Motzgor Shard Slob

Fresh Crisp Boll

WITH
COUPON

Present this coupon to OW photographer with 95c
deposit on your portrait collection. One coupon
per crillection. Not valid with any other offer
SI gating for for each additional subject in same
portrait. Serefaction guaranteed or your money
cheerfully refunded. Offer valid on dates and at
Imations listed

New Crop Jonathon

Field's Boneless

••••11.

`bull treasure these beautiful color portraits
and, for a limited time, they're even more beautifullzipriced.

1 Lb. Peg.
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"But he wrote a letter
home to us and he's very
proud of the fact that he's
over there. He recognizes
the Marine Corps role.
"As he stated, they are
there to help Lebanon to
get back on their feet.
And as he suggested to
people back here in the
states, 'Don't pressure
your congressman to
have us pulled out of
here," Norfleet said.
The U.S. forces have
come under heavy fire in
recent weeks, but the 1979
graduate of Hopkinsville
High School, now directing artillery fire, wrote
his parents not to worry
because he's in a safe
bunker.
In one letter, Tony explains how a recent patrol
in Beirut was re-routed at
the request of a frighten-
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ed Lebanese officer to
avoid fighting.
"By the time he hit the
road, it was more like a
2Y2-hour Sunday afternoon drive through Christian County (his home
county). All of us were
very upset and puzzled.
How does anyone expect
us to keep the peace
through a show of force if
we can't go where the action is and show some
force?" Tony wrote.
Tony said he is disturbed by the Lebanese Army's reluctance to protect their capital.
"Anytime something
happens, they all hide.
And when it's over,
they'll go pick up the
bodies," he wrote home.
"Up in our position at
the Lebanese University
today, three Israeli tanks
pulled right up to our
bunkers. The Lebanese
.troops that stand post
With the Marines ran into
the hills and returned
when the tanks left.
"I think the fact that a
Lebanese officer won't
help us patrol his city, the
fact that one of their
soldiers shot and killed
another, and the fact that
a joint security position
was left by Lebanese
soldiers at the site of
what they thought to be a
dangerous situation —
which happened all in one
day — shows how willing
and able these people are
of taking care of
themselves," he wrote.
Norfleet said he and his
wife plan to meet their
son at Camp LeJeune
when he returnir Dec. 7.
That is, he should return
then. If a peace negotiation is reached, the
Marines could be kept in
Beirut until April, Tony
wrote.
Through it all, Tony has
maintained his sense of
humor, his father said.
For instance, the
Norfleets sent their son a
country ham a few months ago at his request and
it arrived on a day of
heavy bombing at the airPort.
However, Tony wrote
home that the bombing
"did let up long enough
that I managed to lowcrawl to the post office to
get my ham."
For a few hours, after
the ham had been cooked,
Tony said he was the
most popular man in
Beirut.
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Sport About
Corduroy Pants
Reg. 17.88
Sale
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Blacks Decker
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Save Up To 1 97
Ladies Plus Size
Knit Shirts

Long Sleeve
Knit Shirts
Reg. 7.86
Sale

6.97

Save 1 97
Black & Decker 3 In 1
Saw Blade Pack
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Save Up To 1.94
Ladies Novelty
Sleepwear
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HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Tony Norfleet
keeps his parents up to
date on the fighting in
Lebanon by letter and
tape recordings. And the
recorded reports are so
vivid, Dean and Chuck
Norfleet have told the
chaplain not to make any
surprise visits.
Tony Norfleet is one of
the 1,200 U.S. Marines
presently on duty in
Beirut.
"I'm on the roof of
headquarters, where I
live, looking eastward into the hills. There's
fighting going on pretty
heavy right now —
machine gun fire, a lot of
tracers," Tony reported
in his tape.
"I've been up here
about five minutes.
Heard about 200 to 300
machine gun rounds,four
or five artillery rounds.
They're fighting pretty
good tonight."
That excerpt may explain why Mrs. Norfleet
has instructed the
chaplain at nearby Fort
Campbell never to drop
by unannounced for a
friendly chat.
"I would think he's
coming on official
business and it would
scare me to death," she
said.
The Norfleets say they
are proud of their 22year-old son, who was
shipped to Beirut in May
after joining the Marines
about a year earlier. But
Norfleet makes it clear
he'd just as soon Tony
was not in Lebanon.
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•WooclCutting blade nclucte
•No 7504
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3 Pak Washcloths
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Speed
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Parents up to date
on Lebanon fighting

•Telescoping antenna
•Full range front 1tring

22 oz.
Reg. 1.13
Salo

speaker *Carrying Case
and Stiap *Super sensitive

Inches •Solid color
terry cloth

lita•air headphone
•LED tuning 'No P1-13780
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21/2 Gallon
Heavy Duty Gas Can

•L,
"
CoJPOn Must
AccoMpany Purchase

•21
/
2 Gallon capacity
*Bail handle and pour spout
*Galvanized steel
*No 1225DS 'Reg. 7.84

Judge refuses request

3.78 •

MICEERIZIL•

oxide formulation
•Low tape noise
•No C-60/3 Bag .Reg 1 17

Clair Mist
8 oz.
Reg. 1.78
Sale

Conair Clean Air"'
*Removes tobacco smoke, odors, dust,
pollen from the air *Energy efficient
•Ouiet motor *No

11
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E-112.94

Flex
Shampoo

1.86

Save Up To 16%
\ "Love Pats" Stretch
Briefs, Bikinis Or Hipster

SAVE!

16oz.
All Formulos
Your Choice
Every Day
Low Pike

when you buy 2 gallons
of Prestone II "

10% !Kra spandex 4% cotton
*Cotton 65% combed cotton
32% stretch nylon 3% lycra
.
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ariou1S9c
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rs4 •Sizes 4-7
4o2

Sale Price
on 2 Jugs
Cash Refund By Mail
From Prestone •

For Tasting, Paying _
orSolling
(ground floor opportunity)

Cost for
2 gallons

Save 34°0
Boxed Greeting
Card Assortment
•1 Cards with envelope

Visit US

*No Refrigeration
*No Preservatives
*5 Years Shelf Life
*Bakery Goods

designs
•No 001 •Reg 76c each
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641 N. Control Conte.
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Your Final Cost
per gallon
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•InclucleS get well birthday
sympathy with assorted

Clifford & Doris Penn, Authorised
Distributors of Yuriko Food Products
406 Main, &noon Phone 527-044 or 527-91
9:30-3:30
Hrs:
or by appointment
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Tide
Laundry Detergent
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•Lycra 86% Antron nylon

Penn's Pantry

11 8

,
1 49 Ounces

1406 Main Sheet,Boston

*Convenient
*Economical J
*Nutritious j
ARX)D5
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•Reg. 2.22

With 2.00
Moil-1n
Rebate

Yuriko Food
Distribution
Center
At
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Reg. 1.74
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NOW OPEN
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Certron 3 Pack
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million. Bond for his son,
Alvaro Pinto, 22, was $1
million.
Maria Pinto, 42, PintoBuitrago's wife, was
released from jail Aug.29
when her bond was reduced. All are charged with
violations of federal
banking laws.
The federal government has filed suit to confiscate the family's Fort
Wright rnansin.
James Zerhusen, assistant U.S. attorney said
the case would be taken
before a federal grand
jury this week.
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COVINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — A federal judge
has refused to lower the
bonds for three members
of a Colombian family accused of laundering $10
million made through the
,international salei4 of
*lig&
',Judge William 0.
Bertelsman, U.S. District
Colin, said defendants in
drukrelated cases often
do not return to court
when their bonds are
reduced.
Luis Pinto-Buitrago,48,
was held in lieu of $2
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Manhunt underway for man indicted in death of postmistress

S

VAN WERT,Ohio(AP)
— A national manhunt is
under way for one of two
men who were indicted
Tuesday in the killing last
August of Elgin
Postmistress Betty Jane
Mottinger, the Van Wert
County prosecutor said.
The prosecutor,
Stephen Keister, said
authorities are trying to
find Delaney Gibson Jr.,
33, of Hyden, Ky. The
other person who is accused in the crime, John

George Spirko, 37, of
Toledo, is being held at an
undisclosed location for
security reasons, Keister
said.
No arraignment date
was set for Spirko,
Keister said. The indictments against both men
carry death penalty
specifications.
"As prosecutor in this
county, I fully intend to
seek that penalty," he
said at a news conference.

Gibson and Spirko were
indicted by a special Van
Wert County grand jury
on charges of aggravated
murder and kidnapping.
The two men are accused of abducting Mrs. Motfinger, 48, on Aug. 9, 1982,
from her one-room post
office in Elgin, a community south of Van
Wert. Her body was found
wrapped in a paintsplattered theater curtain last Sept. 19 along the
Blanchard River, west of

Findlay and about 50
miles from Elgin.
Although Keister said
robbery appeared to be
the motive, the indictments included no robbery charges.
The part of the Gibson
indictment outlining the
aggravating circumstances in favor of
the death penalty said
that Gibson has two
previous homicide convictions, both in Leslie
County, Ky. One was in

1973 for involuntary
manslaughter and the
othersin 1981,for murder.
Keister said Gibson
hadn't been sentenced for
the 1981 conviction, but he
had no other comment.
Spirko, he said, had
been convicted in 1970 in
Kenton County, Ky., of
murder.
The indictments conclude a 13-month investigation by a team of
postal inspectors that at
times used as many as 40

investigators. Postal inspector Thomas
Strausbaugh, who headed
the team, said nothing
else in his 14 years as an
investigator compares
with the effort put into
this case.
More than 3,000 people
were questioned and 22
arrests on unrelated
charges were made during the investigation, he
said.
"This has been one of
the most difficult in-

NEW FLEISCHMANN'S.LIGHT.
THE PERCENTAGES ARE IN YOUR FAVOR.
For healthier eating, consider
our very impressive percentages:
0% cholesterol. 100% corn oil.

100% DELICIOUS
After all, it's
Fleischmann's.

25% LESS SALT
When you begin to add them up,

volved," Strausbaugh
said. "It's been extremely difficult. I would have
nothing else I could compare it with thus far in my
career."
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Vandegrift gets grant
Dr. Vaughn Vandegrift,
associate professor and
chairman of the Department of Chemistry at
Murray State University,
has been awarded a grant
of $6,600 from Molecular
Diagnostics, Inc., of
Athens, Ohio, to conduct
recombinant DNA
research.
In the proposed study,
the genes of diseasecausing bacteria will be
spliced in an attempt to
better understand the
disease process. The
research proposal noted
that a significant number
of diseases are caused by
bacteria.
Vandegrift will discuss
the work at 7:30 p.m.
tonight in the Curris
University Center's
Barkley Lecture Room.
The lecture, sponsored by
Alphi Chi honor society,
is titled "Gene Splicing:
Scientific and Ethical
Perspectives."
The research project

involves the assistance of
pre-medical students
Christopher Rickman of
Gilbertsville, Kim
Stewart of Cadiz and Jeff
Allbritten of Murray.
Ricky Jackson, of Benton, who earned an M.S.
degree in August, has
also assisted.
Recombinant DNA
technology involves
isolating DNA (genes).
The DNA is then inserted
into a piece of DNA of a
host organism. The host
copies or clones the inserted material.
Vandegrift noted that
DNA technology has
emerged as the leading
method for the study of
bacterial, human and
plant genes.
Vandegrift has conducted gene splicing
research at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, at Ohio University and since 1980 at
Murray State.

'Windows'rock music group
to appear at Banana Festival

25% LESS FAT
the more impressive the percentages get.

CORN OIL

SPREAD

SAVE 254
ON NEW FLEISCHMANN'S.LIGHT.

25% LESS CALORIES
In fact, no regular margarine
comes close...
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vestigations I've ever
been involved with for the
sheer circumstances of
the case, the logistics involved, the transient
nature of the people in-

840362

C Nabisco Brands InN.983

Area rock and roll fans
will have the opportunity
to hear one of the most
promising rock groups in
the country Saturday
Sept. 24. "Windows" will
perform during the 21st
Annual International
Banana Festival in
Fulton, Ky., and South
Fulton, Tenn., at the
Fulton High School Football Stadium at 8 p.m.
The group consists of
four members, including
Larry Brewer and Paul
Cooper, both graduates of
Westview High School in

MONEY SAVING COUPONS
Redeem these coupons at any store selling these products
Tne Sunflower Group 15481 West 110tn Street Lenexa Kancas 6621-LI

SAVE ON
A REAL BREAKTHROUGH
IN FRESHNESS.

Introducingour new
rich masted taste.
The moment you pour yoirseff a cup of new Brim° Decaffeinated
Coffee, the full rich aroma tells you you're about to experience something wonderful. Our new rich roasted taste. It has a flavor that's deeply
satisfying. And it makes your coffee moments
special, cup after delicious cup.
Right now, you can save
60t on this special coffee.
FM your cup to the rim
with the richness of Brim.

Martin, Tenn. Other
members are Lowell
Wiley and Paul Doege.
The band also has their
own road crew and just
recently added to their
light show.
"Windows" was formed in 1980 and since that
time has opened for the
Grass Roots, Molly Hatchet, Badfinger and
Average White Band.
Their biggest showing
was this past March when
they opened for the Beach
Boys in Jackson, Miss.
Their concert includes
today's popular songs,
oldies from the '60's and
their own creations. The
bands original songs have
been influenced by the
Beatles, the Doobie
Brothers and the Association.
To date, their most
popular hit has been
"Hello, Hello," and in
1982 it was voted Record
of the Year by the
Jackson, Miss., Music
Association.
"Windows" will release
their newest single in a
few weeks entitled "Don't
Hang Up, My Dear," and
band members feel that
this is the break they
have long been waiting
for. Atlantic Records has
given the band some hope
of making it big, and
hopefully this song will be
their chance.
Radio station KF-99 is
co-sponsoring the concert
with the Banana Festival,
and tickets will be $1.99
per person.
Advance tickets for the
"Windows" concert may
be purchased at the
Banana Festival ticket
office, K. Homra's
Clothing in Fulton and
KF-99 Radio Station in
Union City.
•
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Now Maxwell House"
is fresher in the new vacuum-packed bag.
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when you buy any size
Save
30° Maxwell can bag of
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COVINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Narcotics agents
have begun rounding up
33 persons accused of
drug sales in Kenton and
nearby Boone counties.
Hal Spau, director of
the Northern Kenucky
Narcotics Enforcment
Unit, said the roundup
followed eight months of
undercover investigations.
The indictments or
charges were issued by
courts in both counties,
he said.
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day at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. James Garland
will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be
organist and soloist.
Burial will follow in the
Walker Cemetery in
Henry County, Tenn.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Paschall, 75, 835
Hurt Dr., died Tuesday at
3:20 a.m. at Westview
Nursing Home.
He is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Kenneth
(Evelyn) Ayers, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs.
J.T. (Darryel) Lee, 1616
College Farm Rd.; four
sons, Carves Paschall,
McKenzie, Tenn., and
George, Dudley and Edward Paschall,
Nashville, Tenn.
Also surviving are
three sisters, Mrs. Obie
Cole and Mrs. Jenny Key,
Murray, and Mrs. Rillie
Spann, Chicago, Ill.; one
brother, Oxie Paschall,
Rt. 1, Almo; 13 grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.

there was no evidence of
trauma or outside
physical abuse.
He said he doesn't expect the grand jury to
hand down any indictments, but wanted them
to review the case
because of the publicity it
has generated. He also
said no warrants will be
issued in the case at this
time.
The 19-year-old mother
of the baby, who was a
student at Wesleyan, bore
the child alone in a
bathtub in Peoples Dorm.
There was then a 11
/
2hour
time lapse before the
child reached a hospital,
McDaniel said.

CYPRESS SPRINGS
RESTAURANT

FREE*ADMISSION
TO POLTERGEIST,
VICTOR/VICTORIA,
REDS AND MORE.

1969 Moline G1000 Tractor w/duals S# D504A-6
4 Row International Drill
(1) Oliver Plow 5-16"
12' Krause Disc
1975 Pontiac SN 2P4785K121007
1968 Ford 4WD S# F26YCD55416
1974 Chevrolet 3/4 ton flat bed S# CKY244J128737
1968 Ford Tractor/Truck S# 0T95LUD27022
Phelan Low Boy Trailer S# 1E345
Dorsey Flat Bed Trailer S# A1DT27264930
Model 640 Ford Combine

POLTERGEIST

Ci1 1

ON THE HBO
SNEAK PREVIEW WEEKEND.

Shop and Lot located on North 4th St.
House with approx.3/
1
2acres in Buchanan,TN. area
House and lot located off HWY 121 N on Squire Potts
Road

SEPTEMBER 17 and 18.
ON CABLE CHANNEL 8.
Cable TV subscribers' Now you can enjoy a
FREE* sample of spectacular entertainment
on the HBO Sneak Preview Weekend' It's an
exciting ticket to Hollywood blockbuster
movies, star-studded concert specials, comedy, exclusive sports and unique new family
programs Free* on HBO* America's No 1
premium TV service

GREAT MOVIES ARE
JUST THE BEGINNING:"

VICTOR/VICTORIA

Bank of Murray
P.O. Box 1080
Murray,KY 42071
753-1893
EXT.201-263-272

REDS

szazipAeviaar, CALL NOW!753-5005
SAVE 50% ON INSTALLATION

mr-wirBank of Murray

The Sneak Prev.ew Weekend Compl.ments of HBO and
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CAIBLE
VISION

"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member
FDIC

INTRODUCING

THE ONE THAT'S SALT FREE.
'

salt/sodium free--

- caffeine free.sugar fret-••••••

OVERLOOKING BEAUTIFUL KY. LAKE

Sept. 1318
This Week's Special...
411111••••••

Golden Fried Clam Strips
$195

440111•11100.
4011101.

Reg. 4.95 40
441111.111r
4
116111

Includes: Clams, French Fries, Onion Rings,
Slaw, Hush Puppies, Tarter Sauce, and
Lemon.
Also serving Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish Fillets
and Broosted Chicken.

1

carairsa

1011.16

11Per

Louie and Sue Williams, Owners
Off Hwy. 121 S.

436-5496

Approximately 5 ntiles South of New Concord
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e Feed Bag
Restaurant
Serving
Delicious Homestyle

ALORI
?!;

BREAKFAST
With Homemade Biscuits & Gravy
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DAILY PLATE LUNCH & DINNER

•
•

Specials Featuring
HOME COOKING —

•
•
•
•
•

-Try Our Original

RY BODYSGOTTA DIET RITE.

HAM SHANKS!

Cooked in Our Special Sauce
•
•
•
•
•
•

Famous Ky. Lake Catfish Steak,
Fiddlers & Ocean Boneless!

SAVE 304

ON YOUR NEXT PURCHASE OF SALT FREE/CAFFEINE FREE DIET RITE
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Newborn infant death
being studied by jury

•

•

I

C198

OWENSBORO, Ky.
(AP) — The October
Daviess County Grand
Jury will review the case
of a newborn infant who
died shortly after being
born in a Kentucky
Wesleyan dorm Sept. 3,
according to Commonwealth's Attorney
James McDaniel.
He said the decision
was made because of the
unusual circumstances
surrounding the birth and
death of the child.
McDaniel said
preliminary autopsy
repoets indicate the Infant died because it could
not breathe on its own. He
said those reports said

a
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Mrs.Schroader's Barney Paschall
funeral services rites Thursday
The funeral for Barney
are here today Paschall
will be ThursServices for Mrs.
Mavis Lee Schroader are
today at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Layne Shanklin
is officiating. Mrs.
Oneida White is organist
and soloist.
Pallbearers are David
Lamb, Robert Rowland,
Jr., Steve Rowland, Bobby Rowland, Roger
Johnston and Terry Lee.
Burial will follow in
Bethel Cemetery.
Mrs. Schroader, 58, Rt.
1, Almo, died Monday at
11:38 a.m. at Baptist Central Hospital, Memphis.
She is survived by her
husband, Ervie Richard
Schroader; one daughter,
Mrs. Benny (Pamela)
Herndon, Rt. 3; two sons,
Richard 0. Schroader,
Rt. 1, Almo, and Thomas
R. Schroader, Rt. 5; one
sister, Mrs. Thomas
Lamb, Jr., and two
brothers, Robert and
Clyde Rowland, Rt.1,
Almo; foster sister, Mrs.
Cleatus Nanney, Sterling
Heights, Mich.; four
grandchildren.
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TO THE DEALER: Our salesman will redeem this coupon in accordance with the terms of offer stated plus the usual handling fee.
Coupon is good only on the brand specified and invoices providing Purchases of sufficient stock to cover coupons must be
shown upon request. Customer must pay any sales taxes and
deposits. Cosh redemption value 1/20 of lc
Available In 6 Pk Cans.
Pk Returnable'
&Liter Rattles

ROYAL CROWN BEVERAGE CO.
910 S. 5th, Paducah, Ky 42001
Offer eimires: Dec. 31, 1983
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SHOPPING
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COSTS LESS!
Rice, Pasta, Beans

juices, Fruits, Vegetables
FANCY

NATURES PICK

14.5 oz
CAN

ASPARAGUS
FANCY

HARVEST FARE

MIXED VEGETABLES
FRUIT VALLEY

PURE'

46 oz
CAN

ORANGE JUICE
FRUIT VALLEY

16 oz
CAN

FANCY

GRAPEFRUIT SECTIONS.

16 oz
CAN

1/4 PORK
LOINS

89c
31c
89c
59c

SLICED INTO CHOPS

99`

Canned Meat, Fish, Soup
IN WATER

Of

OIL "FANCY"

CHUNK TUNA ...

63rvii

6.5 oz.
• CAN

LIQUID DISH DETERGENT .
LAUNDRY PRIDE

LAUNDRY DETERGENT
SACO

COFFEE CREAMER
SAFARI

INSTANT COFFEE

1 09

49 oz.
BOX

1

16 oz.
JAR
10 oz.
JAR

39

99c

WILLIAMS
LB

SMOKED

BAMA

BAMA GRAPE

JELLY

or JAM

CREAMY or CRUNCHY

PEANUT BUTTER
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

STUFFING MIX

32 oz
JAR
18 oz
JAR
6 oz.
BOX

VAN DE KAMP

GEBHARDT

16 oz.
CAN

REFRIED BEANS

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

ALPO "DRY"

TICKET
SODA
• COLA
• ROOT BEER
• LEMON LIME
• ORANGE
• FRUIT PUNCH

1 89

C

1 2 LITER
(168 oz

CAZIN

MAKE SAVE•A•LOT YOUR
SHOPPING HEADQUARTERS

49c

119

99c
99c
59c

559

25 lb
BAG

DOG FOOD

14 or
BOX

STEAK-IT-EASY

42 oz
CAN

Pet Food & Supplies

189

13 5 07
BOX

FISH STICKS

GUEST RANCH

CANNED VEGETABLES
CORN, GREEN BEANS,SWEET PEAS,
PORK N' BEANS AND OTHERS

v9N
,
C

,b qb

sto'
Baking Supplies, Desserts
POWDERED OR BROWN

SUGAR

1.2 oz.

12 LITER

14 az
BOX

BLACK PEPPER...
32 oz
JAR

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

CHOW MEIN

120Z.PKG.

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

STRAWBERRY JAM

69C
$1 29

TURKEY
FRANKS
FISH FILLETS

Condiments

8 oz.
BTL

LACHOY BEEF & CHICKEN

VAN DE KAMP

C

12 ph.
BOX

TACO SEASONING

59C

005
,

•

LB.

359

POTATO
CHIPS

5 oz
BAG

TACO SAUCE
$149

PORK SAUSAGE

DELITE

7 5 oz
BAG

LACHOY CHOW MEIN

GEBHARDT

LB.

99c
79c
59c
65c
65c
33c
45c
199

10 oz.
BTL

SOY SAUCE

TACO SHELLS

PATTIES
32 oz.
BTL.

LACHOY

GEBHARDT

GROUND BEEF

RAINBOW YELLOW or BLUE

14 oz
SIZE

NOODLES

JOWL
Non-Foods

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

QUICK RICE

29!

BATHROOM

TISSUE
CARROTS

2 LB. BA

69`

3 LB. BAG GOLDEN DELICIOUS

APPLES

$1 39

FRESH & CRISP

CELERY

STALK

43`

RED OR WHITE

POTATOES

PKG.

99

4 ROLL PKG.

io LB. BAG $11 89

Dairy & Frozen
QUARTERS

PARKAY
MARGARINE.
MEADOW FRESH

CREAM CHEESE
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

CINNAMON ROLLS
PET RITZ - BANANA or CHOCOLATE

CREAM PIES

49c

• PIKIG
b'.

8 oz.
PKG.
9.5 oz.
TUBE
14 oz.
BOX

69c
89`
69c

59

3 LB
BAG
FOR

EACH

WE BACK
OUR QUALITY
WITH A
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!

9-7
Fri. 9 AM.-11P.M.
Sat 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
Sem 1 P.M.-6 P.M.

©1983 SAVE.A.LOT Ltd

YELLOW
ONIONS

Formerly Southside IGA On South 12th Street

We Reserve the
nght to limit quantities
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DEAR WRECK: Ask two or three of your good
friends to telephone the non-respondents. I know
it's infuriating, but you can't assume that silence
implies yea or nay.

Real war games enacted

•• *

By Abigail Van Buren

Man's Laundry Plans
Don't Wash With Date

4

DEAR ABBY: I've been dating a very attractive gentleman for about a year. We were getting along famously, to
the point where I thought something permanent might
develop.
Then I found out that his ex-wife is still doing his
laundry! They've been divorced for eight years, but every
week he goes back and forth to her house, drops off his
soiled laundry and picks it up clean. I think this is sick,
Abby.
He has had several relationships since his divorce, but
none has lasted very long. The most enduring one he's
ever had has been with his ex-wife to whom he is "tied"
through his laundry.
What are the psychological implications of this strange
bonding? Can there be an apron-string syndrome here?(A
"mother-son" relationship?) And what about her accepting
hip soiled garments? (Symbolic of taking his "dirt" and
returning everything spotless and renewed again? Total
forgiveness, weekly — and weakly?)
And what of the starch she puts in his collars? Does she
also stiffen his spine? I could go on and on.
Please analyze this relationship and tell me if I should
continue seeing him. I do not want to be hurt.
SUSPICIOUS
DEAR SUSPICIOUS: To quote Freud:"Sometimes
a cigar is just a cigar." Ask him to come clean and
tell you if he and his "ex" are washed up or not.
*•*

DEAR ABBY: What are people supposed to do when
they mail out 112 invit ons with RSVP on them and the
date (wedding) is drawl
near and more than half the
people haven't responded
o they assume that those who
did not respond are plann
to attend? Or do they assume
they aren't coming?
It is one big job to telephone invited guests to find out
whether they're coming or not.
The catering service charges so much per plate, and if
fewer guests show up, there is no refund. I am ready to
tear my hair out, Abby.
We even enclosed envelopes, addressed and stamped for
their convenience, but it didn't help much. I can't call up
all these people. Now what?
NERVOUS WRECK IN SKOKIE, ILL.

(EDITOR'S NOTE —

DEAR ABBY: I'm 40 years old, have a wonderful husband and a 14-year-old son. I have an inoperable brain
tumor the size of a baseball. I've been through six weeks
of radiation, but I have absolutely no complaints.
The tumor has been a blessing because of the relationships it has mended, and for making individuals face
their mortality seriously. This poem (enclosed) has helped
me more than I can say.
It could help others, too. I don't know who wrote it, but I
have had it for many years. I hope you will print it so the
author will come forward and get credit. Thank you.
MARTI IN AURORA, COLO.
DEAR MARTI: It is indeed a lovely poem, and I
agree, the author should be properly credited:
"Today, upon a bus, I saw a lovely maid with
golden hair,
"I envied her, she seemed so gay, and I wished I
were as fair.
"When suddenly she rose to leave, I saw her hobble
down the aisle; she had one foot, and used a
crutch, but as she passed, she had a smile.
"Oh, God forgive me when I wiline; I have two
feet, the world is mine.
"And when I stopped to buy some sweets,
"The lad who sold them had akich charm. I talked
with him, he said to me,'It's nice to talk to men
like you. You see,' he said,'I'm blind.'
"Oh, God forgive me when I whine; I have two
eyes, the world is mine.
"Then, as I passed along the way, I saw a child
with eyes of blue. He stood and watched the
others play; it seemed he knew not what to do. I
stopped for a moment; and then I said, 'Why
don't you join the others, dear?' He looked
ahead without a word, and then I knew he could
not hear.
"Oh, God forgive me when I whine; I have two
ears, the world is mine.
"With feet to take me where I'd go,
"With eyes to see the sunsets glow,
"With ears to hear what I would know,
"I'm blessed indeed.
"The world is mine.
"Oh, God forgive me if I whine."
•• *

CONFIDENTIAL TO UNDECIDED IN TUSCALOOSA, ALA. Go to school and learn a trade. "He
that hath a trade hath an estate; and he that hath a
calling hath a place of profit and honor. A plowman
on his legs is higher than a gentleman on his
• knees." — Benjamin Franklin

This is no movie. Highranking Army officers
play computer games
here — war games. They
simulate real crisis conditions or learn from
historic battles of the
past. It's all "just in
case.")
By RICH
KIRK PATRICK
Associated Press Writer
CARLISLE, Pa. (AP)
— In a stone mill by a
rushing trout stream, the
U.S. Army's brightest officers come to windowless rooms and practice for war.
They sit at
sophisticated computers
and fight intense, imaginary battles against
the enemy.
The outside walls are
layered with lead to prevent any eavesdropping
or leakage of sensitive
material from computer
emissions.
"In military circles,
this place is well known
and agents are very
aware of this place," says
Col. Raymond
Macedonia, head of war
gaming. "We go on the
basis there are agents in
the area."
Officials take seriously
the possibility of a computer whiz tapping into
the classified gaming
system, as depicted in the
popular movie,
"WarGames," and keep
vigiliance all the time.
Opened in June, the Army's ;1.5 million wargaming center is housed
in a building erected in
the 1760s by Charles
Wilson, a signer of the
Declaration of In-

Introducing

Field Pizza Dogs!
With the exciting taste ofpizza
in every delicious bite.

dependence. The center
is part of the U.S. Army
War College, a premier
training ground for
selected officers on their
way to earning their
general's stars.
"This is the highest
level the Army has," says
Macedonia, 50, a softspoken man with advanced degrees in economics
and psychology. He served in Vietnam and taught
at West Point.
The college and center,
along with the Army's
Military History Institute
and its Strategic Studies
Institute, make up most
of Carlisle Barracks.
The Barracks, founded
in 1757, is the Army's second oldest post, ranking
behind West Point.
The center sits on the
main road through Carlisle, separated from the
rest of the base by a
branch of the Le Tort Spring, renowned for its
trout. To passersby, it
could be just another
well-maintained, historic
home in a lush, country
setting.
Inside, though, are four
floors of wood-paneled
conference rooms and
modern offices. U-shaped
game rooms take up the
second and third floors
and are the heart of the
center. Along the walls
and on tabletops are
maps of Europe and the
Middle'East, stenciled
over with hexagonal
zones on which to chart
troop movements. Computer printouts of a war
game's progress hang on
partitions, dividing the
blue army from the red
army.
Two tabletops are
covered with computer
maps of Iran. Using a
pencil-like probe, an officer can electronically
move troops to various
locations on the board. On
the edge of the table are
an array of commands,
including the nuclear option.
Although some don't
like to consider nuclear
weapons for tactical
fighting, the Army has to
be prepared if the order
should ever come,
Macedonia says.
At the end of the game,
the computer will produce a printed report
showing territory, forces
and equipment lost and
won, and how efficiently
equipment and personnel
were deployed.
But the games are not

so realistic that the
rooms fill with the sound
and sense of battle,
Macedonia says.
"We don't want them to
get too engrossed in the
idea they are in a field environment," Macedonia
says. "Because war
games are not the way
the battle is going to be
fought. We're trying to
analyze problems for
flexibility of mind."
Although Europe remains the traditional
focus, there are games
for Central America,
Korea, and the sea routes
north of Norway.
To hone their fighting
skills, officers can play
historical games. One recent day, a game using
German Gen. Erwin
Ronunell's North Africa
campaign was on one of
the screens. Maps of the
area along with troop
positions could be called
up, as could text of Rommell's journal. Game
players could follow the
campaign as fought by
Rommel'in World War II
or could pose "what if"
questions to create different endings.
For the first time, the
Army has created an elite
corps of military
strategic planners. After
graduation, 10 colonels
spend two years assigned
to the War College, but
are sent around the world
to work with senior field
commanders. Afterward,
the colonels spend their
careers in planning and
report directly to the
deputy Army secretary
for operations.
The 10-month War College curriculum, which
includes extensive exposure to war games, is
offered to 250 colonels
and lieutenant colonels
chosen each year by a
special military board. In
addition, each year 400
students take cortespondence courses and
come to the college for
two weeks during the
summer.
Playing with the
machines will not
automatically produce
brilliant officers,
Macedonia says.
"Nothing great and
wonderful jumps out at
you. You can't push a button and have great
wisdom befall you. It's
nothing more and nothing
less than a tool for use in
a lab. It helps a professional do his job."

Two golf tournaments
authorized by directors
The Murray Calloway
Club bask, of directors
have authorized two new
golf tournaments for the
club — one for members
and one open invitational.
Both will be twomember teams made up
of husbands and wives or
a male and a female playing in a scramble format,
and both will be directed
by Don and Linda Alexander.
The first, an inter-club
tournament, will be held
Saturday,Sept. 24.
The second,the open invitational, will be played
on the 4th Saturday in
June of 1984. Both will be
one-day affairs and are
expected to become annual activities at the club.

Great tasting hot dogs
with delicious bits of
real cheese,onions,
red & green peppers
and special pizza
seasonings.
Try new
Field Pizza Dogs!

,when you buy new FieldPizza DogsI
1 25
'

The board's October
meeting will be the traditional fall general
membership meeting and
is set for Tuesday. Oct. 4,
beginning at 7 p.m.
Three new members of
the board will be elected
at that time from six
nominated by a committee made up of past
presidents of the club.
Serving on this year's
committee are Bill
Wilson, Jerry Grogan and
Walter Jones.

Massachusetts town gathers
to give thanks for the harvest

Save 254
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At its September
meeting, the directors
also approved the single
membership application
of Don Johnson, Route 8,
Murray. He is a professional golfer.
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WEBSTER, Mass.
AP) — By the shores of
Lake Chargoggagoggmanchaugga uggagagochaubunagungam
augg, the Nipmucks
gathered with the Micmacs a n d the
Naragansetts, to sing and
give thanks for the
harvest.
Intertribal unity was
the theme for the Nipmucks' third annual
powwow attended over
the weekend by more
than 3,000 people, including representatives
of more than 50 Indian
tribes from New

•••••

England, Canada, the
Dakotas and Arizona.
The 49-letter lake name
is the longest
geographical name listed
in U.S. atlases.
It means "the boundary fishing place, the
neutral meeting
grounds," and, according
to Indian lore, has served
as a tribal gathering
place for centuries before
whites settled in central
Massachusetts.
The lake is also known
as Lake Webster, after
the adjacent town of
15,000 people.
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Instant
Lipton Tea

We Stock All Your
..„L., Shotgun Reloading Supplies

Realemon
Lemon Juice

100% Pure Tea
3.6 Oz. Decantor Jar
32 el Bettie Sole

$1

gen-as °.
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Band-Aid Brand
Sheer Strips No. 5627
Plastic Strips No. 4630
Value Pack 70 Bandages
$ 66

Arrid Extra Dry
Anti-Persoirant
Regular, Unscented, Baby
Fresh, Light Powder, XX Extra Dry.
4 oz. Aerosol Can

Gases

sheer
strips

1

Sale Tow Choke

$1 49

G.E. Electronic
Digital Scales

Sale Your Choice

ANiSH

77

A

01

*Winchester AA Empty Hulls
*Primers
*MEC Bars & Bushings
*Wads For 12, 16 & 20 Gauge

Tracker

Indian I AMF Volt
.Tracker Footballs
Compound ,"A„yea„er
Performance
Bow
$987

owssers MAMA/
MOM
NON/

NI
NIC

/

Available In
Black or
ta:
Como Finish

Presto Portable Range

$e

No. 036305.1.
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4"Speaker, Telescope
AM Antenna, Solid State Circuity.

49

$A
No. 201 Sole
WI

G.E. Toast-R-Oven
Toaster

7 oz. Bottle
—
Sale tear Choice

Di-GEL

Aledel
Sale
Mfg. Rebate

$34.95
-3.00
$3
Your Final Cost
Presto Gran Poppy

Electric Deep Fryer

Noter$11 Regular or Lemon/Orange
12 oz. Liquid, 90 Tablets
‘
c')

No Mass, No Fuss,
Makes 6 Generous Servings
With lift And Drain Seep

Sale Your Choice

Alka Seltzer

Effervescent Pain
Reliever & Antacid
$ 1 33
25 Tablets Sale

Bufferm

•BlIffERIN

Fast Pain Relief
Tablets 100, Capsules 75

• 8111HRIM

Toast, Bakes, Top Browns
Door Pops Open Automatically
To Serve 2 Slices
Of Toast
T93-5

195

Di-Gel Antacid
Anti Gas

Sole Your Choke$25

$5995

SO

The Gun
Guard

Pocket Portable Radio
97

FOR
OILY
HAIR
ONLY

Raven 25
Automatic Pistol

Gran Prix FM/AM

Regular, Menthol,
Lemon Lime, Tropical Coconut

For Oily Hair Only
Shampoo Or Rinse

Special

Adjustable
45.55 Lb. Wt.
Reg. 13.97

•,==.
2
88

*Lee Load-Alls
*MEC Reloaders
*Powder
*Shot

11=°

997
Model ED$-3 Sole $2
Com/mien? Extra Berner
For Nome, Office,
School Decimeter!, etc.
Dial The Neat Too
Wont From low To Nigh

Gillette Foamy
Shave Cream

oz. Can Sale $

4..0•MO

ConspoScan Weighing System
Compotes Weight Electronically
Easy To had Display

South Share Stuffed
Spanish Olives
70I. Jar Sale

Good Thru Sept. 18th
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Presto Fry
Baby Deep Fryer

No. 05410 Sale $249
The light Size For
Singles Or Cameos
No. 05430 Sale

Shop Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods
For The Areas
Largest Archery
Selection

$2597

Fits AN Rifles
With Scopes Most Shotguns
Special Edition
Gun Case
Give Year Gen The Protection Of A
Hord Gun Case

Suitable For Airline Travel
Molded In Handle
Sliding latches
Weather Resistant
Compact, light Weight
Durable

*Wide Selection Of Bows
'Lighted Sight Pins
*String Silencers
•Arrows
•Cable Guards
'
Pro Het&
*Bow Squares
*Sights
*Arrow Shafts
•Brooditiods
Fletch The
same° Points 8. Tape
*Replacement Broadhead Modes • givers
•Thes
'
Arrow Helder:
•Fletchers
*Scents
•Extra Strings
*Tree Stands

v,
-71

*Cable Silencers
Keene Face Masks
•Arm Guards
'Gloves
*Ole Norms Little Red Sight Pin
•Laminees Me he The Dirk Paint
*Targets
'Cushion Plunger
*Rests
▪Stabilizers
*Releases

Uncle Jeff's Clothing De

Braided Straw
Door Mot
Size 11"x21" Assorted.

Polident Denture
Cleanser Tablets

IN rerneWiran
m bt- r the "VV"g
ler
s nt

Wrangler
Denim Long
Sleeve

Kaadan "Antique Charm"
Scented Lamp Oil

60 Tablets Sale
Regales or Mint Revered
Family Size 6.1 a. Tube

249

seh $

Aim Toothpaste

Shirts

lilac, Ciasinsits, Spke,

Murine or Murine Plus
Eye Drops
0.5 es. San Tim Choice

79

Clairol Loving
Care Hair Color
Washes Away Only
The Gray
sok $2
(19

Clairol Final Net
Hair Spray
Ropier, Unaceatod, Nice Sold,
Ultra Mold Uasceated

32 oz. Battle Sale

Mars Fun
Size Candies

$

$4490 to$4890A

4$ 1 79

9

Snickers, Mars,
Mammy,3 Mealieteers,
M&M's
MAN'. Pesmats
16 Ori. Bag
whist Choice

Dingo
Boots

By Acme Cowboy Cut
7 Styles
Authentic Work Priced From
Western Shirt
1
2-18
Size 14/
Sleeves 32-35

VT19

$1 18
sole

en's
Western

11
"

1 88

With 12 Matching
Shower Rings

C

Reg. 7.99 Our Price

4:41y

Wrigleys Hubba Bubba
Gum

/

Men's Belted Slacks

Original, Grape,Stramirerry,
Traitor Benplearry
Reg. 25' midi

By McGregor
Navy, Khaki, Taupe

$588

Special Selection

Kitchen Towels

$ 1 999
Boy's Jersey Shirts

Nut Cracker
Cashew Halves

Shower Curtains%

99`

Only

Only

Ii es Cam

G.E. Brew Starter II

Drip Coffeemaker
7 ‘, 10-Cup 111-Cem Illip Coffee Maar,
ig, i
Brows Coffee While Tea Sleep,

I

.
irsr;.1.11.1.
ma.

Li

Aistemalleally Shirts BrewMg At
The Time Tea Select

He-Man
& Skeleton
Sizes 5/6 to 14/16

$1 88

Sophie Mae
Peanut Brittle
I es. III
27
Sale AS for

Your Final Cost $211
Brach's candies
Semi* OW.12 es. Bag
lalterseetah Nee 11S1. Ileg
ammo'INK 11 el. Bag

Norco 5 Piece
Ceramic Meg Set
1 Mugs Add Tree
Ms. 1176-5

Only

$488

Infant & Toddler
Jordache
Long Sleeve

Oxford
Blouses

JORDACHE`

Sizes For Girls
& Boys
Girls Sizes 4-14
Now

$ 1 499

Sizes 3-13
Ulm $249

Garanimals

25%

Large Selection
Of Tops & Slacks
To Match
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Emergency technician says stress hardest part
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.
(AP) — The stress is the
hardest part of his job,
says Mark Williamson,
an emergency medical
technician. He talks of
consoling relatives of
dead people and of making ambulance runs, not
knowing what to expect.
An EMT since 1981,
Williamson, 27, is also
business manager for

Medic-Vac Ambulance in
Little Rock. "You never
know what you're going
to get, and you don't know
when you're going to get
it," he said during a recent telephone interview.
"This is a non-routine
job. You're presented
with new and different
circumstances each time
you get into a vehicle."
At the state Health

Department, Mike
Hampton, director of the
department's Office of
Emergency Services,
said one must complete a
training course of at least
120 hours to be an EMT.
Most often, such courses
are taught in vocationaltechnical schools. Additionally, an EMT must be
certified in cardiopulmonary resuscita-

tion.
EMT courses cover
topics like spinal irnmobilization — how to
handle an injured person
— and automobile extriction — "Instead of just
taking a patient out of the
car, you remove the car
from around the patient."
According to Hampton,
employee stress is one
reason for labor pro-

Former Miss Americas in various jobs
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By SCOTT KRAFT
Associated Press Writer
Once chosen America's
miss, they are mothers
and grandmothers,
singers and songwriters,
actresses and authors.
One runs a fashion
boutique in Palm Beach.
Another has ventured into the jungles of Vietnam
to film a documentary. A
third gives pep talks to
stroke victims — because
she's one herself.
They all share one title
that changed their lives.
Each wore the Miss
America crown.
"Once a Miss America,
always a Miss America.
You're just a little bit
special all the time," said
Miss America 1933 —
Marian Bergeron
McKnight,65.
That title still carries
special responsibility for
Mrs. McKnight, even
after 50 years, three
children and five grandchildren.
"There are times when
you don't feel like getting
dressed up," she said.
"But then this little thing
says,'Hey, you represent
Miss America,' and you
say, 'All right, I can't
take the trash out in my
nightgown."
"Miss Americas are
not allowed to get fat and
flabby," said Miss
America 1964 — Donna
Axum,41, author of "The
Outer You — The Inner
You" and a mother of two
in Little Rock, Ark.
The 63rd- member of
this exclusive sisterhood
will be crowned in the
30th televised pageant
this Saturday with more
than two dozen former
Miss Americas in attendance.
Once chosen the allAmerican girl — "your
ideal" as then-host Bert
Parks used to sing — a
few have achieved
modest success as actresses, public officials or
businesswomen. Others
continue to model and
make speeches. Many
settled down as
homemakers and

volunteer workers.
The Miss America
alumnae list includes
Bess Myerson, 1945, now
New York City Commissioner of Cultural Affairs,
and Lee Ann Meriwether,
1955, who co-starred in
TV's long-running drama
"Barnaby Jones."
Mary Ann Mobley,
Miss America 1959, led
film crews into Cambodia
and Vietnam last fall and
this spring for a syndicated documentary
about children in
Communist-held lands.
The 46-year-old actress
and her husband, "Hour
Magazine" host Gary
Collins, now the
pageant's emcee, live in
Beverly Hills, Calif., with
their 14-year -old
daughter. She said the only problem in being a
former Miss America is
"some people don't
realize that you can't
become Miss America
without having a little
gray matter."
The first college student to win the pageant,
Jean Bartel, Miss
America 1943, now runs
an international travel
consulting business and
hosts a syndicated television series, "It's a
Woman's World," from
Los Angeles.
"No way has the title
been a burden," she said.
"The only thing is, they
keep tacking that year —
1943 — onto the title. I'd
managed to forget that it
was so long ago."
Jane Jayroe Robinson,
Miss America 1967, chose
the news side of television; she anchors the 6
p.m. and 10 p.m. news at
station KXAS in DallasFort Worth.
Maria Beale Fletcher
of Brentwood, Tenn., was
an $85-a-week Rockette at
Radio City Music Hall
when she won the
pageant in 1962. Her
paycheck blossomed to
$1,500 a week during her
reign. She recently
recorded an album of inspirational songs that she
and her gynecologist hus-

band wrote.
"It's been a wonderful
life," she said. But "people expect you to be an
overachiever, and when
you tell them you're happily married and enjoying raising two children,
it's like they are disappointed."
Several others have
become Christian performers. Vonda Van
Dyke Scoates, 1965, has
recorded four albums of
Christian music and written five books. She and
her husband, David
Scoates, a minister, have
one child and live in
Evanston, Ill.
Cheryl Prewitt
Blackwood, 1980, of
Nashville is singing professionally, running a
Christian charm school
and has written an
autobiography,"A Bright
Shining Place."
Kylene Barker Brandon, a gymnast and Miss
America 1979, used her
pageant earnings —
about $100,000— to open a
fashion boutique, "d.
Kylene," on Worth
Avenue in Palm Beach,
Fla. Now 27 and married,
she recently released an
album for exercising and
is writing "My Miss
America Fitness,
Fashion and Beauty
Book."
Miss America 1957,
Marian McKnight Conway, is also a fitness buff
— she runs six to 12 miles
a day. Mrs. Conway,46,is
building a dinner-theater
complex in California.
She and her husband, actor Gary Conway, have
two children.
Jacquelyn Mayer
Townsend, Miss America
1963, is the 41-year-old
mother of two teen-age
children and lives in
Meadow Lands, Pa. A
stroke in 1970 — at age 28
— left Mrs. Townsend
paralyzed and
speechless. She endured
months in therapy,
regained her ability to
move and speak and now
travels the country talking to groups about hope.

"I have been on the top
and have gone to the bottom, also. Now I'm going
back to the top," she said.
Hollywood beckoned
Miss America 1972 —
Laurie Lea SclIe,er.
Now 33, she lives in B bank, Calif., and ha
made guest appearances
on TV's "Three's Company" and "Rockford
Files."
As a former Miss
America, she said,
"There are a lot of people
who really want you to be
up on that pedestal. They
want you never to have a
glass of wine or to say a
cussword."
Marilyn Rogers, Miss
America 1938, passed up
the chance for a
Hollywood screen test
because "my grandmother wouldn't allow
me to go." Now 66, she
has three children and
four grandchildren and
lives in Mount Dora, Fla.
She doesn't miss the excitement of 1938: "I
wOuldn't be able to stand
it now."

blems confronting some
ambulance services in
Arkansas.
He said that, unlike
many police officers and
firefighters, EMTs aren't
given psychological help.
"It's just one body after
another after another
after another," he said.
"After a while .. it starts
playing on their minds."
Stress, according to
Williamson, is not knowing what to expect at an
accident. "No matter
what amount of training,
when we're called on the
radio, we don't get all the
information we'd like to
have. So, we prepare for
the worst."
Arkansas EMTs are
underpaid, Hampton
said. They usually start
at minimum wages —
$3.35 an hour. "With
longevity, they may get a
Atle bit more. ... You've
gqie the teachers wanting
money, yv,u've got the
firemen Wanting more
money, you've got the
police wanting more
money. Well, the EMTs
aren't any different. ...
Police may endanger
their own lives," but
EMTs can say, — We've
got your life in our
hands."
The average yearly pay
for EMTs nationally is
$15,000, Williamson said.
If an Arkansas EMT
worked 40 hours a week
at minimum wages, his
annual pay would be
$6,968.
"One of the problems,"
Hampton said, "is the
emergency - ambulance
service business is just a

bad operation because
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
it's a losing proposition.
The ambulance must res- DEAR
DR. LAMB —
small balance
in your
pond to every request for have been suffering fromI ears. That canals
makes them
emergency assistance, dizziness and ringing in my hypersensitive and when you
and the collection rate is ears. I am a 66-year-old move your head they overterrible. You've got man.
react to the movement of
somebody that has a bad After extensive testing my fluids in the balance canals
You will understand what
health condition, yet they doctor diagnosed it as
don't have any way to -benign positional vertigo.- causes dizziness and vertigo
I was given medicine to better after you have read
pay. ... You transport relieve the
symptoms. but no The Health Letter 9-10, Dizthem to the hospital with hope of a cure Both ziness and Vertigo. which
I
paramedics on board. It Meniere's syndrome and a am sending you. Others who
costs you $200, and you tumor seem to be ruled out. want this issue can send 75
don't get anything back Could you give me addi- cents with a long, stamped.
tional information about self-addressed envelope for
on it."
Additionally, am- inner ear afflictions? Just it to me. in care of this newsbulance services have what causes me to get dizzy paper, P.O. Box 1551. Radio
when I tilt my head in cer- City Station. New York, NY
tremendous overhead. tain directions
' The continu- 10019.
Hampton said a box-type ous ringing in my ear
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
ambulance might cost bothers me.
24 years old, 6-foot-5 and
$28,000 to $30,000. "By the DEAR READER -- There weigh 200 pounds. I was givtime you get finished are a number of disorders en a clean bill of health at
equipping that one vehi- that cause both dizziness or my last checkup. I run three
cle, you got about $50,000 vertigo and ringing in the miles three times a week
tied up in it," he said. ears The problem can be and lift weights for one hour
either in the brain or in the three times a week My
"Then you got to get your ears.
weight has stayed the same
paramedics and a Fatty-cholesterol deposits for the last three years.
driver."
in the arteries to the brain
I would like to gain 15 to
Because of illness and are a frequent cause of dizzi- 20 pounds but can't regarddays off, a service needs ness and vertigo, particular- less of how much I eat. I
five paramedics and five ly in older patients. As more read that sugar is a good
drivers to operate one is learned about what can be source of carbohydrates
vehicle seven days a done to correct disease in which will put on weight. I
arteries in or to the brain, wouldn't mind gaining some
week. Paramedics make perhaps more can be
done to fat I took six tablespoons of
more money than EMTs help these cases.
sugar daily last month and
— an average of about It is important to have a gained five pounds the first
$3.85 an hour in Arkan- complete examination as two weeks. Is this too much
you evidently had to rule out sugar in addition to a balsas, Hampton said.
Since 1972, he said, the possibility of a tumor as anced meal? What other
food is high in carbohyArkansas has certified a cause.
about 8,000 EMTs,though The exact cause of posi- drates?
tional vertigo is not known.
probably no more than It occurs when you change DEAR READER — I am
not at all enthusiastic about
1,000 are active in the position. such as when a per- your
gaining body fat. It is
state. "A basic EMT can son lies down or turns over seldom a healthy thing to do.
get a job any day of the while lying down. It causes a You would be better off to
week if that's what he sensation of whirling or develop larger muscles.
wants," Hampton said. false sense of motion which That would mean a better
"You might not be willing is real vertigo, as opposed to strength training program
to work for $4 an hour, but dizziness that you might than you are probably
experience with the onset of following. You might need to
there's always someone a faint.
increase the resistance or
else' Willing to work for $2 One theory is that a min- weight to stimulate
further
an hour."
eral deposit occurs on the muscle enlargement, rather
than increase the frequency
or duration.
That sugar you ate only
Vatican.
responses from study of the "current provides calories in a little
seminaries about various status of priestly forma- over a pound of fat so .you
Bishop John A. Mar- aspects of their opera- tion in American probably retained water. I
shall of Burlington, Vt., tions and facilities.
seminaries," and the don't think that is a good
way to increase your caloalso disclosed completion
time since has been spent ries. I would prefer
you use
of a 103-page evaulation
The Vatican two years in developing standards
such as whole
form for use in gathering ago ordered a national for taking their measure. starches
wheat bread.

Guthrie, Director of the
Adult Learning Center,
presented the session on
"How to Organize a
Volunteer Adult Reading
Program" involving the
funding and strategies for
develoing such a program,and its evaluation.
Moore, Adult Basic
Education Training Project Director at Murray
State University, was the
presenter „for the session
on "Teaching Adults to
Read." Practical techniques and methods for
teaching reading were
given and various testing
measurements were ex-

plained.
Those participating in
the workshop included
Louise Benrock, Mildred
Nichols, Margaret Coffeen, Helen Gardner and
Jane Green from Marshall County; Judith Arntz, Jean Dallas, Margaret
Whitesell and Carboline
Bolin from Fulton; Earl
Devine from Livingston
County; and Joan
Whayne, Claire Resig,
Caroline Rodden, Louise
Swann, Norma Childress,
Lois Sparks, Betty
Thompson, Ann Wood
and Gerry Reed from
Calloway County.

Sterilization common method

I

NEW YORK (AP) —
Sterilization is the most
common method of contraception in use by
American couples, according to a nationwide
survey of women 18 to 44
years old.
Of the 33.4 million
women who practice
birth control, more than
11.6 million rely on
sterilization either of
themselves or their partner, according to the
survey.
The use of birth-control
pills was a close second,
with 10 million women using them.
The survey, conducted
by a marketing research
firm for the Alan Guttmacher Institute of New
York,also revealed that 3
million sexually active

women risk accidental
pregnancy because they
use no birth control whatsoever.
The survey's results
appear in the July-August
issue of Family Planning
Perspectives, published
by the Guttmacher Institute, a research and
education organization
that is a special affiliate
of the Planned Parenthood Federation of
America.
Use of contraceptives
was found to vary with
age. Older women were
more likely to rely on
sterilization, while more
than half of those under
25 use birth-control pills.
The condom was the
third most popular form
of birth control, with 4.5
millionaomen relying on

it. Some 2.3 million
women use intrauterine
devices, and 1.9 million
use the diaphragm.
Half of the unmarried
women and a third of the
,married women surveyed
said they would consider
an abortion if they had an
unplanned pregnancy,
but very few said they
relied on abortion as a
method of birth control,
the institute said.

Harry Morgan, who
plays Col. Potter on the
television series
"M.A.S.H.," was in the
1966 film "Frankie and
Johnnie," which starred
Elvis Presley.

;

Five-member team will visit Roman Catholic seminaries
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
A five-member team will
begin visiting Roman
Catholic seminaries this
fall and winter as part of
a study of their effectiveness ordered by the
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&manufactured for
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All ON Filters
Choose from AC. Fram.
or Motorcraft . 1.00 rebate
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Literacy workshop planned
A Literacy Training
Workshop was conducted
recently at the Adult
Learning Center at Murray State University by
Chuck Guthrie and Larry
Moore.
Because of growing
awareness and increased
interest in illiteracy nationwide, as well as locally, the sessions were offered as a means of
assisting persons in the
area to set up literacy
programs and to
demonstrate ways of
training tutors including
materials and visual
aids.

What causes vertigo?
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Salley Carburetor KW
Easy restoration of your
carburetor's original performance.
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OPEN 8:00 AM-9:00 PM MON.-SAT.
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
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Large Eggs
Nestle's Semi-Sweet
Morsels

4 pk.
Soft
White

40 piece service
for8only $11.60
ON OUR PLAN

G.E. light Bulbs
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RC Diet-Rite Colas
weetened With Nutri-Swee 0
8 Pk. 16 oz.
With each
$5.00 purchase
1 39

Regular price 990
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2 ply quality in a soft tissue 4 roll
Limit on• coupon
p•r family.
Coupon •xpir•s
T u•s Sop,. 20

3 oz.

Je11-0
Gelatin

Coupon
expir•s
Tues., Sept. 20
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with this coupon
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coupon per
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Double savings with your favorite manufacturer's
coupons. We'll double the face value on coupons
up to .50 face value with the purchase of the specified product. Excluding "free coupons" and
"tobacco" or "coffee" coupons. Clip 'n save double
from your magazines, newspapers, or direct mail
coupons. Jim Adams makes the-Theavings double.
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Fischer Sliced Bologna

golden ripe, nutritious

bananas

Temporary Price
Reductions in
each aisle for
additional savings.
Look for the
TPR sign and save
on your favorite
brands and items.
Kraft• perfect for cheeseburgers or salads

Limit on•
limit one coupon
per family.
Coupon expires
Tues., Sept. 20

coupon pr

Coupon
spapires
Tues., Sept. 20
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Jesuits gathered in Vatican City to elect general
By GEORGE CORNELL regarded the second most
powerful figure in Roman
AP Religion Writer
After an unprecedented Catholicism.
Their governing
period of direct papal
control. Jesuits were general congregation, the
closeted this week in 33rd in the 443-year
Vatican City to elect a history of the order, the
new superior general, Society of Jesus, has par-

ticularly dramatic overtones.
It was to end a two-year
interlude in which Pope
John Paul II imposed
supervision by his own
deputy, an unparalleled
intervention, its termina-

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
DOWN
1 Male sheep
4 A continent
8 Sleeveless
cloak
12 The self
13 Withered
14 Region
15 Macaw
16 Chief
executive
18 Trousers
20 Baseball
team
21 Babylonian
deity
22 Evergreen
tree
23 Memorandum
27 Sum up
29 Moccasin
30 Fragment
31 Negative
32 Flying
mammal
33 Fish eggs
34 Note of scale
35 Drank heavily
37 Smear
38 Dry, as wine
39 Goddess of
discord
40 Damp
41 Babylonian
deity
42 South African
Dutch
44 Vegetable
47 Rigid
51 Sign of
zodiac
52 Solo
53 Needle case
54 Forerunner
of CIA
55 Face of
watch
56 Deposits
57 Female ruff

1 Harvest
2 Site of Tai
Mahal
3 Groaned
4 Snakes
5 Weight of
India
6 Peaceful
7 Norse deities
8 Rhythm
9 Exist
10 Writing
implement
11 Dine
17 Preposition
19 Symbol for
tantalum
22 Obese
24 Coniunction
25 Domesticate
26 Heroic event
27 Poker stake
28 Entrance
29 Cushion
30 Cry

Answer to Previous Puzzle
A

PSr

T E ST
WAD
E G 010
0
P
AS
A
o
A AT
EA
S0
L
NOT
EDA
A
A POD
A
L
ED
A
A
T
LED
ERR
A
A
E
TI E
W A
SE NO
32 Brutish
33 Rodent
36 Greek letter
37 Strike out
38 Seaman
40 Remuneration
41 Printer's
measure
43 Article

44 Great
bustard
45 Bacteriologist's wire
46 Part of face
47 Mournful
48 Three prefix
49 Inlet
50 Hard-shelled
fruit

tion harboring both relief
and some uncertainty.
The election would
point directions for the
largest, most widely active and influential
religious order in the
church, often on the cutting edge of its future and
under fire of opponents.
Some of its pre-eminent
scholars have at times in
the past been silenced,
only to emerge as having
shaped new insights for
the church, including
many key reforms of the
1962-65 Second Vatican
Council.
In the present circumstances, an underlying question was whether
Jesuit representatives
this time would be under
pressure to pick a more
conservative, restrictive
leader than they had
before.
But "a study of the
electoral process reveals
that any interference,
even indirect, is practically impossible," says
the Rev. Richard
McBrien, head of the
theology department at
the University of Notre

pame.
The election takes
place behind closed doors
after a four-day period of
spiritual reflection, with
no campaigning permitted, in a customarily long
series of secret ballots
until someone gets a majority.
However, some potential choices doubtlessly
will be regarded either as
reflecting the pope's
traditionalist stamp or
more in the image of the
Jesuits' previous,
popular leader, the Rev.
Pedro Arrupe, now
sidelined and ailing.
The pope, in October
1981, after a series of
generalized papal complaints about the Jesuits,
had taken the unusual
step of naming his "personal delegate," the Rev.
Paolo Dezza, 80, to run
the order for the time being.
The action, sending
shock waves among the
world's 26,600 Jesuits,
came two months after
Arrupe, incapacitated by
a stroke, named an
American, the Rev. Vin-

cent O'Keefe, as vicar to
carry on and arrange for
elec'ion of a successor.
But the pope countermanded that course, temporarily suspending the
Jesuits' constitutional
system for choosing their
leader and displacing
O'Keefe, apparently Arrupe's favorite to succeed
him.
Speculation was that
Pope John Paul had acted
because of their political
reform efforts in Latin
America and elsewhere
and because some questioned the church's ban
on contraception, ordination of women and rule of
clerical celibacy.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Frances Drake

FOR THURSDAY,
SEPTEMBER 15,1983
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
MOSCOW (AP) - An home,the agency said.
"The Agayevs have (a given for your birth sign.
Azerbaijan couple
celebrated their 100th total of 1 150 children,
wedding anniversary, the grandchildren, great- ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
official Tass news agency grandchildren and greatClarity of perception ingreat-grandchildren
said Saturday.
creases work efficiency.
Tass said Niftula (and) Niftula said not Business talks are fruitful.
Agayev, 126, and his 116- without pride that in his Some unexpected assistance
year-old wife Balabeim family there are more comes your way.
marked their 100th year agronomists, zoologists TAURUS
of "blissful marriage" in and doctors that there ( Apr. 20 to May 20)
the high mountain village were in all of Azerbaijan Begin new creative proof Zuvuch in Soviet Azer- before the Socialist jects. You'll reach an
baijan. The happy couple Revolution" of 1917, Tass understanding with a child.
entertained their friends said. The report did not You'll receive helpful business
advice from a colleague.
and relatives at their give the number.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
SEE? 'ACE SLEEP
IF YOU CAN FIND SOMEBODY
WELL, I'M SURE NOT
It's the perfect time for
DISORDERS CENTER
ELSE AROUND HERE WHO
GOING ALONE!IF SOMEBODY
family discussions and
114EY CAN TEST YOU,SIR,
FALLS ASLEEP ALL THE
WENT WITH ME, IT MIGHT
domestic decisions. A loved
TO FIND OUT IF YOU
TIME, THEN I'LL 60...
one receives a raise or good
NOT BE 50 BAD..
HAVE NARCOLEPsY
financial news.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22
You're self-expressive, but
inclined to talk too much. Use
eie
extra intellectual energy con21IP,
structively. Don't fritter away
your time.
5LUGGO,WHAT DO YOU THINK
:
LEO
WILL WORRY YOU NIO5T WHEN
(July 23 to Aug.22)
YOU GROW UP?
Buying and selling are
favored. An unexpected in:
•....._.z,‘, N.\
vitation comes from a coworker. Favorable financial
developments occur.
VIRCr0
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
Put forth new ideas. Your
powers of creativity and persuasiveness are at a peak. A
family get-together is in
1983 united Feature Syndicate Inc
sEPTEmBER.4
order.
LIBRA
JIZ1
NEVER BE AsNAmED OF WHAT
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) You ARE. WE MOST ALL ACCEPT
comes from a
news
Good
OUR PLIGI-IT IN LIFE AND MAKE
YOU'RE NOT ON
relative. Save time for study,
THE BUSINESS
THEBEST OF
n
,
GoOP
or research. Be sure
reading
POINT
THE
ENP OF
to keep the confidences of
FOOD CHAIN
others.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
You have mixed feelings
about a job flirtation. Speak
out at group functions. Your
ideas will be favorably received.
SAGITTARIUS
1983 United Feature Syndicate. Inc
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
are
talks
TRY IT
AND HOT AS
Career
ANC) TI-115 TIME
highlighted. Present your
THE PENTAGON'
AGAIN,
TRY TO THINK OF
views to higher-ups. An imROCKY
IT AS A FOREIGN
shopping trip leads to
promptu
INVADER.
delightful purchases.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) la
You'll both give and receive
valuable advice now. Intellectually, you're stimulated and
a new cultural interest proves
fascinating.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A friend lets you in on an opportunity, but keep this
WELL,ARE YOU
YOU'RE RIGHT 1-1,
development to yourself. InGOING TO
HONEY...PROM 1.40W
vestment and financial matPO( THE
ON, I'LL GIVE YOU
ters are accented.
A STRAIGI4T
ROOF
PISCES
X
ANSWER
1Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Share your thoughts with
partners. You'll reach a better
understanding of each other.
helpful
Friends are
businesswise
YOU BORN TODAY are
dramatic and drawn to the
arts and entertainment world.
You have a good business
sense and know how to comNOT NE-CE55ARY 'TO
mercialize your talents.
5HCO1',,HE'5 KNOCKF-D
painting, theater,
Writing,
OUT,'THE TIGER IS
journalism, sculpture and
CLOSE.,AND HUNGRY,
music are some of the fields in
THEY TELL
which you'll find fulfillment.
You work well with groups
and would make a fine teacher
or social worker. Law,
manufacturing, accounting
and businesses allied to the
arts may also appeal to yqu.
Birthdate of Jean kenoir,
film director; fames
Fenimore Cooper, novelist;
and Agatha Christie, writer.
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Couple married 100 years
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1. Notice

6. Help Wanted

Buying standing tim
ber, white oak, red oak
and yellow pine veneex.
Buyer John Wilkersosz„
Silvers •
1 444 7822
Veneer & Lumber, 365
Meachum Lane,
Paducah Ky 42001

Dishwasher wanted
Apply in person only
1409 Main, Murray

1_
Have 5 minutes?
Call 759-4444 for
on inspirational
message to
brighten you day.
Children's tap
759-4445.

Jim Suitor & Jerry
Henry will be hi our
showroom from 6:308:00 Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cod.-Buick

a
Ice Cream Cakes at
1890's Ice Cream Par
lor. Have your birthday
party with us We clean
up the mess. No charge.
753-3604.

Daycare over a
decode has openings. Infants to 5
years old. 7532555.

to us. We do
Photofinishing.
CARTER STUDIO
753-5298
300
MAINyour
Br:"
Mi
l
M & G Glass Co. has a
complete lipe of glass,
plexiglass, mirrors and
auto glass installed.
Also fix storm doors,
windows, screens and
patio door glass. Replace store fronts and
store fixtures. 816 Coldwater Rd. 753 0180 or
753-2798

W
.,

BOAT
FOR SALE

Enroy The
sow
so Lake This Summer
0
.0 With This 23 Ft
w Fiberglass Cruiser,
Sharp And In Good
55
500
°r:
4,n'
13
:
sCie Pcisitio

t.
759-19117
or 362-8343
AEA- E.1

nP%

nveV

evv•

Are you bored with your
present career
Start
management training
with exciting company
You may train evenings
while working another
job. If you are a self
starter, like public relations and are eager to
be a part of a company
that is number one in its
field you may send a
letter or resume to
Personnel, Box 630,
Murray, Kentucky
42071. All interviews
will be confidential.
Ladies, Santa's getting
ready! Are you? Need
extra cash for Christmas? Part time de
mostrators needed for
House of Lloyd Toys
and Gifts. Ideal for
mothers and college
girls. Set your own
hours. Demostrate now
through Nov. Party
plan style. Free $300 kit.
Absolutely no investment. Hiring in every
town until Sept. 30th.
For interviews, 901-644)336 Paris, Tenn.
Office nurse needed for
doctor's office. Please
send resume to P.O.
Box 1040L, Murray.
Part time help to deliver and set up furni.
ture. Wiggins Furniture, Hwy. 641 North.
753.4566.
People. Expansion requires that we hire the
first 5 qualified people
in the area. Guaranteed
training and promotions. $540 to $783 per
week plus retirement
and other benefits.
Management positions
available. We are an
established company
with over $200,000,000 in
assets. Come grow with
us. For interview apply
in person to Marketing
and Management Corporation of America at,.
Holiday Inn, Murray,
Ky. on Thursday, Sept.
15 at 7:00p.m. sharp.
Not associated with
Holiday Inns. No phone
calls please.
Sales people no experience necessary.
Must have neat ap•
pearance and own
transportation. Top
commission paid plus
gas allowances. Group
Insurance available.
2 4 7 - 9453 from
9a.m.-5p.m.
Wanted responsible
Christian lady to live-in
and care for elderly
Fulton lady. Not bed
fast. Salary and time off
negotiable. Call collect
615-824-3704 except on
Sept. 17 call
502-472-3418.

9. Situation Wanted

Economically

Priced Autos
Check Our
Classified
Section

NM7rruy
Ledger
& Times
Camper
Top to fit Long
Wheel Pick-Up
Truck.
call 753-1265.
MINI FARM
3-4 bedrooms, old
store building and
several
outbuildings. 8
miles S.W. of
Murray. Asking
18,500, will
consider any
offer. Call 7536098 after 4:30
p.m.
6. Help Wanted
Aggressive and self
confident person to
work in retail sales.
Full and part time
positions available.
Send resume with phone
number to P.O. Box
1040M, Murray.
DEPENDABLE
HOUSEKEEPER wan
ted. Must like children
and be willing to work
at least 2 days a week.
Must have own transportation. Send resume
to PO Box 1 0 4 OA,
Murray, Ky.
Excellent income for
part time home assembly work. For info. call
501-64143003 Ext. 8047.
GOVERNMENT JOBS,
federal, state and civil
service. Many positions
available. Call (refundable) 1-(619) 569-8301
for details. Open 24 hrs.

Experienced backhoe
operator, truck driver
and mechanic, with
large family is in need
of a job. Can start
immediately. Call 4362635.
MSU student willing to
clean house, babysit,
run errands, etc. Call
after 2 p.m. 762-2179.
Need help with your
house cleaning? No job
to small. 436-2506.
Will clean homes and
offices Mon. Sat. 4362106.

10. Business Opportunity

DIRECT SALES
Want a real opportunity with a
new and growing
company? Wont to
use GO sell
fashionable
designer handbags, luggage and
accessories that
are custom-made
to customer
specifications?
Want to build your
own sales
organization and
make substantial
profits? Call collect: 901-3726352.

14. Want to Buy
Standing timber, red
oak and white oak. Call
4374905 anytime.
Used Mobile Homes.
Morris Mobile Homes,
502-527-1362.

15. Articles for Sale
Dark walnut finished standard sized
bed, chest of
drawers, night
stand, practically
new box mattress
and springs. Sell as
a sm.$250 cask or
certified chick.
753-0836 after 4
p.m.
Two antique guns, 1
barber chair. 759-4502.
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15. Articles for Sale

24. Miscellaneous

Chalkboards, sofas, Stereo, $75. Gold chair,
television, desk, golf $25. Oster Foot Massage
irons (3, 5, 6, 71 and bag. Tub, 512.50, Ladies 10'
lb
bowling ball and
Call 753 1602.
Dining room chairs for bag, S12. Child's Cen
sale can be seen at fury Musical Training
Holiday Inn. Contact Mr Chair, $5. Boys 3230
jeans, like new, $6 each.
Miller. 753 5986.
2 pc. of Samsonite
FOR SALE. New luggage, both for
525. 3
shipment of desks, pr. green
drapes, $5
chairs, and file -each. Call
753-3903 after
cabinets. Folding tables 5p.m.
and chairs. Van seats
and Computer tables. Three more truck loads
of school desks and
ROSS & SONS SALV
AGE, Martin, TN 38237, chairs still $2.50 each.
Paris Landing Country
phone 901 587 2420.
Store Hwy 119 just off
79. 901-642-8119.
16. Home Furnishings
Turbo charging kit for
48in. round Oak table small block Chevy. Best
With 4 hardwood chairs. offer. Also chrome
753 1941.
spoke wheels for Chevy.
Ethen Allen full size Call 753 8490.
bookcase headboard Wnod for sale. 753-5463
bed with box springs or 753-0144
and mattress, triple Wood slabs for sale. $5 a
dresser with mirror, pickup load. 753-6791 or
excellent condition $500. 753-8371.
Call 7538034.
Twin and full size box 27. Mobile Home Sales
springs and mattress,
Take over payments on
like new. Call 753-6532.
double wide mobile
home. 4 BR, 2 bath. Call
17. Vacuum Cleaners
753-6976 after 6 p.m.

KIRBY SALES
SERVICE
only factory authorized dealer in this area.
We repair all vaccums
no labor charges on
any cleaner. Full line
of new, used end
rebuild cleaners.
Check us before you
buy. We will beat any
price around guaranteed. Check us
for all your cleaning
needs, Kirby, Fitter
Queent Elextrolux,
Hoover, Eureka, etc.
Cell 759-4101 or
come by 401 Maple
St. South side Court
Square.

Authorized Electrolux
Sales and Service. We
service all makes of
vacuum cleaners. 7533639 or 4.43-6.169.

18. Sewing Machines
Sewing Machine Rep
air. All makes and
models. Industrial
Home and Comm&Cial.
All work guaranteed.
Kenneth Barnhill, 7532674, Stella, Ky.

22. Musical
Baldwin pianos, organs.
Player pianos, organs.
Your complete music
store, Lonardo Piano
Co. next to Penney's,
Paris, Tenn.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
8x50 2 Bedroom trailer
$100. a month, $150.
deposit. 753-5618.
Families only. Nice 14
ft. wide 2 bedroom
trailer, central air and
heat, well insulated and
underpinned. Located
in Fox Meadows. 4892449. _
Three bedroom mobile
home Keniana Subd. No
pets. Security deposit
$100, $110 monthly. 4365364.

29. Heating-Cooling
Used air conditioners.
We also repair and buy
air conditioners. Call
753 9104.

30. Business Rentals

32. Apts. For Rent
2 BR apartment near
downtown Murray. Call
753-4109, 762-6650, or
436-2844.
Lakefront 1 bedroom
apartment unfurnished.
Appliances furnished,
fireplace with insert.
Deposit and lease required. No children or
pets. 436 - 2484 or
753-7272.
Large unfurnished apt.
across from MSU. No
singles. 753-8040 or 753
3050 after 5p.m.
Wanted female room
mate to share furnished
house. Call Linda 759
4011 after 5 p.m.

2 Used studded snow
tires and 14 in. GM
rims. 759-4557.
4)(8 Utility Trailer, $200.
Excellent condition.
Call 492-8806.
Camouflage army pants
and shirts, Herman
Survivors wholesale.
Jerry's Sporting Goods,
6th & Walnut, Hwy 121,
Mayfield 2474704.
33. Rooms for Rent
Hardwood Slabs-S6. a
Girls rooms for rent, 1
bundle. Morgan Lumblock from University.
ber Co. Henry, Tenn.
Call 753-1812 or 759-9580,
Days 901-587-3109, or
nights 901-456-2818.
34. Houses for Rent
King automatic wood
In Buchanan area,
heater deluxe cabinet,
spacious rural un
lift up cook surface top,
furnished house. No
brick lined firebox, cast
utilities paid. Rent $250
iron doors and grates.
per month, $103 carrier
$ 249 . 99 Wallen
deposit for month. 901
Hardware Paris.
352-3805.
New bed, used furniNear University, 2 bed
ture, new water line,
room house, carpet,
Copy machine. 474-2325.
drapes, stove, re
Salvage Lumber-2x11's, frigerator, washer/
2x8's, 2x6's all 16ft. dryer hookup. Available
long. $6, $5 and $3 each. Sept. 18th. Couple
Farmers Co-Op.
preferred. Deposit reSiding applicators $45. quired. Call 492-8527.
per square. 901-235-2040.
Three bedroom, 2 baths,
Steel leg set and carpeted, no pets. Re
casters, assembled, for ferences and deposit
Sears power tools, 1980 required. $225 month. 10
Olds Omega, 1977 Ford miles south of Murray,
LTD. See at 1666 Ryan near Puryear. Bob
Morris,901-247-5178.
Ave.
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING SPECIAUST
IMMEDIATE OPENING
Educational Programming Specialist for interdisciplinary
Diagnostic Center in a public school cooperative in Western
Kentucky. Salary according to local salary schedule and
experience, travel expenses and medical benefits paid.
Qualifications: Kentucky Certification and Master's Degree in
Special Education and 3 years classroom experience in the
area of Severe Profound, TMH, preferred. Need expertise in
test administration and interpretation. Must be able to use
test results to Nip school systems develop IEP's and provide
follow-up consultation. Send resume to Melba Casey.
Director, West Kentucky Educational Cooporative, Special
Education Building, Murray State University, Murray,
Kentucky 42071,(502) 762-6965.

ins,
502

ntle 2 1/2 year old
registered qbarter
horse filly, ready for
training. Also 2 nice
saddles and girls wes
tern clothes. Call 753
2967.
Horses boarded, stalls
and pasture space
available. $20. per
month. 753 3010, 759
9360.

Sept. 15& 16
702 Main Street
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Everything
aginable!

AK C Labrador Retri
ever 5-6 weeks old. 575.
753 8973, 753-1292.
AKC Registered Boston
Terrier puppies $125.
753-7438.
American Pit bull pup
pies, 5 female UKC and
ADBA registered $125.
901 782-3268.

41. Public Sale

im-

3 Party
Garage Sale

38. Pets-Supplies

Fri. and Sot.
8-3
502 N. 6th St.
Twin bedroom set,
brass headboard,
typewriter, bottles,
heater, fireplace screen,
clothing, misc.
household.

43. Real Estate

LARGE ITEM
YARD SALE

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance
Real Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

At end of N. 16th
St., go left one
mile, follow signs.
753-4501. Dune
Buggy, Dining Set,
Kitchen Set, Antiques, Also Smolt
Items. Fri. & Sat.

OWNER URGES OFFERS - Here is your
chance to buy SIX acres
with 30 x 40 building
with adjacent well plus
approximately 2,000
pines planted three
years ago. Call Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors today at 753-1492 to
get more details on this
TREMENDOUS buy.
REDUCED $4400!
Study for dad, hobby
room for mom, play
room for your children
plus three bedrooms. Or
if you have home'
operated business,
location is ideal for
exposure. Combine
pleasure for the family
and your business in
house too. There's
space for all. Call
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
for your showing...7531492.

PATIO SALE
Select infant wear,
toys, grills, coolers,
paint, bicycles, hardware, ladies winter
jackets, and jeans.
WEDS. 9:00 e.m.
thre SAT. 9:00 a.m.

ON OUR PATIO
KMART- MURRAY

GARAGE
SALE

STROUT
REALTY

1000 Westgate
Wed 8. Thurs.
Sept. 14 & 15

Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Weyne Wilson
753-5086
436-5676
Jo* L. 1111110011
1912 Coldwater Reed
literrey, Kenhicky 42071
(502) 73-0186
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
Licensed t tended

8615

Lots of clothing,
adding machine
and various items.

5 PARTY
YARD SALE

olLitth

Sat. 17th
7:30 til ?

Appointments mode
for your convenience.
Full time sales
associates evening
phones.
Amos McCarty... . 153-V49
Theresa Knight . 753-1128
Joyce Betsworth.. 153-9360
6oy Spann
153-2581
Aona Requarth
153-247/
Louise Baker. . . .;i3-2409
James Greco
153-6391
153-5175
Prentice Bunn

5 miles South of Murray, Hwy. 641, Grimes
Auto Repair
Children ond adult
clothes, household
items, tupperwore, toys
and bikes.

4 Family
Yard Sale

44. Lots for Sale
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday
101 N. 17th

GARAGE
SALE
Thurs. & Fri.
8 am.-S p.m.
2.7 miles out
New Concord
Hwy.
121 South
Boy's and girl's clothing
(sizes 10-14), small
chord organ, mobile CB
radio, typewriter.
•

Ideally located residential building lot on
Larkspur Drive adjoining Gatesborough Subdivision. Offered at
$8,500. Owner financing
available. KOPPFRUD
REALTY,753-1222.
Just Reduced to $65,
00.00. A good lot located
in an established
neighborhood and in the
city school district,:
KOPPERUD REALTY753-1222.
Newly listed comrner
cial lot. Ideally located
adjacent to Parker
Popcorn. Lot ,ts approximately 80x160 and
has recently bten surveyed. Priced at only
$11,200. Call K015 PERUD REALTY, 7531222.

45. Farms for Sale

10 PARTY
YARD SALE

FARM
FOR SALE

Fri. & Sat.
8-5
Harrell's Form
and Home
Parking Lot
Hwy.94 East
(Just Outside City
Limits)
•

NEED EXTRA SPACE BUT CAN'T
AFFORD A BIG MORTGAGE
PAYMENT? Then you're the
person to call about this 1977
Tidwell 24x60 mobile home. A few
of it's fine features include 4
bedrooms and 2 baths. Extra nice
at a price you can afford. Owner
anxious to sell !Call 753-6976 after
5p.m.

GIGANTIC
YARD SALE

7. Livestock-Supplies

31. Want to Rent

46. Homes for Sale

41. Public Sale

House 8 miles east of
urray, rent cheap,
references required
all 753 8349 or 753-2547.

Nice small commercial
building for rent on
college campus. 7532967.

Want to rent a small 3
bedroom house in North
school district. Days
753 5131 Ext. 170, after 4
p.m. 759-4902.

31E 310 X

34. Houses for Rent

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
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24. Miscellaneous

ckhoe
driver
with
I need
start
1 436-

LEDGIER &

3 Party
Yard Sale
First house on Butterworth Rd. off
121 North
Thurs. and Fri.
8 to 6 p.m.
Liviag room suits, picnic table, pony saddle,
stroller, winter clothes
(Infants to adults) and
nk nocs.

•

• -•••

Beautiful 85 acre
form, near Murray,
blacktop rood,
liveable residence.
Price greetty reduced.
Now asking $63,600.
50 acres good
cropland, good for
present and later
sales of building sites.
Call Claude Miller Real
Effete, Court Squire,
Murray, Ky. Office
753-5064. Home
753-3059. •

Older home in K irk5eY
Large lot with out
buildings, all good con
ditiod. Call 489-246.

••••••••••••

OWNERS,

house Sunday, Sept. 11,
9a.m. to 6p.m. Brick
ranch custom built
home, on ap
proximately 2 1/2 acres
Fully carpeted, large
living room with
fireplace, dining room,
modern kitchen, 3 BR, 1
1/2 bath. Utility room
with washer and dryer
hookup. Carport and
red barn. Located on
Hwy 464, 2 1/2 miles
west of Kirksey. More
acreage aveHeble. For
appointment after
Sunday call 502-489-2320
or 502-527-7781

FOR SALE
House and lot,
3 bedroom
brick, 1605
Dodson Ave.
Days call 7530021 Nights
436-2359.

-AD

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

Low, Low Rotes.
Satisfied References.
Free Estimates.
759-1983
Appliance repair work
all brands. Specialize in
Tappen. Call 753-534 or
354-6956. Earl Lovett.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free es
timates call 753-2310.
Bob's Home Improvement and General Contracting. 20 years ex
perience, additions,
carpentry, painting,
concrete work,
aluminum awnings and
trailer skirting. Wall
papering done by Paper
Dolls paper hanging.
Call 753 4501 after 5 pm.

Carpenter, 26 yrs ex
perience, frame or fin
ish, repairs, add ons
Free estimates After
5 00 for W A 345 2024,
Farmington_
WILL DO HOME
WORK
Carpentry
Painting
Windows
Washed
Driveways
Sealed, etc
Courteous
service with references
753 1654

I Mobile Home Anchors,
underpinning, roofs
sealed, aluminum
patio awnings, single
and double carports.
JACK GLOVER
753-1873
•
Concrete Block and
brick work. Large or
small jobs, garages,
basements, foun
dations. 753 5476.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 753-6973,
nights
474-2276.
Harmon & Malone
Remodeling. Complete
remodeling from
ground to rooftop. Certified Andersen Concept
IV contrattor. 753-0790,
492 8183, 436 2107.

Alumina Service Co.
Alumina and vinyl
siding. Custom trim work.
References. Call Will Ed
Bailey. 153-0689,
Hopkins Repair, I rep
air Poulan and all other
make chain saws. Call
437-4835 after 4 p.m.
Ken Lake Appliance
Service on all major
appliances. Wards,
Westinghouse, Maytag,
Tappen, Admiral, G.E.
and all others, 205 S. 5th
753-8505.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Car
pet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured.
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service, 753-5827.

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.
Jock Glover
753-1873

T.L.C. Maid Service
Carpets steam cleaned, windows
washed inside and out. Walls,
ceiling, woodwork washed.

Tender Loving Care
Free Estimates

Three Bedroom Brick,
maple trees, on 1 1/2
acre. 1 1/2 bath, outbuilding. Five miles
North of Murray. Call
753-6911.
Three bedroom brick, 1
1/2 bath, garage, large
swimming pool with all
accessories, equipment
building, 1/2 bath outside for dressing room,
concrete patio, large
lot. Must see to appreciate. Call 753-0962.
Two story, 3 bedroom
house, 2 bath, living
room, dining room,
large fenced back yard
with storage building. 8
1/4 percent assumable
loan. Upper $IO's. 7539240, 435-4278.
WITH A LITTLE BIT
OF LUCK - and a little
bit of work, this two
bedroom house with a
large kitchen, nice size
living room, excellent
location and low price
truly are worth the
energy. So why not try it
for ,only 17,500. Dial
753142 at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

759-1834
Bonded, Local and Mature.

759-9754

53. Services Offered
Early Bird
Discount 10 0
.
Roof Problems?

I
Get a second opinion.
Free Estimates. Excellent references.
Call
Hugh Outland
759-1718 759-1135
APPLIANCE SER
VICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
Service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice 202 S. 5th St.
7 5 3 4 8 7 2 , 7 5 3 8 8 86
(home).
Air Conditioner Central
air, Refrigeration, 14
hour service and repair.
Reasonable rates, 436
5536.
Air conditioners,
washers, dryers,
freezers and refrigerators repaired.
Residential and corn
merical. Call Sure-Fix,
759-1322.

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
Fire Wood. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates.
753-5476.
Tree work. Complete
removal and trimming,
experienced, reasonable rates. Seasoned
firewood. 7 5 3 0 2 1 1
evenings
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed
Call or
write Morgan Con:
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.

For Your Hauling
Needs - Sawdust,
Lime, White Rock,
Grain.
Call 4924425
or 492-8485

53. Services Offered
Licensed electrician for
residential and corn
mercial
Heating and
air condition, gas in
stallation and repair
Phone 753 7203
Need a sign painted?
Give us a call Corn
mercial lettering and
designs
Free es
timates Boat lettering
is our specialty
753-0631
,
Small Engine Shop Call
7 5 3 4 5 9 0 or 1 0 0 1
Glendale, Murray

i
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING
Interior & Exterior,
reasonable rotes. Call
Keith Black 753-6244
or 753-0839 for free
gstimate._ ,
W & W Sanitation

I

Service Pickup once a
week, $550 monthly.
Also do hauling
Call
759 1050.
Will clean basements,
haul trash, also will
haul garbage in county
Call 753 9685
Free
estimates.
Will do plumbing, air
conditioning, painting.
carpentry and hauling
Also concrete work
753-2211 or 753-9600.
Will haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
Call Roger Hudson 753
4545.
Window Washing, fast
service, free estimate.
Mid South Mainten
ance. 753 7140_

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
Coll now and secure
an appointment
before the rush.
762-4792 or
435-4348

56. Free Column
Cute adorable part
Miniature Schnauzer
puppies. Call 753-9390.

57, Wanted
Wanted: Fancy formals
and dance costumes for
preschoolers clFess up.
Call 436:2883_

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Dosed
415.00
Yesterday
Opened Today 407.00
8.00
Down
Compliments of

GOLD & SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

Silver
Closed
Yesterday
12.30
Opened Today 11.83
.47
Down
We buy Gold
and Diamonds
Hours
10 8
12-5 Sunday.

Silver
Daily

Classified Ad Form
To have your ad inserted into the paper. Fill in the form below
and mail to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071

47. Motorcycles
1976 250 YZ Yamaha.
Nice bike. Call 4,362211
or 436-5830.
1978 Yamaha 650
Special. Low mileage,
good condition, like
new. 753-8594.
1980 Honda CB750-F
Super Sport 9000 miles
$1600. or will trade for
3 wheeler. 435-4326 or
435-4158 after 6 p.m.
1981 Honda 200 CC
3 Wheeler, excellent
condition. Call 753-6555
or 753 9648.
Yamaha Champ 135
miles $300. Honda
Passport 235 miles $375.
Both like new. Call
753 4831 after 6 p.m.

48. Auto Services
Import Auto Salvage
new and used parts and
ritEair. 474-2325.

49. Used Cars

46. Homesfor Sale

53. Services Offered

49. Used Cars

$27,000 Is the asking 1965 Volkswagon
price for this neat, two fiberglass buggy com
bedroom home at 218 pletely re built. 474-2325.
North 13th Street. 1972 Ford wagon, 1
Natural gas heat, be
owner. Oldie but a
autiful hardwood floors. goodie. Call 753 1292.
Storm doors and win
1972 Ford Gran Torino
dows. Near University
1900 or best offer Call
Good investment pro
489 2691
perty! Roberts Realty,
1973 Oldsmobile 98, 2 dr.
753 1651.
hardtop, $600. Call after
ASSUMABLE LOAN!!
3p.m. 759 1969.
This charming three
bedroom brick is just 1974 Ford Mustang good
waiting to be occupied shape 492 8970
by a growing family. 1979 Buick Le Sabre
It's just now on the Landau Limited. Air,
market and owner is AM-FM, rear defrost,
leaving town. It is power brakes, local car,
located in the Southwest excellent condition
School District but has $4800. Recommended
city water and cablevi- by consumer reports.
sion. Call your realtor 753-3940.
at Century 21 Loretta 1979 Cutlass Supreme,
Jobs Realtors 753-1492 white with blue vinyl
today.
top, factory wheels,
Are you looking for a excellent condition. 759
nice home in the 1848 after 5p.m.
country? Then you 1979 Trans Am, power,
should see this well air, AM FM cassette,
decorated three bed
CB and louvers
room, two bath home 753 3523
with central heat and
air. There is a sunken 51. Campers
living room and large
den with fireplace. The Over the cab truck
kitchen has plenty of camper, good condition,
cabinets, a breakfast sleeps 5, with new
Call
bar and there is a lacks, $550
separate dining area. 753-7930.
The exterior features a
52. Boats-Motors
large brick porch and
patio, a workshop, and a 14ft. AMC Alcot Sunfish
beautifully landscaped sailboat, trailer, used 5
yard. Priced in the low\ times. Must sell $950.
550's. Call KOPPERUD 492-1476.
REALTY,7531222.
17ft. Mark Twain 140
Corner of Cherry and in/outboard. 354-8605.
Walnut St. New 3 bed 1969 Serro
Scotty cam
room with deck and per,
16ft., sleeps 6,
sliding glass doors. $1000.
Phone 492-8500
Needs some finishing after 3p.m.
work, $26,500. Low down
payment. Low interest 1970 16 ft. Starcraft
rate. Call Ralph De Runabout with 60 hp
Martino collect 4-42-7368 motor and trailer. Call
492-8820 after 5p.m.
mornings only.
New 3 bedroom, 11
/
2 53. Services Offered
bath house, priced in
low 540's. Ideal for new
family or retired
couple. Call 753-3903.
PRIVATE

310

1972 Chevrolet Impala.
Has good motor. Body is
a little rough. $400 or
best offer. 7531010.

14 Words - 1 day 2.25
3 days 4.50
6 days 5.68

18 Words - 1 day 2.63
3 days 5.08
6 days 6.91

Make Check or Money Order payable to the Ledger 8 Times.
Name
Address
Zip
State
City
Phone

Classified Ads may be Telephoned in during Normal Working
Hours 8 AM - 5 PM Monday ,Thru Friday, 8 AM - 12 Noon
Saturday. 753-1916 - 753-1917.
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Hospital therapists use video-games to rehabilitate patients

V

PHOENIX, Ariz. ( AP )
- Therapists at Good
Samaritan Hospital and
Medical Center have
harnessed the magic that
mesmerizes video-game
junkies to rehabilitate
brain-damaged patients.
The 9-month -old
"cognitive retraining"
program has proven so
successful that plans to
expand it are under way,
Daniel Blackwood, program director of Good
Sam's Neuropsychological Services,
said.
Most of the patients are
stroke or accident victims battling to regain
the lost memory and to
improve concentration
ability or lengthen attention span.
Under the guidance of a

behavioral health technician, they use specially
written programs
tailored to restoring
specific functions.
"One of the problems
attacked is left
hemiplegia, paralysis on
the left side," Lou Riggs,
the hospital's director of
public relations, said.
"These people often stop
paying attention to what
happens on their left side.
"In reading, their eyes
go from left to right but
don't return," he said.
"They may eat only on
the right side of their
plate and, in fact, may
start eating off the left
side of the plate next to
them. Or they may bump
their wheelchair
repeatedly into the left

door jamb while trying to
go through the door. The
computer helps this with
a variety of visual scanning games.
"Memory is also a problem with stroke or head
injury victims," Riggs
said. "They may have
difficulty recalling
something read or retaining facts. Some
fascinating recall games
are used."

Blackwood's favorite suc- right hand and to another
cess story: "We just with his left," he said.
started working with him
"When he first started,
in the last couple of he had to be reminded to
weeks, and we've been use his left hand, but now
very pleased with his pro- he's responding with it as
gress.
quickly as his right. He's
"He had been neglec- also doing visual things to
ting his left side, so we pay attention to the whole
had him on a program visual field. He's doing
where he had to respond what we'd hoped he'd do,
to one color light with his and he's having a good

time."
Working with a computer also provides some
real advantages over personal interaction with a
human therapist,
Blackwood said.
"The computer is very
precise. It times the intervals involved ( between tasks) exactly and
it keeps track of the

Country-western
records released
Best-selling countryWestern records of the
week of Sept. 9 based on
Cashbox magazine's nationwide survey were as
follows:
1. "I'm Only in It for
the Love," John Conlee
2. "Night Games,"
Charley Pride
3. "Hey Bartender,"
Johnny Lee
4. "Why Do I Have to
Choose," Willie Nelson
5. "A Fire I Can't Put
Out," George Strait
6. "Goin' Down Hill,"
John Anderson
7. "Flight 309 to Tennessee," Shelly West
8. "New Looks From an
Old Lover," B.J. Thomas
9. "Baby, What About
You," Crystal Gayle
10. "Breakin' Down,"
Waylon Jennings

Top ten records
listed for week
Best-selling records of
the week of Sept. 9 based
on Cashbox magazine's
nationwide survey were
as follows:
1. "Sweet Dreams,"
Eurythmics
2. "Every Breath You
Take," The Police
3. "Maniac," Michael
Sembello
4. "Puttin' on the Ritz,"
Taco
S. "The Safety Dance,"
Men Without Hats
6. "She Works Hard for
- the Money," Donna Summer
"Tell Her About It,"
dilly Joel
8.
Tumble 4 Ya,"
Culture Club
9. "China Girl," David
Bowie
c10."Don't Cry," Asia

1976 ) directed by JeanJacques Annaud.
*Dec. 5 - "Prince Igor," Russia, 1969) a version of Borodin's famous
opera.
'Jan. 30 - "The
Garden of Delights,Spain, 1970) directed by
Carlos Saura.
•Feb. 20 - "Orpheus,"
( France, 1949( directed
by Jean Cocteau.
'March 26 -Woyzeck," ( Germany,

At Jerry's. we believe your way is the right wic
That's ychc
serve breakfast lust the
like it cooked to order Whether you like c cc
eggs scrambled, sunny, side up or over easy.

The 4-year-old, a boy
injured in a car accident
six months ago. is

having breakfast cooked your way' makes the
difference between eating and dining. And at
Jerry's. dining is a pleasant experience.
like getting vow- day oft to a great start with
our Husky Breakfast tor only
Fl.• RI DA
ordnge juice, to kirge eggs, thre(.• slices of bacon
and two pancakes. A delicious breakfast at an
affordable price.
Come in and see the ditference our special service
irakes At Ict

We Serve You Right!

Jeus

Call Now For Appointment
753-1710 or 753-1711

ANYWAY
)
;
I
YOU
SLICE
fir!
r IT...

'-V

CHARGE

THE
MAD BULL
BEEF
SALE!
_Ammommilm1111
-

•••

46r!

90 DAYS
SAME AS CASH

You'll get a great deal

NO PAYMENT TILL
OCT.14TH

_

U.S.D.A. CHOICE SPECIAL #1

Bar-B-Q
Steak
Special
50 Chopped
Steak Patties 18.89
6 King Size
New York
Strip Steaks 18.27
8 King Size
Rib Eye
Steaks
24.36
64 Steaks
For Only
$61.52
Cost Per Steak 97'

EXAMPLE ONLY
150LBS USDA
CHOICE HIND
QUARTER AT $1 29
LB PLUS 25 LBS
BONUS TOTAL
COST 519350
WEIGHTS 150 LBS
AND UP
INCLUDES
1A& B

300 LBS.
•Itai Eye Steaks
•Eye Of Roped
•Wein Tip Roast
•Steadies Rib Roast
•Ramp Roast
•Bootee Cut Roast
•Greissid Seel
& Mere

AND

Saturday
Meat
Special

80 LBS. BONUS

YOU RECEIVE

ANSOLUTELV NO CHARGE

U.S.D.A. - GRADE "A"

414
I

10 Lbs.
round Beef 89' lb.
10 Lbs.
Bacon
$1.29 lb.
10 Lbs. Country
Ribs $1.29 lb.
Total
34.70

50 LBS. CHICKEN 15 LBS. FORE STEAK
5 MS. BACON
5 LBS. NOT 11011S
5 LBS. FORK SAUSAGE
5 LBS. MIT BEEF MEI
15 LBS. SMOKES NAM
SO LIS BONUS WITS FORCIIASE
OF 454 UM OA MORE
50 Lit WITS VARIETY NCR al
25 LBS. WITS FRONT WRITER
25 Lit"MUM MIMTElt

EXAMPLE ONLY:220-450 LBS. LOIN, RIB, ROUND,PLATE
AND FLANK AT $1.18 LB. PLUS 80 LBS. BONUS. TOTAL COST
$259.60 WEIGHT 220-450 LBS.

U.S.O.A. CHOICE

PLUS
25 LBS.
BONUS

26 WEEKS
• T Bone Steaks • Porterhouse Steaks
• Strip Steaks
• Round Steaks
• Sirloin Steaks • Top Round Steak
• Filet Mignon
• Sirloin Tip Roast
• Ground Steak & More

U.S.D.A. GRADE A
10 LB. CHICKEN
5 LBS. BACON
5 LBS. HAM
5 LBS. SAUSAGE

3E, F, G

ABSOLUTELY NO CHARGE
WITH HINDQUARTERS

J&L's
FAMOUS FOOD PLAN

24 Steaks for 24c

PLUS
25 LBS.
BONUS

U.S.D.A. GRADE A
25 LBS. CHICKEN OR

5 LBS. PORK SAUSAGE

OFFER ENDS
WED.,SEPT. 21ST
CALL NOW

PRIMAL CUTS
BEEF ORDERS
$199 to $3"Lo.

U.S.D.A. PRIME BEEF HALF
WTS.250 LBS. UP WHILE
SUPPLY LASTS

MU MEATS

Ai

26 Weeks
• Rib Eye Steak • Chuck Steak
• Boston Roast •Swiss Steak
• 1E1-8 Q Steak
• Round Bone Roast
• Ground Wit & More

5 LBS. BABY BEEF LIVER
5 LBS. BACON
b%11:huck Roast
5 LBS. HOT DOGS
11
05
5 LBS. SMOKED HAM
251.1$. ABSOLUTELY NO
CHARGE WM SPECIAL *2 'IR

A HUGE YEWS WETLY
FOP *MUM FAA111.11
Per Week

EXAMPLE:
1SOLBS USDA
CHOICE
FOREQUARTERS
$1.05 LB
TOTAL PRICE
$157.50 WEIGHTS
150 LBS & UP
PLUS 25 LBS
BONUS
INCLUDES

FOREQUARTER
175 LBS. FOR ONLY
$605 Per Week

artlt

STRIPS, RIBEYES, FILETS

$1593

PER WEEK
26 WEEKS

80 LBS. BONUS
‘s
t

u.S.D.A. CHOICE SPECIAL =2
17S LBS FOR ONLY
$744 PER WEEK

300 lbs Sirloin, Porterhouse, T-Bone Club,
Rib, Ribeye, Sirloin Tip, Cube and much
more 75 lbs Pork Chops Ribs, Ham Bacon
Sausage 50 lbs Chicken

98

FOR ONLY

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
•Siriorn Steaks
•Forterkeuee Steaks
•Titan* Steaks
•gob Steaks
•Rib Steaks
•Filets
•Strip Steals
•Roland Steaks

St-

RESTAURANTS
South 12th Street, Murray

Huskt.
Breakfast
()nit, $2 74

Jed!. MEATS
/
2 Miles S. ot Murray)
641 S.:21

'4:41

Service to'booked your way'

So far about three
dozen people- both inpatients and outpatients have benefitted from the
program, Blackwood
said. "The youngest is 4,
and it goes through the
70s and 80s."

1979) directed by Werner
Herzog.
'April 16 - "Ashes and
Diamonds," ( Poland,
1958) directed by Andrei
Wajda.
Additional information
about the International
Film Festival may be obtained by calling Helen
Roulston in the Department of English at 7624723 or the Department of
Foreign Languages at
762-2501.

objective, he added, untainted by a human
therapist's tendency to
encourage a patient by
praising undeserving efforts.
"It gives a sense of control, achievement and
competence that doesn't
come from personal interaction," Blackwood
said.

'
61

MSU film festival planned
Eight foreign films of
critical acclaim will be
shown at no admission
charge in 1983-84 during
the sixth annual International Film Festival at
Murray State University,
Helen Roulston, director, said the festival this
year is being dedicated to
Dr. Bertrand Ball, professor of French and
Spanish at Murray State
who died unexpectedly in
late August.
She explained that Ball
was instrumental in initiating the festival and in
keeping it going through
its first five years. In
honor of him, three
French films - all quite
different in theme, content and style - will be
shown this year. Films
from Italy, Russia, Germany, Spain and Poland
are also scheduled.
Each film will be shown
twice in the Curris
Center, first at 2:30 p.m.
and again at 7 p.m., with
the evening showing to be
introduced by a Murray
State faculty member.
Each film will be in its
original language, with
English subtitles.
The schedule of films
includes:
•Oct.3 - "The Tall
Blond Man with One
Black Shoe," ( France,
1973 ) directed by Yves
Robert.
'
Oct. 25 - "La
Strada," ( Italy, 1954 )
directed by Frederico
Fellini.
*Nov. 15 - ''Black and
White in Color,"(France,

responses so progress
can be charted precisely.
It can generate a wide
variety of stimuli and
keep things straight - it
never gets tired. It
responds precisely to the
way the patient is performing and provides immediate feedback."
And that feedback is
completely honest and

IC & D
3E, F & G

II

Blade Cut
Roast
Eiglish Cut
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Ground Chuck
"iwBralbisisksequte
t aik
Bee Skaok

P

G

Beloolico
Steaks
Rib Steaks
Club Steaks
Rib Roast
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"
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I
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00
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Flash Steak
rilmd lee
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, Sift' Tip
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CALL 753-1710 or 753-1711
TO OPEN YOUR CHARGE ACCOUNT AND
RESERVE YOUR CUTTING TIME

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 10-6, Friday 10-7,

Satvrday 9-3
Call For More Information 753-1711
*No Sales Tax On Meat*

641 S.(2/
1
2 Miles S. of Murray, 3 Miles N. of Hazel)

We Accept
Food Stomps
Visa and

Master Card
Are Welcome

AN meat sold you wt.
*All moat cat by appointment.
All moat custom procossod for 15' h.
* All sold uncut.
AN moot soW by wts. available.
Al moat cot me promises.
AN most soliis georooteml.
* Ws Bosons TIN Night Ti Limit
& Realtor Solos.
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'A Pork lam
Sliced Into

PORK
CHOPS

Harper' Country
HAS1

Whole (Sliced tr LB.)
Smoluml

Super Tender Whole
Sirloin Tip ROAST
St99

2
69
l2 oz.

Soper Trim Center

RIB CHOPS
Fine For Barbecue

COWRY STYLE RIBS
ask or Sliced
LOIN PORK ROAST
MGHORN CHEESE
Eckrich
Michigan
Pala Red

(

Weak

SLICED BOLOGNA

EekkitiOKY LINK SAUSAGE
Lg. $159S
Of Frost Assorted
LB. $149'LagN
lSUCED MEATS
Bulk
LB. $149

toe:.
$139

Smoked SSW

BACON

WIENERS

LB. $199 :171ErEPul"
Frozen
12 oz. $159

THIGHS
Full Pound

GRAPES

APPLES

Pine Sol 8

UQUII

Del Monte

CHMM

BATINI
TISSUE

Palmolive

DISH

Irish Sprin

BATH
Sara Lee

BANA
Del Monte

PINED
Folger's

CAKES
51100 $149 499

INSTA
Kays
POTTE
VAth One Filled Cheek-Out
Bonus Certirocate

AA Vegetal

WESS

DEU IN-STORE SPECIALS!
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SNICK PAC
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113:ZE)
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.39

Go.

111,

CLOROX'

With One Filled Check-Out
Bonus Certificate

With One Filled Check-Out
Bonus Certificate

WIth One Filled Check-Out
Bonus Certificate

PARKAY
ARGA

pEVELy Th

R.C.
COLA

AMEOCAN
SINGLES

49

2-16 sz. 111111.6
39
1
"PLUS DEPOSIT'

1/2 Gal.

zipbe
STORAGE BAGS

25 Ct.

$139

LUNCHEON MEAT

70z.

120:.

COB CORN

4 Ears

PEACHES

170:.

RnsdaIe

PEELED TOMATOES

it, oz.

59'
59'

'139
49'

LOW PRICES
Generic
CHIU with BEANS

13 OZ

DAPIPPLE JUICE

46sz $129

POTTED MEAT

•
•

16z.

150:.

16 oz.

Generic

Generic

TOMATO SAUCE

AUORN1N POTATOES

US ea.

• Grade "A" Medium
Generic

Ameris

$1189

SPRAY CLEANER

•

.4
.1 •••

150c..
Swespdake

OWN*

Man

0

In 4359

580

VAth One Filled Check-Out
Bonus Certificop

30:.

r

30:.Vim

161z

160:.

5 LB.

990

Generic Self Rising

Iie N OIL
;

59,
5.5..

CORN RAKES
iss90

Fol9ff's

INSTANT COFFEE

Cut

t

590

22a..

16741NAHA CAKE

GOO&

29t

34.t. $*48
so

Palmolive

DISH UQUID
Irish
irSON)

$129

$4129
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EVERY NAY

69'
$79
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"
OM LOBSTER

E

PtrallircZlimER

12 ez

SHOP BIG JOHN SHELVES & COMM
YOU WILL FIND FAR MORE

SPIN

WD

FRUIT DRINK

38 el

4199

YELLOW CORN MEAL

(2u.$*39

VALUABLE COUPON

14
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COUPON VALID
00/00/00 00/00/00
st\

Regular Discount Price
C6upon Savings
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Price with Coupon .$17.99
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SUPER FOOD STORES!

PRICE*349
dgir

4'7

MOIST BEEF CAT FOOD

CHUNK DOO FOOD

9
0

790

12 a

2518.

32 N.

PEANUT BUTTER

GRAPE JELLY

STRIFIVBERRY PRESERVES

SALAD MESSRS

$11932oz
99t. 99
g ..
BLEACH

4

29
4111‘--

65#
WW1

"

CANNED SODA

PRUNE JUICE

SLICED'PINEAPPLE

89tc'

190

32N.

FRUIT MIX

55
0

20 ez

PORK-n-BENIS

PEACHES

90is
75029. 2N.

519°

U.S.D.11

MAC & MERE

PAAI
CAE SYRUP

23

790
24 a.

7.5 N.
•
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wa CHEESE CAKE
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items and prices in this ad effective
Sept.14th thru Sept.20th in:

Murray, Ky.
Limit right reserved. None sold to dealers.
Copyright 1983. The Kroger Co.

T R
AIMINTNINID ITEM POLICY
Mich of these Items is required to be reedly available for sale in each Kroger store, except as
=
noted in this ad.* we do run out of an
Item, we will offer you your choice Of
a comparable item,when avallabie, reflecting the
samesavings, or a rain check, which wIll entitle
you to purchase the advertleed item at the advertised price within 30 days. Only one vendor
coupon will be meow per item.

Rib or Loin Pork

Center-Cut
Chops

Country Club

Canned
Ham
3Pound Can

lb.
John Morrell Half

Slice'N
Eat Ham
441#

Bryan Smoked

lb.

Pork
Chops

99
Boneles dit Ham

Slab Bacon

169

Sliced Loin Half

7To9Lb. $
Avg.

Pork
Loin

lb.
HOt Or IMMO Lb.Pkg.$3.37)

Armour I3acon

lb.

138

RudrsSausage

$1159

1207.
pkg.

Pork Loin
$1128

lb.

Who

Family Pak Cost Cutter Sliced

Sliced Quarter

Family Pak,3To 5Pound Average

Pork Steaks
$1128

lb.
Fresh Picnic
Links or Patties

John Morrell

Rudrs Sausage

Pork Sausage

$169
120L
Pkg.
pkg..31.69
Smogs &

$2
89
%

0

Pork
Roast

lb.
Fully WOW,Whole or Shank Half

Holly Ham

.613c

A111111111111111111111111101111111111.11ti_
,

tinflt*elikia„.
U.S.D.A. Choice

U.S.D.A. Chola Beef Family Pak .

Beef & Hydrated Soya Protein Mx

Gamine, Leas, Chopped Patties Of

Stewing
Beef

Cube
Steak

Kroger
Pro

Ground
Round

lb

Pox Deluxe
Pizza
pkg.

Boston
IT158

U.S.Gov't.Graded Choice Beef

AN Varieties

100z.

89t

Fresh Seafood

Perch
Fillets

48c

gg

U.S.D.A.Choice Sliced

Beef Wieners

Lamb Shoulder
5109

.
12kg
P.
Kroger Jumbo Mood -lb.$1.29)

Mr. Fritter
Corn Dogs

Silver
Salmon

KaBobs
WNsss Viestars Style

Sliced Bacon
Frozen Stewing or

12 oz. pkg.

pound

I39

17 LBS. OF MEAT$20
9
5)
ALL FOR ONLY

lb.

14 oz.
pkg.
111oz.
pkg.

99c
$169

$209/
2NI $349
11
pks
16 oz.

yPranks,or

Reg.or Not 110logna,
Beef.0105Pla Or Salami

Cutter Bryan
Wieners Lunchmeats

Leg-O-Lamb
$199

AVG.PRICE Pelt

Vas DMus

cost

U.S.D.A.Choice

lb.

PransinlyFmae 1,110111

lb

• 3 Lbs Chuck Steak
• 3 Lbs. Pork Steak
• 4 Lbs. Fryer Quarters
• 4 Lbs.Smoked Sausage
(Circle '13' or Frontier)

lb.

Meat Bologna
51109

King Cottos
— •

• Bonus Bundle •

Armour

All Varieties(Patties)

PTniouSly Froze Peed laisid

12oz. pkg.

Ground
° Chuck
0178
Af9P4.10-6 •. 2:IF. •

59
$2

Good Anytime

Prying
Chicken
lb

5109

Fresh

lb

Genuine,Lean
Any Mae Package

usoA
DocE

Less

lb

U.S.D.A. Grade'Niftily Farms
Family Pak Allixed•PartS of

Roast

lb.

lb

r ...rlibitTh

‘
7
,

Catfish
Fillets

lb

Baking
Hens

49c

Natopill"irr
°Yr"
efy

Juicy
Jumbos
$ 69

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
50 To 60 Pounds

Kroger liNole or Half Stick

Braunschweiger

lb

Frostier, 10 Lb. Boa Oily

Smoked Sausage

lb.

SO Lb. Bea Oily

Pork tieckbones

a.

meaty Tufty gins Sr

Drumsticks

lb.

694

99c
29c
49c

Holly Farms
Family Pak

Holly Farms
Family Pak

Pryer
Thighs

Fryer
Wings

pound

pound

99c

79c

Saw-Ready
Beef Round

59

Please allow 3 to 5
days for preparation

lb.

'ak00,11,4015"

Holly Farms
Pamir/ Pat

Fryer
Drumstidas

116.7.11111110r

Holly Farms Quarters

Fryer
Breast

pound

Pound

OS)

Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the price
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Cutters

C(,5

Kroger 2%

U.S.D.A. Grade'A'
Kroger

Sprite, Tab,
Diet Coke or

Cost Cutter

Fresh
Milk
plastic gallon

Large
Eggs
dozen

Coca
Cola

Sandwich
Bread

16 oz. bottles

24 oz. loaf

49
$
79' 8 II 59
'

$919

plus
dep.

for

Market Basket Grade Ad
Large Eggs

doz.

83c

All Purpose or Self-Rising

Green Giant

Sunshine

Iodized or Free Running

Pillsbury
Flour

Sweet
Peas

Chip A Roos
Cookies

Morton
Salt

5 lb.
bag

9W
9
Ta„.
3
Kellogg's

Pop

2
can $I00

170z.
s

12 oz.
pkg.

8 oz.
jar

5339

3201.

5129

Folger
'
s Coffee

Prune Juice

Can

16 oz.
jar

Cremora

99C

Realemon

5189

32 oz.
btl.

5149

16 oz.
btl.

5149

Purex Detergent

42 oz.
box

$129

A-1 Steak Sauce

10 oz.
btl.

$169

8 oz.
box

69c

1blabg

Coffee

80Z
i

Bamboo Shoots
Blue or Green
Automatic Vanish

99C
$149

Lucky Leaf
Apple Sauce

79C

14 oz.
bag

$119

Cost Cutter Ground

91C (

8oz.
tin

$119

Cost Cutter Layer

Frosting
Mix

16.5 oz.
pouch

75'

13.25 OZ.
pkg.

Cost Cutter

Cake
Mix

221;:tit $169

25 oz.
jar

5 lb.
bag

Cost Cutter

Window Cleaner (With Trigger)
Windex

179

Cost Cutter

Black Pepper

laamy Fancy

Nacho
Chips

Cost Cutter Ground

All Purpose or Self-Rising

Flake Coconut

For Seasoning

roger

1mbòtx 5119

Tea Bags

75C

Cost Cutter Flour

Heavy Duty

box

2 lb.
box

Cost Cutter

Clorox
Pre-Wash

22 01
jar 5109

Coffee Creamer

Pancake
Mix

Borden's Lemon Juice

$0159
13 oz.

89c

Cost Cutter Old Fashioned

Borden's Non-Dairy Creamer

Rice
Krispies

26 oz.
boxes

Cost Cutter

Breast 0
'Chicken

Kellogg's

3..

Save 10%

Sunsweet

61/2 OZ.

11 oz.
box

$10,

Instant

Tuna In 011 or Water

vs

VP,

10 oz. 5339
jar

Instant Coffee
Makes 8 Quarts • Cost Cutter

24oz. $159
can

Drink Mix

59c

Cost Cutter Orange
27 oz. $11 59
ctn.

Breakfast Drink

SPECIAL COST CUTTER SAVINGS THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE STORE!
Angler
Broom

Pampers
Diapers
Your $829

Tylenol

Capsules

$377
btl.

487

$
each

POWER
STRIP

0 Cedar No 201

Sponge
mop
$597

choice
Kodak

C-110-24 Exposure

Disc
Film

Kodak
Film

Vaseline

Denture Adhesive

Ixodent
Cream

O'Cedar No. 272

Disposable 90 Ct. Newborn,
60 Ct. Ex. Absorbent,
48 Ct. Toddlers

Without Aspirin
Extra Strength

10•0••4,0.“

1.50z. $169

Petroleum
Jelly

407

3 75 oz $
iar
•

tube

K,odak
s

219

Single $
pack

Speedy Relief

Aika;
Seltzer

Alka
Seltzer
met $209
Pit9

Living
Gloves
$
each

wl
each

Playtex

67

Kr

$239
Cannon 1000c
Solid Color

Kr

Polyester
Blanket
$499

Kr

e3Ch

LET'S tio KROGERING FOR THE BEST
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Save you more
Assorted Flavors
Pillsbury Plus

Cake
Mixes

scot
Paper
Towels

183/4 oz. box

84square feet

Bathroom Tissue

"Fresh From Florida"
Kroger Concentrate

Soft INI

Orange
Juice

Pretty
4 roll pkg.

12 oz.can

09

69C

89'

1

Pack Kroger

Orange Juice

:
12 ail $2
69

Ready To Spread

Lemon Fresh

Kraft

Mazola

Pillsbury
Frostings

Joy
Liquid

Strawberry
Preserves

Corn
Oil

$129

161/2 OZ.

can

48 oz.
btl.

$2
69

WITH COST
CUTTER BRANDS

TO 40%
1601

Fruit Mix
In Juice Cost Cutter

20c.

Pineapple

ON

57c
69c

16 oz.

Green Beans

29c

Cost Cutter

42 oz.
can

Golden Corn
Cost Cotter

16 oz.
can

Mixed Vegetables

35c

Cost Cutter

Stewed Tomatoes

1601

COO

26 oz.
box

57cCO

MILK PRODUCTS

16 oz.
can

2°9
plastic

Tomato Taste

32: $129

gallon

Purina Dog Food

11 oz.
pkg

59c

Cat Litter

211C

DAIRY DEPT.

1

41C

95C

Clorox Bleach

43c

Iodized
Cost Cutter'
Salt

37c

qv 6 oz. 09C
21 cans UP

Assorted Grinds Vac Pac

Cost Utter

Toaster Treats
17 oz

20 oz
pkg
15 oz

Pork IN"
Beans

II

Liquid

Cost Cutter

Cost Cutter Whole Kernel

Instant Potatoes

$ 99

Kroger Coffee

Tomato Sauce

Campbell's

1601. swig
pkg.

Heinz Ketchup

Frosted Flakes

38 oz.
btl.

Borden's Country Store

Cling Free

Cost Cutter

Vegetable
Oil
$ 39

49

:
48
$1
•

Apple Juice

Fabric Softener Sheets

$165

$2
59

Lucky Leaf

Pet Milk

Cost Cutter
Shortening

Cost Cutter Cut

48 oz.
btl.

Evaporated

Fine For Baking

Cost Cutter

169

18oz.
Jar

18 lb.
bag

Praise

10 lb
bag

Litter Green

$965
$319
Martha White

With Meat Chef Boy-Ar-Dee

Spaghetti Dinner

Corn
Muffin Mix
4
1100

"pl'il 5159

Aunt NNW
16 oz
lar

Pickled Beets

71c

Kroger
46 oz

Tomato Juice

79c

7 2 oz
pkgs.

BAKERY DEPT.

FROZEN FOODS

Maila OBI
0
•••

Donald Duck

ee

Orange
Juice

telbAua
mi DUCK t•

/
1
2gal
ctn.

Kroger

Soft
margarine
00 Margarine

29

$

Kroger Plain or Sour Dough

tubs

graRred„,ce

English
Muffins
2

00

$1

12 oz
pkgs.

Texas Style

Kroger

Cottage Cheese...2 la
Weight Watchers

Kroger Colby

Country PAO

furs

Kroger Fruit Drink

Blend-O-Five

/
1
2 pl.

ctn.

Kroger Natural Flavor
Ctn.

2

Nice IN' Cheesy

1•1:f $279

$229

Ore Ida
1201.
pkgs.

Golden Crinkles

5 lb
bag $299

Green Giant

Fruit Roll-Ups. . 2

IF4 02.

Corn On The Cob

pkgs.

4 ear
ph;.

Erhard s Pie

Village Bakery
20 oz.

Lemon Meringue

2 loatis

White Bread

33 oz
ph;.

$139
$319

Normel

Royal Viking

Row
1/2 eat

Ice Cream

Longhorn Cheese 1001.
pkg $449
I
Pwhay
..........2t 5129
Light Spread

12 oz.

pito

10 Ct. Not Dog Of J11110f Sandwich

Kroger Buns

Banquet
Chicken

13

1.0C
Kroger Biscuits 2 210z.
calls ear

Low-Fat Yogurt 2

Sticks, Nuggets or Patties

Danish Horns

10

Corn Dogs

oz.pkg

22
pkg
oz289

5

OF EVERYTHING INCLUDING THE PRICE
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THE
OR OP
California Red & White Seedless or

pes
Gra
e
Blu
sunnysiope
Red Peaches
Oranges

lb.

lb.

California 113 Size Valencia

(Bag of

AtIPS°311k
bag $1394e
404
$149
each

"New Crop" Eastern Gold

Delicious Apples
California Jumbo 5 Size

Honeydew Melons
Bartlett Pears:

U.S. No.1 All Purpose Round

Fresh Cut

Mild, Medium Size

dozen

lb.
bag

Yellow Onions

(Available in stores with
floral shoppes only)

"New Crop"

California

Fresh

Fresh
Asparagus

Fresh
Broccoli

12oz.
pkg.

Cantaloupes

large
bunch

lb.

$11 39

California 12 Size

Country Stand

Mushrooms

Dieffenbachia
Compacta "rolti

149

10 lb. $
bag

White Potatoes

Sweetheart
Roses

Florist Quality

,5W

"New Crop" Green

For special occasions or anytime at all, the
Kroger Floral Shoppe has a large selection of
plants, fresh cut flowers and accessories at
affordable prices.

each

each

..
SH.
The bestofthe FRE
JUST FOR YOU!
Save 29c on two loaves Fresh Baked

Save 90c per lb.on Leat14 Tender

French
Bread

Virginia
Baked Ham
369

29149

lb.

Save 60' per lb. ou All Natural Gourmet

Save 20' au Six Fresh Baked

igurlialeedr
trut
save2"er
Pect
CooldeS
$129
darRaised
1104100polPond

MOIST.
WW1
—
PURIM
249
wow
itinuiso
40.1910"lis eactl
raotisist
.
'milk on Round
moll
save Si.20
tOre Node
,
COW
COCOrlat

$109 Turkey

Kaiser
Rolls

Breast

In-Store Made
6 Variety

Save 20' per lb. on Delicious Big Eye

Cherry
PPie

Swiss
Cheese

99
each $2

4ta,

$399

starting at

lb.

f

In Store Fresh

AND UP

t

Chicke
iner

Includes:4 Breasts,4 Thighs,4 Legs,
4 Wings,jib. American or Mustard
Potato Salad,1 lb. Slaw I 1 doz. Rolls

al for
only

\f

"tv

"FOOTBALL SPECIAL"
Golden Grade "A" Wishbone
Fried Chicken

;4#

LET THE KROGER DELI/BAKERY
HELP YOU PLAN YOUR
FOOTBALL WEEKEND!!

ib.$399 cc‘,

Save 50' each ot In-Store Fresh Baked

29
$
sect%

loaves

for
(one dozen box....$1.98)

o- Let us help you plan your Football
weekend with Delicious ready-toserve Party Trays. Choose from our select
tender ham & beef products along with our
taste-tempting vegetables and dell dessert
salads. Stop by the Kroger deli and pick up
your free party tray brochure and let one of
our experienced clerks kelp you!!

„,„ikaummimminheititivate,"
itat
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Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the pricc
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